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DAILY

PRESS

published every day (Sundays excepted) by

HEAL ESTATE.

Terms:

Dollars

MAINE"~STATE

THE

PRESS

$20,000

Is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year; if i»aid hi advance, at $2 00 a year.

a

Rates of Advertising : One inch of space, in
length of column, constitutes a “Bquare.”
first week; 75 cents per
$150 per square
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; coutinung every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amuhmements,” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “MAINE STATE
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

daily

9100

from

to

Loan III

prepared to lean money In
la any amonut

desired,

on

Oral

mortgages ia Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook, or Deering. Parties desirous ot building can also be accommodated witb loans.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate & mortgage
Brokers.
“
sep24tt

Its Assets for the Security of its Policies

M°°“.MVice-rrest
T'-n'JF’
D. Hewlett,3*1 Vice-PreBt
J.

ON

J

JOHN

Jan 16.dlmo.

108 Walnut St.,
H. L. Gregg,
jan23-ly

FOR SALE.

GRIST

OFFICEAND RESIDENCE,

Street, Brown

For Sale at

H.

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

CL.OUDJJIAN,

Bonne' and Hat

Hotel Property for Sale.
^

The

iu

THOMAS H. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, U. S.)

.Attorney
A.T

hotel is in

LAW!

No. 18 Pemberton

Sqr., Boston,

Mass.

Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D. |
W. Gooch, and Hon. Ginery Twichell.
jn3-6m

PAYSON & PAYSON,
Attorneys

and Counsellors at

Law,

Paysox,

Edward

Ilaunr,,

Lata an. Finaa far Sale.
He would refer parties abroad to the
following
named gentlemen of thin city: Hen. Geo. F. Shem
ley, Hou.A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kings-

FRESCO PAINTER
186 MIDDLE STREES, UpStairs.
Order Slate at F. F. Hale’s, Corner of Free

N. B.

and Cross Streets.

tf

de20

Flour, drain

and

Commission

Merchants,

CANAL STREET,

38 SOUTH

filicao-A
t lUlngU.

no2'

U.

& Oo

Peyret

OF

IMPORTERS

FRENCH WINES,
Wholesale & Retail
348 CONGBEgg STREET.

novTGm

NATHAN GOULD,
Merchant Tailor,

NEW

L.KEILER,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Offioe at'Schumacher Bros, 5 Bearing Block
A CARD—In thanking my former customers and
friends for the patronage they have bestowed upon
roe lor the last n teen years. 1 have the pleasure In
recommending to them Mr. W. L. KKIt-EKtor
a continuance of the same, feeling confident that he
is able to please all who mav give him a call in his

CHAS.S. SCHUMACHER.

line.

Jy13dtf

SARGENT,

No. 90 Middle
of
and Hose

MANUFACTURER
BeltiDg
...

o.lo

T nnihor

U.,l

SiHoa

Leather, Belt Hioks, Copper Rivets and Burs.
Portland, July ti, 1871.jy7-d6m

BANKERS,
Sears Building, Boston.

3

No.

BUSINESS PAPER Bought and

sold, and

Corporation Loans negotiated.
DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.
COLLECTION! of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness
ADVANCES made

on

approved

on

all

points.

No 152 middle Street.
[PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order
All the new styles, Berlins, Fembrants, Medallion,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retouched

card, bv which new process we get. rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the s^in.
Call and.judge tor yourselves.
KP" \iolio—Good work at Moderate PricA ini to Please.may 20
es.

JE. A. O’BRIOJN,
—WITH—

SPRUANCE, PRESTON & CO,
Commission Merchants,
63 South Oanal Street,
Id,.

purcuase anu
give especial attention so
shipment of Flour, Gram aud Provisious for Eastern
will

account.__jyl3d6m
Wholesale Dealers In

Marble,

CONORt £8 STREET,
Yard 43 PREBLE

aud
SHALL

keep

on

hand

a

STREET,

good as?orlment of Italian

Marble,

and will receive orders to
cut to size all kinds of Monumenral stock, at prices
be
mil
to
not
will
that
satisfactory to all marble woikAmerican

eis.aug‘>2

_

SEERIDAJJ & GRHTITE8.

If

FIRST

92}

EVANS,

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW.

FORT FAIRFIELD.

J.

tf_
H.

HOOPER,

UPHOL STE HER

receipts,

account.

no

charges

ja23

UNFAILING REMEDY
in all chronic diseases of the mucous surface and a
specific in the removal of morbid discharges, of whatever nature.
Prescribed by the medical profession with signal
and uniform success in the treatment of Chronic Diarrhoea and Dysentery, Night Sweats, Uteriue and
Pulmonary Hemorrhage, in Cough attended with
profuse Expectoration, and as an injeotion in Leucoroea or Whites, Ulcerations of the Os Uteri, and other
vaginal diseases; in Catarrh. Piles, Fisures of the
Annus, Burns, Scalds, Excoriations, obstinate Ulcers
and in all cases requiring a powerful astringent aud

CLEWS Ac CO.,
32 Wall Street, N. Y.

]

tonic remedy.
Those
not

| anil

afflicted with

w

W. W.

MATTBESB IS,

INEBRIATES!

1‘atrul
Bed
Loub«m,
amrled Chaim, Arc.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

STATE

SURE CURE for intemperance. It is a vegetable
powder, to be mixed with water; will remove all deA

intoxicating drinks; cures delirium tremens

decl6

En-

a# All kinds ot repairing neatly done. Furnlboxed aud malted.
oc25-’69r T&Stf

man can

clear from $5 to $10

or
pans
that is wanted in every family
For terms, address
H. A. HOLDEN,

ing

fn2-4w

Send

ly«Ssw51

Plaster Mills!

in

Your

Bills.

ALL

a

J

Portland, January 16, 1872.

Auditing Committee.
dt 25

any future financial

as

on

WE

KNIGHT

&

\

|

New House for Sale, or Rent.
Emery Street near Pine. Very cosy and conlenient, gas throughout house and cellar, piped
sebago, cellar cemented, everything in prime* con

MAINE.

Nassau Street, New York.

23
is

J an 1(VI Aw 3m

-OF

Currency and

January,

ViU

dition.

80d-.m
Merrill,
dec9-tf_Telegraph Office, 24 Exchange St.

are

Ivory

Pearl

the mile of Contracted Road.

AT THE EHD

TO

Jules

OF

51, 53,-47,49
MIDDLE ST.,

Late Master of Modern Languages in the
cial Traiuiug School. High and Grammar
St. John, N. B.
|{plon>n.>ea< C.in

_f

U

T

ProvinSchools,

alreadv developed, lias been in operation since
February last, and is now fully equipped with depots,
water tanks, coal sheds and machine
shops. The net
earnings in October, the ninth month after the road
was opened for
business, were $37,293, after deducting all expenses for operation and repairs. The reBult in September, before the
Chicago fire which temporarily deranged the movement of freights, was
even better.
The company owes no floating
debt,
mile.

a

___

«J. C, PROCTER, 93 Exchange st
GEO. M. Harding. Architect.
_

nev2

accordingly exceed $4,000 to the mile, secured by the
franchises, road, track, rolling stock and property of
every description belonging to a company already
doing
A Prosperous Business.
The proceeds of the present issue of
Equipment
Bonds will be used in adding to the rolling stock,
which proves inadequate to the amount of business
ottering, though the company has now 22 locomotives,

~TO

and have taken the store. No. 92 Commercial Street,
(Thomas Block,) where tncy would be pleased to see
their friends and former customers.
F. A. SMITH,
F. A. GAGE,
Late of the firm of Smith, Donnell & Co.

jal2tf_

NOTICE.
**ri!HE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.”
X have leased their Docks and other propery in
Cape Elizabeth to James E. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jon. 1, 1872, and during said
time the Company will not be responsible for any
debts contracted in their name or on their account,
unless authorized or approved by the President of

freight cars, 10 passenger coaches, 5 baggage, express and mail cars, and 9 way or caboose cars.
The Construction bonds were marketed at 95. The
Equipment Bonds, being secured by
gage, are offered
ut 85 in Currency

a

second mort-

Accrued Interest.

and

The facta recited above show that the

ample.

security

is

the investment pays

At 65

practically
Eight and

a Quarter per Cent, in Geld
free ot taxation. The limited amount of thes
bonds now ottered ($250,000) cannot remain long upon
the market, and we take this occasion to recommend
them to investors.
Further information supplied on application to
SWAN Ac BARRETT,
Banker* Ac Brokers, lOO middle St
Portland. Nov. 29.1871. ns-nnv30-#yvl'>m

Reliable Insurance.
W. D. Little &

teat, accessible by water or rail, tiled up with every
modern convenience.
Apply to
H. N. JOSE, 194 Fore st.
Nov 4 is 11

Island to

ESTABLISHED

Office. No. 491-2
representing

the

the company.

CHAS. A.

LAMBARD,

President P. D. Dock and Ware-house Co.
By his Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,

The undersigned having assumed the sole proprietorship of the United States Hotel, would announce
to his friends ami the public, that on and after
JANUARY 1st, 187S.
in accordance with the spirit of the times, “Retrenchment and

Economy.” he

The

will reduce Ills rates to

“TWO DOLLARS A DAY”
To the toansient travelling public, with no reduction
of fare,(attendance and hospitalities.
No effort will be spared for tbe comfort and convenience of the guests of this favorite house.
de29tf
D. N. CUSHMAN.

land

IN

Co;’s

1843.

Exchange

sepli

PLEASANT

Lodging Rooms

to

L^|.

the second floor without
octl»eodtf

on

Let,

tl
ST.aug23
To Let.

No. 3fi Anderson street; nearly new, contains sir looms, eight cl .sets, good cellar, and
plenty ot water. Apply at No. 3 Lincoln st.
Jy28tl

A

TO
Let!
DESIRABLE House of ten rooms. Enquire ef
C O. BAKER, 3? Wilmot street.
JylSdtt
E. W.LOCKR.

To be Let,

whole
part ot the block ol Brick Stores
THEPortland
Pier.
the
or

Apply

jylStl

Furnished Room
without board.
WITH
wanted. Apply
or

corner

9250,000

Let,

to

Also Lady Boarders
Center and Free st. No

HOWARD,

Either Single

Company

$1,000; Reg-

Is allowed “to

negotiate and procure

ON-

and

9500,000

Hoffman,

Surplus,

M. F.

Montreal Ocean

Return Tickets

These companies are among the best now
doing busMaine. Those that have passed through the
Ordeal”
are now in first rate condition for
Fiery
complete indemnity against loss or damage by fire.
The NATIONAL and ORIENT are new Companies,
with clean Capitals.
recently organized
Merchants, Traders. Builders and others, wanting
large lines with reliable offices, may be accommodated

Dwellings

undersigned will continue
and style of

OF

PIANOS of the best Manufacture,
HURDETT & WOOD’S
CELEBRATED

ORGANS!

(Old Instruments taken in exchange.)
CHOICE and large stock of Sheet Music,
Books, Fnlius, Wrappers. Also a fine
lot of Violins, Banjos,
Drums, Guitars,
Cornets, Concertinas, Strings, Music BoxAll

can

business under
&

CO.

EDWIN CLEMENT.
ELIHU LIBBY,
F. M. CLEMENT.
1872.
ja23d2w

be obtained at

HAWES & CRAGIN’S Mnsic Store,
77 M1DDLK STREET.
EyMusic sent by mail._dcl2eod-6m

For Sale.
Upright Ferftimery Case, suitable for an apothecary or fancy goods dealer. May be sern at the
store of
H. H. HATCH,
303 Congress st.
Ja23eod3t

N O T IC E

and after Jan. 4, the Evening train for Walnut
Hill,tPerlev’s, Chandler’s, Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, will leave Portland, at8.15 p. m.
The 5.15 p. m. train w ill run as usual to Lewiston
via Brunswick.

ON

dtf

Jan 3.

L. L. LINCOLN, Asst. Supt.

No. 3 Mackerel in Bond!
FOR

EXPORT!
FOR SALE

CURTIS

&

Jan28-ln[_1,VJ

$17,500 over the
each

on

DAVIS,
Commercial Hi.

LOCATION

SALE.—RARE CHANCE.
A WELL

ESTABLISHED

HAT, CAP

and FUR

Location best in the city:
in Boston.
rent only $900, on lease. The stock is clean ami
the business paying handsomely.
Capital required
about $0000. Ill health cause for selliug.
Address Hatter, Herald Office, Boston, Ma s.

BUS1NES
Jan22-d2w

THOSE

Fancy Job Printing

advantage to call

25,000

acres

held to

of bonds that

amount

During the present month the
the

a

redeem

surplus of

can

be

issued

Pacific

Northern

opened for passengers and freight to

Red River of the North, the eastern boundary
Dakota Territory—this, with the completed road

of

slope, and the St. Paul and Pacific

the Pacific

on

miles, will make nearly 600 miles of

branches of 288

road in operation at the close of this year.
As

the U. S. Government is

Twenties, holders of these

the Five-

now

calling

can

convert them into

in

Northern Pacific Bonds, and thereby INCREASE
THEIR INCOME MORE THAN 33 1-3
PER CENT.

of

At the

Five-Twenties, and

present time

we

a

good

proj»or-

notice that the Boston

Journal in its monetary article of Nov. 11, says:
Five-Twenties (of 1862)

“Holders of

zing

upon

them,

or

exchanging

sues—often into railroad
are

are

either real-

them into other is-

bonds—the Northern Pacific

favorites for reinvestment.”

The Chicago disaster ftilly demonstrated that a First
Mortgage Bond on any Trunk Line of railroad is
the safest and least fluctuating security known.
This 1s manifest in one
marked instance, as
seen in the fluctuation oi the first
Bonds
of the Michigan Central Railroad, which fell but one
per cent, in the late financial panic, while U. S. FiveTwenties and Sixes of 1881 fluctuated two to three
per cent.; and here the Michigan Central Railroad
had met with the greatest loss it could by tire—the
of its large terminal depot.
The New Yrok
Daily Bulletin, which gives the authentic reports of
the Stock Exchange, iu its igsue of the Uth of October, alter the Chicago tire, says: “Railroad Bonds
have stood the shock better than any other class of
securities,” and again, October 18th, says: “Railroad
Bonds are steadier than anyjother class of securities,

gulte

Mortgage

burning

»“To

w-rsons

Broking i>ennancnt investments,

al-

holders of Government Bonds wishing lo increase
their income, WK WOULD RKCO.IIMEND

so

THE NORTHERN PACIFIC SEVENTHIRTY GOLD RONDS AS ONE OF
BERT ANDNAFEST RAILROAD
NOW OFFEBED
TO

THE PUBLIC.
We recommend this bond for the

on

Wn.M.
Ex-

Printing Office,

reason

estate

basis, wobth

the amount
PEB

of

double

bonds

ninth instant.
We continued our march from Fort Cumberland to Frazer’s (which is within seven
miles of Du Quesne) without meeting any extraordinary event, having only a straggler or
two picked up by the French Indians. When

we came to this place we were attacked
(very
unexpectedly) by about three hundred French

and Indians.
Our numbers consisted of
about thirteen hundred well-armed men,
chiefly regulars, who were immediately struck
with such an inconceivable panic, that nothing but confusion and disobedience of orders
prevailed amongthem. The officers in general behaved with incomparable bravery, for
which they greatly suffered; there being nearly sixty killed and wounded, a large proportion out of the number we had.
The Virginia companies behaved like men
and died like soldiers; for, I believe, out of
three companies that were on thejground scarce
thirty were left alive. Capt. Peyroune aud all
officers down to a corporal were killed. Capt.
Poison had almost as hard a fate, for only one
of his escaped.
In short, the dastardly behavior of the reg
ular troops (so called) exposed those who
were inclined to do their duty to
almost
certain death; and at length, in spite of
to
the
effort
every
contrary, [they] broke
and ran as sheep before hounds, leaving the

artillery, ammunition, provisions, baggage,
and in short everything, a prey to the enemy;
and when we endeavored to rally them in
hopes of regaining the ground and what we
had left upon it, it was with as little success
as if we had attempted to have stopped the

wild bears of the mountains, or rivulets with
our feet; for they would break by in despite,
of every effort that could be made to prevent
it.
The General was wounded in the shoulder
and breast, of which he died three days after;
his two aide»-de-camp were both wounded,
but are in a fair way of recovering. Col. Barton and Sir John St. Clair are also wounded,
and I hope will get over it. Sir Peter Halket,
with many other brave officers, were killed in
the field. It is supposed that we had three
hundred or more killed; about that number
we brought off wounded; and it is conjectured (I believe with much truth) that twothirds of both received their shot from our
our own cowardly regulars,* who gathered
themselves into a body, contrary to orders,
ten or twelve deep; would then fire and shoot
down the men before them.
I tremble at the consequence that this defeat may have upon our back settlers, who, I
suppose, will all leave their habitations, unless there are proper measures taken for their

security.
Col. Dunbar, who commands at present,
intends, as soon as his men are reunited at
this place, to continue his march to Philadelphia for winter quarters; consequently there
will be no men left here, unless it is the shattered remains of the Virginia troop, who are
totally inadequate to the protection of the
frontiers.

As Capt. Orrne is writing to you, however,
I doubt not but that he will give you a circumstantial account of all things; which will
make it needless for me to add more than
that I am, honorable sir, your most obedient
and most humble servant.
Geoiige Washington.

that it Is

GROUNDED UPON a LANDED BEAL

—From Old and New for February.
*
It was supposed that Gen. Braddock was shot by
one

MILE, AND ALSO UPON A
equipped trunk line

OF BAIL BO AD BUNNING TIIBOUGA
THE

SAI^E.
For further particulars
concerning this Bond,
purchase of the same apply to the undersigned.

IOO Middle Street.

33

PAYSON, Banker,

Exchange

Jan l2.-eod*wlw

own men-

COAL
A

ALSO

OF

COAL!

—

or

HARD and SOFT WOOD,
Of all kind*,

Paul

a*

usual, at lowest price*.

Prince

&

FOOT OF BTLIIOT NT.

Son,
Ja26-lm

Portland Savings Bank.

St.

Mon, We S.

!_jCOAL!

SUPPLY

FULL.

—

SWAN & BARRETT, Bankers,

M.

of bis

issued

FULLY

H.

_

in want of Plain or
will find it to their
Marks, at the Daily Press Job

the Kansas Pacific Road, still

the

SECURITIES*

chance seldom offered, as the owner has other business.
Ja24-.lt TAYLOR & CO., 20 State st., Boston.

FOR

with

mile of the Northern Pacific Railroad.

Railroad will be

THE

BY

First Class Ladies' and Gents’ Dining Saloon For Sale.
of great value; thoroughly established
with regular run of good paying
customs;

A

Pinno Stools.

CLEMENT

S PE C IAL

and

Merchandise,

REED

the

Monongahela, the

of its land sales should

each $50,000 of bonds, there would be

j

name

on

fignre for

Seven-Thirties

Barm Property, insured for one, three or four
years, on highly favorable terms.
Ja5isd3w

CONSISTING

which is but $2.70

existing under the

of the late firm* will be settled by EDWIN
CLEMENT & CO.
EDWIN CLEMENT,
A. M. BENSON,
ELIHU LIBBY,
F. M. CLEMENT.
Portland, 1st January, 1872.

acre

Cumberland, July 18,1755.

ble was I to omit giving you some account of
our late engagement w 1th the French on the

be above the lowest average of all the land grants

at this low

Copartnership.

Maine Central Rail Road.

9500,000

rates.

not

of your delighted

nes

price per

if the average

_

copartnership heretofore
firm
of
THE

Fobt

whole, is

as a

acquainted

JJ*t7-

Honorable Sib,—As I am favored with an
opportunity, I should think myself inexcusa-

THAT OF ANY OTHER ROAR; but even

sale at the store of
J. C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
dec7-d&wtc
^[Opposite ;he Court House.)

Portland, 1st January,

CHAS. T. WEBSTER, President.

Musical

ears

persons

Dinwiddle, Esq.,

liamsburg.

the different Grants, to be SUPERIOR TO

Christmas,

9250,000

New Cash Capital,

readily acknowledged by all

Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that produce sonnds as powerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and fill a house with melody. Call
soon at 33 COUtiT STREET and select one from the
lartre s-ock, so that it may

rin^

To the Hon. Robert

The CHARACTER of the Land Grant of the

Dec. 5-tf

Chime

General Washington’s Account of Braddock’s Fight.

Marquette.7.18

Northern Pacific Railroad Company,

H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and lor
Sight Drafts on .England for small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.

EDWIN

Orient, of Hartford.

at moderate

London-

granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship
AUSTRIAN, Capt. Brawn,
will leave this port for Liverpool on
Saturday, Jan. 97th.
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the steamship
8 ABH ATI AN, Capt. Wylie,
Saturday, February 3.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (acto
cording accommodations).970 to 980
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to

the New Year, In the

same

for February.

roritnu.12.55

Minnesota.7.04
Atlantic and Pacific.6.77
Iowa Falls and Sioux City.6.50
St. Paul and Pacific.
6.50
Cedar Rapids and Missouri River.6.00
St.Pauland Sioux City.5.67
Mo. River, ifort Scott and Gulf.5.55
Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw.6.00
Marquette and Ontonagon .5.00
4.18
Denver Pacific.
Union Pacific. :.4.25
Kansas Pacific.2.70

THE

to

is, they have stamens and pistils in the
flowers. Others are dicecious, or have
the male flowers
wholly on one plant, and the
females on another. Bnt it is seldom known,
prior to flowering, which is the male plant,
or which is the female.
Still the peculiar
sexual principle in some
cases, no doubt, pervaues the whole
plant, and exists long anterior to flowering; for a male or female
plant
once known will
generally always remain so.
Cuttings taken from either will be pretty sure
to reproduce the same sexual flowers
again,
though not always; for the female silver maple will not untrequently put forth branches
with male flowers. Still, as a general
thing,
sex is not determined in
plants until near the
flowering time; and is, as has been said, never known until the flowers have
actually
opened. In those plants which bear male and
female flowers separate on the same plant, it
is then seen that the male flowers
only appear
on the weakest branches or branchlets.
This
that

BY

Southern

Canadian and United States Hails.

Passengers Booked
derry and Liverpool.

PROPERTY,

do

Flint and

Steamship Co.

CARRYING

AND

Hannibal and St. Joseph.11.00
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe.7.70

ALLANLINE!

Ths

HODGES, President.

AND

mar9cUf

the

of New York.

THE

These offices are the most desirable In the cltv, being pleasantly situated and heated by steam.
Also, Desk room and desks furnished it desired.

9950,000

GEO. W. SAVAGE, President.

ROAD, FRANCHISES, AND ALL
LANDS

do

CLEMENT, BENSON & CO.,

International, of New York.

Capital dc

and

mile,” which Is secured by a FIRST

in Suits.

or

name

President.

Capital dc Surplus,

LET.

FLUENT BLOOK,

QFFICESI

of Hartford.

New Cash Capital,

I

jnn30tf

TO

Dissolution of

of Boston.

SWEET'SIR, President.

National,

on

Merchants National Bank.

at

VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRUMENTS, and a full assortment ef other instruments.
MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for

91,400,000

Capital dc Surplus,
D. H.

and

front room on second floor. Also
one room o?i third floor with board.
49 Franklin st.oc28tf

or

HENRY KELLOGG, President.

AN

excellent—sea-dressing

NOT sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end bouses
in the new brick block of
four, on the corner of
Neal and Pine see, will be rented on layorabi* terms.
These are first class housea In every
respect, conaiuiug 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
and Sebago water. Apply to JOHN T.
HULL. 48

Street.

of Hartford.

Capital dc Surplus,

es,

is

muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
proximity to good fishing grounds which with several
markets near at hand make it a rare chance to
carry
on the market fishing and lobster business.
Terms
moderate.
For particulars apply to
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.
jan 12-d&wtf

Portland,

following first-class Companies

Phcpnix,

us

Let.

ISLAND 13 miles from Portland and two
miles from main land,
containing about 40
acres, together with the buildings thereon, consisting
of new
House,
Barn, Sheds, and Fish
Dwelling
House, all in perfect repair.
This is a good location for either Farmer or Fish-

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES!

General Insurance Agency,

with

JLET^

Store No 142 & 144 Commercial »t
°t
Wldgerj's Wharf, particular!
pORNER
\J
adapted to the f* l< r and Grain business larg
capacity, having a fron age 01 36 feet, and depth 15

000

oddly

Co-Partnership Notice.
have formed a copartnership unrfUIE
undersigned
der
X
the style of SMITH, GAGE & CO., for the
purpose of transacting a Wholesale Grocery Business

3m

The

The entire debt is limited by charter to $20,000 a
mile, and the Equipment Bonds now offered cannot

Apply from one P. m. to three o’clock p. M.f at 36
Free Street, or in writing P. O. Box 1866

tn

Lowell Mass
No 91 Merrimack st., or Box 117.

Indebtedness inciirred for construction

only $16,000

earnings are
Bufticient to pay the interest upon this light debt and
leave
A Surplus of 918,000 a month.

Esq.

a m.iv

THOMPSON,

HOUSE

a trunk lin
for 203 miles through the finest agricultural
in the world, with a heavy lumber and coal

-nr

BLOCK.

low rent it applied tor immedintpl?
Mrs H. E.

The Central Railroad of Iowa,

Teacher of the French Language.

Coupon bonds,$100, $500,

Vitality of the Sexes.
It would hardly be correct to call
the reproductive principle in nature the female
principle; and yet when nature has advanced
so far in the plant or the animal as
to call for
a division into sexes, it will
hardly be denied
that the female is in more intimate
communion with this leading
object than the male.
The female must
necessarily be the most favored of nature. At the commencement
of
the division the female will be
provided for;
and in the great struggle for life, all other
things being equal, the chances will be largely in her favor. In plants the division into
sexes is not made apparent until the fl Bering period arrives. Some are hermaphrodites;

is best illustrated by a pine or spruce tree.
The female flower is that which becomes the
pine cone. The male flowers gather in small
THE NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILclusters, and are those which produce the
dust (pollen) in early spring. The male flowROAD COMPANY', OB WHICH THE
ers or cones only appear at the ends of the
SAID COMPANY' MAY' HEREAFTER
healthiest branches. As the tree grows, of
course the branches now at the ends in time
ACAriRmi in/1 TPUV TDimTDVM AD
become the interior, and are then shaded bv
THE
BONDS ARE OBLIGED TO
those which go beyond them.
Shade always
tends to lessen the vitality of a
HOLD 93,000 ACRE8 OF AVERAGE
growing
branch; and here we see that branches once
LAND AS SECURITY FOB EVERY
and
female
strong
flowers, as soon as thus
partially weakened by shade bear only male
930,000 OF BONDS ISSUED.
ones.
An inspection of any pine tree in
The sales of all lands “AT SUCH PRICES
spring will show, that though male flowers
are sometimes borne at the base of the shoots
AS APPROVED BY THE SAID TRUSbearing female flowers, weak shoots will never
TEES,” are set apart to redeem the bonds, for by bear anything but male ones. This will be
found the case in all plants of a monoecious
the definite terms of the mortgage, “THE PROcharacter. In the common ambrosia, or ragweed, the male flowers are on a sort of weakCEEDS OF ALL SALES OF LANDS,
ened, half-dead looking raceme; while the
WHETHER IN CASH, BONDS, COUfemales are situated in the best position for
receiving the highest amount of nutrition
PONS
OR
OTHER
SECURITIES, the
plant can bestow. Those who have examined this' matter in {plants, see the truth
SHALL BE DEPOSITED WITH THE
of the position in the vegetable world, that
TRUSTEES;” also “ALL MONEYS IN
nature’s highest efforts in the formation of
the sexes are invariably in the female line.
THE
HANDS OF THE TRUSTEES
The same facts appear to us in the animal
FOR LANDS SOLD, SHALL BE INworld. In the very first struggle with life the
males get the worst of it. The vast majority
VESTED BY THEM, IN THE FIRST
of all the children who die under five years of
MORTGAGE BONDS OF THE COMage are males. As the sexes approach maturity, the terrible strain on the female sysPANY SECURED BY THIS MORTtem begins, and the numbers of males and feGAGE, WHEN SAID BONDS CAN BE males again nearly equalize. The amount of
nutrition over and above that required to susPURCHASED AT A SUM NOT EXtain life passes in the male to brain and musCEEDING HO CENTS ON THE DOLcle, to mere physical strength and intellectual
capacity; but in the female, to immense nuLAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST.”
tritive power for the support of another human being.
Man is physically stronger than
Although the Northern Pacific Railroad Company
woman; that is, in cases requiring an immeIntend to sell the same quality of lands at prices BEdiate concentration of power, he is her superior. But in vitality, if by that we may unI OW OTHER GRANTS, to Induce rapid setderstand the ability to endure circumstances
tl ment; still the practical working of the above protending to destroy life, he is below her. Not
only can he not endure as much during the
vision Is apparent, for the sales of land up to Novemfirst five years of his life, but as an adult he
sinks under pain that a woman would hardly
ber 1st exceeded 200,000 acres, at an average price upfaint with. Any one of us can look around
wards of *6 er acre, EQUAL TO 91,900.000,
and see women with perhaps half a dozen
young children which she must look after, a
OB MORE THAN lO PER CENT. ON
continual series of routine, monotonous
THE
TOWHICH
WAS
which she must attend to, now
house-work
911,300,000,
roasting at the oven, steaming over the washTAL AMOUNT OF BONDS SOLD TO
tub, or freezing at the clothes-line, and conTHAT DATE; still this 200,000 acres of land Is j tinually with the worry of crying children
ringing in her ears; and all this for years and
NOT QUITE ONE-SIXTEENTH PART
years, with ailing infants and sick older children, and perhaps even a male specimen of an
OF THE LAND GRANT IN MINNESOolder cast to whom she is expected to be a
TA ALONE.
“help-mate” besides all this; altogether for
months and months giving her but three or
Below we give the average price per acre of the
four hours of sound sleep per night.
Where
sales of the T.aud Grants on different roads, that some
is the man that could endure it? A year of
such a life would kill the strongest of lis. We
idea may be formed of the immense value of the 60,find the same law of vital endurance outside
of man.
000,000 acres granted to the Northern Pacific
Cavalry officers in the late war
found out the wisdom of selecting mares for
Railroad Company, for there can be no doubt that
arduous services; and we all know what a
miserably dull animal the unsexed ox bethe average price per acre of its land sales will be
This branch of our topic need not be
comes.
much above the general average^price of these roads:
It has been shown that
further pursued.
the
should be
Average per Acre. naturally withreproductive principle of
the highest attributes
vitaliendowed
Grand Rapids and Indiana.$13.98
few
instances
cited
will
show its
the
and
ty,
Burlington and Missouri River.11.70
the
of
“Sexual
in
world
iacts.—From
bearing
do
in Nebraska. .8.75
do
Science.” by James Meehan, in Old and New
Illinois Central—to 1869.11.09

new Post Office.
have a frontage of 41 ieet.and nearly
,o^,d.St0re?
lOOIeet
in depth,
Brick and Iron Sates, Rouble
Counting rooms, and unquestionably the best show
window* in the city.
“Pit ‘he nicest manner
.,T!'?:eSt0^8 ,*re
tor Who esale Jobliug Housea, and wtl be
let at a

To

York.

FROM PARIS,

Issued in the following denomi-

are

PERSONAL, NOW IN POSSESSION

to let, containing? rooms, Sebago
TENEMENT
water. For particular, call at 31 LINCOLN

running

and the funded

and

RIGHTS OF PROPERTY, REAL AND

Third Block below the

YEARS.

THIRTY

Pine street, New York.

MARK

Ch, L. Morazain,

*

LET.

Front

FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX.

traffic

re-

loan which shall not exceed Fifty Thousand Dollars

P«r

Rooms
TWO
board at 28 High st.

payable semi-annually, on the 15th days of April
and October, at the Company's Office,

Toothpowder.
Price

The
a

Profitable

a

Interest at Seven per Cent
I7ST GOLD,

region

are

istered bonds, $100, $500, $1,000, $5,000 and $10,000.

To Let

It

25 and 50 cents per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New

oi

Union St.

PRINCIPAL PAYABLE IN GOLD

con-

is the best Dentriflce known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods.

nations :

lower rent of house 87 Franklin street
containing eight pleasant rooms, with suit
nice parlors, and pure
Sebago water.
Call on L. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial
street.
Nov 24-dtf

use

Thurston’s

P®ICE,

Nice Reut for $300.

MThe

FREE OF IT. S. TAX—

are

the Company’s lands at the LOWEST CASH

IF

Investment.

WIIIDDEN.

WHITE TEETH, HEALTHY GUMS,
AND SWEET BREATH,
SOUND
secured by
stant
of

figure,”? ren™f not

be sold at low
w. p.

Accrued Interest.

Eight Debt and

32

1900—bear 7 3-10 per

ceivable at lO PER CENT PREMIER for

First-Class Houses to Let.

THE-

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF IOWA

A

In

ior

erman.

TO

GENERAL AGENTS,

to

payable

are

Interest in GOLD, payable first of July and

ON

in person

BARRETT, Bankers,

Exchange,
j!

ocnt.

AN

,.

are

Jan. 5-d&w3m

application

W. B. SHATTUCK dtjCO, Bankers

viz;

prepared to supply dealers and consumers
with fresh groune (N. S.) Land Plaster.
Shipped by R. R. or Vessel in Bulk or Bbls., as desired.

These Bonds

&c:__

as

of the

to

OB

Now

United States Hotel!

persons having claims of any kind against the
combined Fair held in September last, at the
Trotting Park, and City Hall must present them to
Frank Noyes, Esq., Treasurer, at Portland Savings
Bank, before the 25th inBt, as the entire business ot
the Fair will be closed up on that day.
CHAS. It. MILL1KEN,
S. B. BECKETT,
S. T. RAYMOND,

for takan article
its
and will sell at sight.

General Agent.
Bowman’s Block, Bangor, Me.

AGENTS.

THE

Cambringei>ort, Mass.
Wholesale Agents for Maine.
JORNW. PERRINS Ac CO., Portland.
4w
TT&S
jn4

good
ANY
day selling the Patent Pan Lifter,
it is
hot
out of stoves
ovens,

deod

certain

PORTLAND,

IMITATIONS!_nov21tf

Portland, January 28th, 1871
jn30tf
Dissolution.
Agency heretofore existing between J. W.
MUNUER & SON., is this day dissolved. The
business will be carried on by the subscriber, at his
old place of business, 166 Fore st.
RR
REDUCTION OF PRICES!
J. W. MUNGER
jan26dlw

in

18 approved by the Grand Lodge of
?*r10ur.8»
Good Templars of Mass.
Send for evidence. Sold by
Druggists, or sent free
of expense on receipt of price, $1 per box.
SAMUEL 0. KNIGHT’S, Masonic Block,

smart

Whipple A C o.,

31 MARKET SQUARE,

ATTENTION!

Pablob Sditb, Lounoi-.b, Sprtno Beds,

difficulties,

DRUGGISTS,

FOR

sire for

any of tho above

ishing to call upon their physicians, can
from their druggist one or two dollar paekj purchase
I ages of the medicine, with physicians full directions
I for use.
For sale by all Druggists.

KNIGHTS’ TONIC

MANUFACTURES O*

ure

A pure, aqueous Extract, possessing superior astringent and tonic properties, and recommended by
the highest medical authorities in the country as an

being made for construction

Ah soon as the $400,000 Bonds remaining on hand
shall be disposed of, the security will be placed upon
the New York Stock Exchange, and the merits of the
Bonds will entitle them to take rank with any
Railway Mortgage upon the Exchange List, none of
which will seU below par.
Detailed Report will bo furnished on application.

jan 17 d2w

GEO. C. HOBBS’
Sewing Machine Repair Shop.
(Over Gilson’s Apothecary.)
N. B.—All kinds of Sewing Machines repaired, and
every job warranted equal to any in New England.

follows:

August receipts.$67,244 82
September
95,622 53
October
73,602 58
November
69,393 69
December
62,650 97
The net earnings out of this amount were more than
10 per cent, on the amount of the mortgage indebtedness of the road applying against the portion in operation. The figures above given represent actual

Non. Sid $3 Free Street,

MrDaunuKia

chronic granular vaginities remedied in a few days
that have resisted the ordinary remedies for weeks;
and I have seen granular erosions, with leucorrhcea,
disappear very rapidly under its use, I have not
time to do more than call the attention of my professional brethren to this new Extract, which I am sure
will soon be recognized as a valuable addition to our
materia mediea.
2b7 Madisou Avenue.

ing the earnings.
The receipts for the last five months from local
traffic, over a portion only of the line, and while
much of the equipment was in use for construcwere as

by ina,t.

I

The amount above named is all that remains of an
issue Ol $5,400,000 Bonds; and in view of the small
amount unsold the Company has raisetl the price
from 90 to 92} and interest, henceforth.
The mortgage deed authorizes the issue of $6,000,000
Bonds; a modification of the plan of construction
will confine the issue however to $20,000 per mile,
making the total as above stated.The remainder of the
Bonds will be cancelled by the Trustees.
Construction is now stopped on the road. The cn-

PORTLAND, MS.

WILLIAM A.

Jyl

Medical Gazette of June 24th. 1871.
HAVE used Kennedy’s Concentrated Extract of
Pinus Canadensis for about eight mouth# in some
affections of the rectum, vagina, and cervix uteri; 1
have used it, considerably diluted, as a vaginal wash,
with great success: but I prefer to apply it to the ostinea} ou cotton wool, either pure or mixed with glyeerine, or glycerine aud rose water. Thus applied, it
should remain intact for two or three, or even four
days, and then be renewed. In this way I have seen

Labor Saving

Sole Agency, No. 12 Market Square,

Portland

From the

Interest.

and

Gr ound Land Plaster

OF

AUK,

none

well be.

substantial and

Which can be applied to all kinds of Sewing Machines now in use. The points therefore are, greater
speed, less labor, and entire escape from those diseases which have afflicted females when
employed on
Sewing Machines, and accomplishing a much larger
amount of work in the same time than will any other
Treadle now in use. Every Hall Treadle warranted
to give entire satisfaction. All persons are invited to
call and see the operation of this invention at the

! BEWARE OF

EXTEACT

N. B.—AD ot ihe genuine article has the copyright
trade mark of S. H. Kennedy on every package.

_A_ Certain. Cure !

___»pr22&tt

line.

and

KENNEDY’S

Preserving

Invention.

BY J. MAEION SIMS, M. D.

MORTGAGE BONDS.

KT~ Prompt attention paid to nil kinds ot Jobbing
our

A Health

PINUS CANADENSIS.

& Minnesota R. R.

8CTJGOO & MASTIC WORKERS,

p

V

n

Sewing Machines,

COJfCEXTBATED

~$400,000
Burlington, Cedar Rapids

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

*0. 6 SOUTH ST.,

"

EVER I Cease to Love. Waltz.

HKNRY

PLASTEHERS,

The most important improvement ever made

Street.

»U._

The above books and pieces, mailed, post free, on
receipt of Retail price.
OLIVER DITSON A CO„ Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON A CO., New York.
w3
wAs
janl7dAwly

cash

The Dr. Hall Treadle

J. AMBROSE MERRILL, No. 139 Mid- :
die Street.
J. W. & H. H. MCDIlFPEE, Cor. Middle 1
ft Union

one

tion purposes,

HUNT & JEWETT,

Blood Diseases, just
received from Ecuador. Price of the bark, with full
directions, $3 per pound; sent to all parts.
DR. WM. C. DOWNS,
Address,
No. 6 Exchange Place Providence R. I.
ja5dtf

R. F. LIBBY, 11 1-9 Union Street, up
stairs.

learners

of this

Rheum,

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL,4SO
Congress Street.

of the very best books that can be devised for
of Reed Instruments. Already well-known,
and has an extensive sale. Price $2 50.

is

SMALL

Schools.

Mor-

(ep2dtl is

invaluable remedy for
supply
A Cancer,
Scrofula, Rheumatism, Salt
Ulcers and all

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

At

Office 313

DAVIS A Co., No. 301 1-9 Con-

PEARSON, No. 33 Temple St., sear
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plnted
Ware Repaired.

and whose

Popular Piece!
Knigkt. 30.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Italian & American

Village Pride.

WHITNEY.

CUNDURANGO.

Stair Builder.

A

CAMSON,

CHICAGO,

the

SJEEJD!

HEN HALL, dt
Portland Sept ,2,187!.

1H.

Root’s School for the Cabinet Organ

eod6m__

J. H.

Nell

are as

the Jewett
end of the Q.

BUSHELS New Timothy 8eed; also
Clover and Red Top lor sale by

onnn
&VJVJ kJ

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

All who wish to go to an ORGAN SCHOOL are advised to apply to that excelleut teacher, Mr. George
F. Root, whose brilliant reputation fire cannot burn,

ollaterals.

ORDERS for Bonds and all first-class securities
executed on commission.
dec22

Song!

oi

PACIFIC

RAILROAD COMPANY.

mHE lower Rent of House 59 Franklin
street, conJL tainmg 7 rooms;
very convenient. Gas, plenty o
water’
ja22dlw

the first of April and October,

particulars furnished

amounts to

gress Street.

Sliver and Plated Ware.
ARNER LOWELL, 301 Congees.

on

-AT-

throughout. Lease,
rent, and but small capital required. Good run of business; sold on account
of removal of owuer. Address
LOCK BOX 63,
janl8-lm
Lawrence, Mass.

Street.

Mazurkas, Schottisches, Quadrilles, Galops,
Marches, Four-Hand Pieces, Ac., all of the best
quality.
Music fitted for Piano-forte or Reed Organ.
Price, Boards, $2 50; Cloth, $3 00; Full Gilt, $4 00.
A Capital
ris. 40.

can

85 in

a

SEE8>7

To Let,

EQUIPMENT BONDS

near

Beal Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, N*. 93 Exchange

Polka

Richardson, Hill & Co.,

for *1,000 each, have lorty years to

payment of the interest, and the final payment of

Manufacturing

lin Sts.

COPIES SOLD in one week !
This attractive Collection, just published, contains
of
the CREAM
all the VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC brought out within the last two years.
Full of Songs, Duets, Quartets, Rondos, Polkas,

them should make Im-

want

They are attended with

safe.

the principal,

jan23-3t

Kennebec River.

NORTHERN

C. F. CORRY.

THOMPSON

uncertainties of projected enterprises, and the
prompt

dc30 dtf

on

~

_

market

remaining unsold is only

We do not hesitate to recommend these Bonds

immediately. Apof hand stitching
CHAS. CUSTIS & CO., 293 Con-

The lower floor now contains two stores each 28x55
loft above 40x55 and two offices 14x16 ft each, the
third story Is a Hall full size of
building.
Said Block is well adapted for
purposes or for a Com and Flour Store and Mill which
is much needed to
supply our town trade, as well as
a large
surrounding country trade, is well situated,
being only 100 feet from a good wharf where large
Schooners may discharge and receive
cargoes. Also is
near the Maine Central R. R.
Depot in Gardiner, as
well as the Steamers running to Bhston. Will rent
whole or part of Block as parties may desire. Kent
low. An excellent chance for a Shoe Factory. For
further particulars apply to Mrs. Harriet Jewett
Pittston, Me., or to Ira D. Sturgis, President of the
Kennebec Land and Lumber Co.
Pittston, January 18th, 1872.
jan24 a®-

Plasterer. Stucco Worker, &c.
FEENY, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

P.

better. Large, clear, legible type, a great recommendation.
Price in Cloth, $2 50; Boards, $2 00.
Sent post-paid, on receipt of retail price.
OLIVER DITSON A CO., Boston,
C. H. DITSON A CO., New York.
none

are

annum, payable

a

Plumbers.

1500

TiftP.A

fin3

jy23-dtf

SALE.—A Boarding House in thriving city
FOR
Boston. Good situation, and nicely furnished
low

GEO. R.

Leather Beltings. Rubber
lurnished to order. Also

The Bonds

by

Photographers.

The Musical Treasure.

Street,

suitably

rewarded

RARE CHANCE !

THOSE

seldom in the

mediate application.

experienced Cook at No. 74 State Street.

Bridge

miLLER, No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures arranged and set up in the best manner.
Jobbing promptly attenaled to.

to

THK—

—OF

Apothecary shop, cor.

than 50 percent, above its in-

the amount

as

as

JAmES

MUSIC.

are

That

8th.

SWAN &

BRICK Block to rent,’ known
A
Block, situate in Pittston
the
& P.
the

and

new

fa23-3t

Capitalists Attention

A. S. DAVIS A CO., No. 80 middle Street.
A. II. LAmSON, 133 middle St., cor. Croaa.

COLLECTION

who have been anxiously waiting lor its
appearance may now send in their orders: and
not one will be disappointed in the quality or music. Te Deums, Benedicites, Responses, Glorias, Anthems, Solos, Duets, Sentences, and all first class,—

BREWER,

M.

No 7 Neal st.

GEO. E. LOTHBOF A CO., No. 133 Exchange Street.

decl2 dAw50tc

H.

AN

KNIGHT,No. 134 Exchange

in most

as

$18,500 per mile.

Wanted.

Street.

Portland and Vicinity.

SACRED

or

the

mortgage

LY MORTGAGE, “EPON THE RAIL-

A

St.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades,
Weather Strips.

more

about

amount,

an

Rent Wanted.

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

—OF—

Fainter,

Fresco

the
roll
lib111

SMALL genteel and convenient Rent of six or
seven rooms.
Communications addressed to
Kent, Box 803 will receive prompt attention.
Nov 30dtf

DURAN A JOHNSON, 171 middle and
116 Federal Streets.

SmALL &

argument is required,

no

sewers are wanted
a sample

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and
Carpet-Bags.

uses.

7th. While Railroad Bonds
may be plenty, those
upon finished lines, so certain to pay and for so small

Fall

near

BAUMBACH’S'

promptness.my4tl

W.

Agents

Office,

found will be
may
at the Press office.

button holes.
gress St

monthly Instalments.

for

being only

hand
NICE
plicants muBt have
and

ABNER EOWEIjIj, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

N. E.

for domestic

as

first

To Let.

A BARBER’S
Fore and Market Sts.

!

LAND GRANT GOLD BONDS

terest liabilities.

Office.

Shirt makers Wanted.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

Sgr*Machine Stitching and Stamping for Braiding
and Embroidery done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.

Sole

calling

o.

Masons and Builders.
KEDLON, 333 1-3 Congreaa

well

as

Choice Investment Security

We offer for sale at par and accrued
Interest, the

The portion of the road opened for business

$4,000

|

of which you will find a full assortment at
331 CONGRESS STREET.
If you have already a Sewing Machine, call and see
“Palmer’s Combination” adapted to all kinds
of Machines. It will cord, ruffle, lay in
piping cord,
turn a wide hem, and make the french fold, with the
utmost ease and exactness.
A full assortment of Needlas, Thread and the various Sewing Machine Helps and attachments, connfnnflv
I,.,,,,!

no30

Press

Toilet Articles.

a

a

enter] irises, to show that the Company is able
build it.

on

Cow Lost.

9 Clapp’s Rlock,
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

Friend.

HP* The best goods of every season always ©n
baud, and ail '.»orlc personally attended to witb
neatness and

Hair Goods

With a “singer” in the house, always ready to
comply with any reasonable demand, there is no good
reason why you may not have a
“Merry Christmas”
and a
“Happy New Year”, each day of which shall
add a new voice to the already mighty chorus of voices, that are sounding the praises of “The Singer”

WHEELOCK &

money,

and

from Falmouth,
Cow; light red
STRAYED
color, with white face. Whoever will give notice
where she
be

Up-

products have

4th. The road is done, well equipjied, and
earning

event

by leaving it at

done to order.

per mile per

increasing market in Chicago, in the manu-

a

EATON, Old Post Office,

F. SHERRY,

J.

call

or

City Hall, Friday afternoon last, Black AstraINchan
Collar. The Under shall be suitably rewarded

to order.

justly celebrated Singer Sewing Machine as a
Christmas Gift to your Wife, Sister or Lady

on

large and

Lost,

Wo.

Furniture and Upholstering.

|

Address

The finder will be
them at mv office.
GEO. S. HUNT,

Commercial st.

DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of Uphols ( ring nud Repairing

yourself to be governed by any one’s opinion,
but call and examine “THE SINGER” and
witness its operation, and we have not the shadow of
a doubt, that you will not pronounce it for all
purposes the very best Family Sewing Machine
extant.
Now is the time to secure one of these farfamed and

STREET.

MIDDLE

137

holstering

SEWING JUACHINE.

machines sold

brated Block Coal Mines, whose

unusually

Newspaiwrs and Letters.
erally rewarded on leaving

Street.

$10,000

over

paying large and regular dividends.

are

one

Ii. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street.

as

Provision

C. F. Davis Chicago.
K. W. C AO
206 State st., Boston.

Exchange

IMPROVED

of the fact that “various opinions do exist,
IN views
to which is the best” Sewing Machine, do not
allow

GAGE & 1 )A YI8,

rooms.

Press

eral Streets.
HOOPER &

earning

are

WANTED,
GOOD RENT of 5

a

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BENJ. ADAMS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

with

both principal and interest being payable in
gold in
New York.

lw

LOST!

done to order.

“THE SINGER”

GEORGE D. JOST,

Jan9-d3w

jan22

ianlfi

dec27eod3m

of FLETCHER

(Monday morning, 15th inst.) between
LOST
head of Park street, and P. S. & P. Deriot,
of

JAMES A. TENNEY.

Emery st.
aug25

and

BRICK

room over

*1,018,000, parties who

janl6tf

18 Pree Street.
N. TARROX, Nos. 158 and 160 Fore St.
6EORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

first-class manner, mainly

run, and bear interest at the rate of 7 per cent, per

A

9

a

Wanted.
SITUATION by a young married man as cutter;
A can bring the best of recommendation from last
employers. Address F. N, GRAY, Gloucester, Mass
Box 854.

Cloak,

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade,

bury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,
Portland, Not 1,1870,_
noltt

E. P. Paysox.

and Builders.

Yelret

Wanted.
milch Cow. Enquire

good
& CO., 159 Commercial Street.
ONE

Dentists.
A08IAH HEALD, Wo. 105 Riddle Street.
DR. W. R. J0HW80W, We 13 1-9 Free St.
PACKARD A HARDY, Fluent B lock
cor. Congress and Exchange (Sts.

JEJiltlS,

at 25

GOOD

Dye-House.

Real Estate and Loan Agent

or

Boarders Wanted.

new

in

A

Let!

Store, No. 149 Commercial st., recently occupied by Messrs. Puringtou & Butler: suitable for wholesale Flour or
Grocery Business. Gas,
Water aud all modorn conveniences.
Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & Co.,
Janlotf
140 Commercial street.

6th. The amount of the
mortgage is very moderate,

a

ROOMS and good board at
No. 13 Myrtle street.
ja3dtf

Bleachery.

F. 8YROWD8, India 8t.
dyed and finished.

IjlOR SALE—On Lewis street, near Pine. Frescoed
I and piped lor Ncbago. Apply cn the nremsses,

Street.

Exchange

city

New House

HAVINGS BANK BUILDING,

95

IVM. H.

the

jan24-3t

WHITWEY A REAW8, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

ui jLrover,
jx.
me
well furnished; dewith fine shade trees and
attractive grounds, and has excellent stabling.
Will be sold with or without furniture.
A. TUCKER,
Inquire of, or address,
Conductor on B. & M. R. R.
jalUeodtf

uDpcruuti

good repair;
Ittuu
_llightfully located,

Counsellor

and

ON

SAWYER

Carpenters

undersigned offers for sale the “New
fXECGRHampshire House," situated in the pleasant

jan24-ly

St., Lewiston, Me.

Street,
Lady's Gold Hunting Watch.
The finder will be rewarded by leaving at the
store E. K. INGRAHAM & CO., 170 Middle st.

A CO., Bleachers, Wo. 131
Middle Street.

8

No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.

jgp*Particular attention paid to collecting.

57 Lisbon

these

first class road,

a

board suitable for gentleman and wife or
Vy
gentlemen. Also a few table boarders accommodated, at 52 Free Street.
jn4-tf

3d. They have built the shortest road to the cele-

Street.

BROWN1

EDGAR 8.

Into Chicago

Lost.

Book Binders.
A. QCIWCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL & SHACK FORD, No. 35 Plum

Apply to GEO. M. HARDING.
jan25 2w»

Counsellor and Attorney at Law !

ja24d6t

WR.

For Sale.
genteel, modem-built Brick House No. 1
Deering Place, recently occupied by Judge Wal-

equipped it

last year, earned

at

to

it.

ITH
T T two

To

2d. They have built their road
through one of the
richest portions of the State, where all the old roads

Wanted.
Shirt

in

their own money.

5th.

Ironers,
TEN experienced
GOODWIN, WAITE & FERGUSON’S,

Street.

THE
ton.

148 EXCHANGE 8T.
jan22tf

Repairing.

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, lOOO & BREED, Wo.99 Riddle

3t_

and

to eighteen years of age, used to doing
chores and light work on a farm. Apply at office

81., .nr II.
kinds of Machines fo

and

SATURDAY MORN'INU, JAN.
27, 1872.

7 3-10
GOLD LOAN!

Room To Let.

follows :

as

facture of iron,

PORTLAND PACKING CO.,
Franklin Street
Between Fore and Commercial.
jan24-dlw

going

_jan24

Wanted

Boy

K. ABBOTT,
170, Opp. foot of Exchange

^

Till.: PRESS.

THE

0f Hou8e N®- 5 Mechanic st; 5
rooms,
rent $10 per mouth. Inuuire at house,
or of
Ja20-lw

OPERATION.

■1st. The Stockholders have built

SIXTEEN

of

W. C. COBB, Wo. 19 Pearl 81.

Steam Cars; must be
sold, as the
west. Terms to suit the purchaser.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Boston, Mass.
is

pub-

Bakers.

roof house, 9 rooms, in perfect order;
1400 feet land; splendid
FRENCH
neighborhood; very
Horse and

near

country

at the

Wo. 158 Riddle
All

sale and to let.

Great Bargain.

a

DYER,
Hay’s.

W. 8.

Salt, at a very small expense, and in connection with
Wareeouse on Commercial Btreet. A business of 150
to 200 thousand dollars can be done to a good
profit,
by any active business man, with a moderate capital.
Terms favorable. Apply to EDWARD H. BTJRGIN
Cor. Market and Milk Sts., P. 0. Box TI5.
jal6tf

owner

O.

throughout

the

Agency for Sewing Machines.

improvements, Elevators, SereenWITH
iug, Blowing and Bolting. Also for Grinding

Block.

hours; 9 to 10 A. M., and 2 to 3 P. M.
*eod3m
jan23

Office

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

lishers’ lowest rates.

all late

Has removed from Lewiston, and resumed the practi«e of his profession in Portland.

J.

and

FALHOCTH FORESIDE.

J. B. Hamel, Jr.

a pea

Bonds are

annum,

Farm

completed

The Leading Points in relation

dlm-eodllmiSw6w

ATWELL & CO., 174 1-1 Kiddie St. Advertisement* inserted in papers in Maine

MILL,

—AT—

Philadelphia.

ArttAH, Socretar’.

Advertising Agents.

THE

Dr. J. P. FESSMDEM

No. 43 Pine

H.

JpuSIjNESS directory.

GOOD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

MERCHANTS !

annually,

Jobs D. Jokes,Pr<« dent.
Chables Dekkis, Vica-Presldent.

^_

AJiD

COMMISSION

$13,000,000.00

MUN G£R, Correspondent,
Office, 166 Fore Street, Por iVand.

W

line

SUCCESSFUL

until redeemed.

rreal

Danville and Vincennes

BONDS.

To Let!

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS.

the

i*«ued, bearing in

New High street, No. 79; very nice, and convenient ; gas throughout the house; perfect drainage; Sebago water; everything in pertect order.
One-half remain on mortgage, if desired, for a long
term of years; will be sold at a bargain, or rented, if

BROKERS,

than

are more

The Profit* of the Company revert to the
u**nred, and are divided
the Premium* terminated darin" the tear, certificate* for which ore

>Tew House for Sale or Bent.

„«
1EKMS
$8.60 PER ANNUM. IN AD VANUS’

TO LEI.

_

Issue only $18,500 per mile.

SI Wall st., corner of William, ITeut York.
Insures Against Marine and Inland Navigation Bisks
And will issue Policies making Loss payable in England.

THOMAS WILDES.

Co.,

Oomp’y

(ORGANIZED IN 1842.)
sums

class

Warren & Gregg.

Successors to

SHIP

are

Chicago,

Insurance

not sold.

BUSINESS CARDS.

H. L. GirEGG &

We

Mutual

'

1872

_^IISCELLANEOUS.

ATLA NT I C

B ULLETIN.

in advance.

Year

a

27!

JANUARY

Pttraia

---

MISCELLANEOUS

Geo. R. Davis & Co/s

Exchange St, Portland.

Eight

MORNING,

the

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
At 109

PATT.Y

Jan221

feb3

The EtIIs of Consolidation.

THE PRESS.

<

who is now verging upo* her tenth
Monroe had once the misfortune to take

;aughter,
■ear.

POBTIiANQ.
liis young lady upon his knee and ask her, oonIn the course of his remarks in the House,
^ identially, of course, how she would be dispos1872.
said:
i
Tiursday, Mr. Knight
SATURDAY MORNING, JAN. 27,
id towards him provided he became her father.
A year ago the Androscoggin Railroad got a
Counsel for the plaintiff submitted this circumin
Trunk
Grand
tlie
with
to
connect
harter
number of
itauce as evidence of his intention; but the jury
Relieved.
< hedience to the voice of a great
Why Shipbuilding i» not
no
was
there
oplid not seem to think that Mrs. Dexter had suf>eople along its line. Then
of
tew
this
A
State
it.
defeat
to
the
Democracy
Next summer
iosftion powerful enough
iered much by the disappointment, and after
road passthat
and
Androscoggin
more
when
benonths
they
will present a curious spectacle
en minutes’ deliberation, returned into Court
hands of the Maine Central, ana
tlie
into
id
subgin their annual Jeremiad about “the decline
vith a verdict for five hundred dollars. Now,
he charter died. It now comes up here
it is fougnt
We have explained hereof shipbuilding.”
itantially in the same form, and
;he most extraordinary part of the story conwhich opposed it betore,
the
lot
pdwer
by
only
tofore how the comprehensive measures presists in the fact that Mrs. Dexter had been dilease, it is
jut by' tlie new power gained by
sented by Mr. Lynch, after the most protractvorced from her first husband because of his
mother case of the lion and the lamb lying
lown together, and with the usual results the
ed and exhaustive investigation of the subneglect and cruelty; and the first wife of Munamb conies up missing.
roe had obtained her release from the galling
winch
iimreases
ject ever made in this country, were embarAnd so with every authority
chain of matrimony for precisely the same rearassed and finally defeated by Democratic optlie power of this or any other corporation. It
is an authority which at the same time and to
son.
After this exhibit we are inclined to place
position. This week the Democrats of the the same
hands
of
the
the
extent ties
people. mare faith in the mot of the “Rocky Mountain
Maine
House have shown that their attitude reCentral
the
worse
than
think
not
He did
with the same opportuStatesman,” that most of the Western people
mains unchanged. The bill introduced by
any other corporation
nities, but this move is so much more danger- get divorces for the excitement of the thing,
Mr. Hale, providing merely for a drawback
consolidation
asked
for
a
tlie
ous than
year ago,
and that they remarry in order to have another
on material entering into the construction of
that that to-day reads like a fairy tale. He
chance of going through the Courts.
have had no objection to consolidation
would
immediate
from
an
vessels, was prevented
two years ago if at the same time the people
could have got back their rights which had
passage, if not defeated, by an amendment
Religious Intelligence.
away in that Androscoggin and Kennebec
pressed by Mr. Cox, Democrat, of New York. gone
W. Turner, a native of England, and
charter.- If it were a question of better manJoseph
the
at
That amendment was aimed directly
agement, there is no reasonable man who could a graduate of Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland,
in
have opposed it, hut it was opposed then upon
shipbuilding industry and was presented
recently removed to this country, and was orthe interest of the great shipowners of onr the ground that it was increasing the scope of dained to the work of the Christian ministry
which iu itself is injudicious, and which
power
large cities, whose selfishness commonly no people jealous of their liberties would have by an Ecclesiastical Council at Princeton, calldominates over their patriotism. Mr. Hale’s
granted. But yet we are asked to grant the ed by the Baptist Church of that town, on the
same thing over again, and over a territory and
bill was designed to revive American ship17th inst. Rev. C. C. Long of East Machias
interests so broad that it seemed to him there
building ; the amendment of Mr. Cox, on the was no recall. He looked npon it as the duty preached the sermon.
Rev. Mr. Titus from Charlestown, Mass.,
contrary, was designed to promote English of the Legislature to take these things toformerly
pastor of the Congregational church
shipbuilding. The latter proposed to deprive gether.
the
He did not propose to follow through
of Bethel, has accepted a call from the Conthe bill of all that made it of any avail by renthe
be
that
can
original
wrought upon
changes
the first road, the subsequent consolgregational society at Farmington, N. H., at
dering it useless for the shipbuilders of Maine charter of
and the shape ill which it comes up
idation,
a salary of $1,400.
to take advantage of its provisions.
What
tlie
Maine
Central’s
that
did
assert
now, but he
The Third Congregational Society of Biddeand
name
have
been
and
market would their tonnage find, even when
taken,
charter, power
ford have extended a call to the Rev. Andrew
that and under it clusters the most of
around
built under more generous customs regula- the
J. Rogers of Concord, Mass., to become their
power, and that every railroad which could
tions than now, if the competition of English be got there hits done so, because with that
pastor at the salary of $2,300.
to
the
left
were
fewer
there
peorights
shipyards were to be invited ? It may be groupThere is
Rev. O. F. Van Cise, pastor of the Univerunnatural as the world
nothing
ple.
that free trade is right in" principle, but it is
salist church in Auburn, has resigned.
goes in that; it was the best for their interests.
If any gentleman could show him the differinfamous to propose that it shall be applied
The Methodist society at Boothbay, which
ence between the bill under consideration and
to ships while the protective system is applied
has been destitute of a pastor since last May,
any form of consolidation wiiich can be asked
to all else, and when the evils of that system
for, he would admit that he had studied the is at present supplied writh preaching by Rev.
He referred to
P. E. Brown of the Maine Conference. The
English language all in vain.
in its application to other industries have fallthe suits now pending in the Supreme court of
Free Baptist society in that place, which have
en with blighting force on the very branch of
of
tlie United States between the stockholders
had no pastor for the past year, have now seand
industry that it is proposed to revive! Ship- the old Kenuebec and Portland Railroad,
those suits were to be sussaid in his
cured the services of Rev. O. F. Russell, of
building has suffered almost annihilation from tained, andjudgment
as
the men who may have rights
Milton.
to
finish
it
now
Mr.
Cox
their
who
have
proposes
individuals—as
men
protection;
money
put
Rev. J. F. Locke, of South Berwick, has rein, may yet regain their rights.
by free trade.
ceived and accepted a call to the pastorate of
He would like to see a case where a man livIf the bill is never reported from the Ways
ing along the line of this road could say that in the 1st Free Baptist church of Amesbury,
and Means committee, it should be put on liis judgment if there was a desire to build a
Mass., at a salary of $1000.
road or another branch conflicting with the inrecord that Democratic opposition of the
£
XL.
.it,_it.
it.
1 ,1
.1
Rav Mr Tlav hau been nblicred to leave his
most senseless and inexcusable kind killed it.
good a chance as if tiiis power they ask for is pastoral charge of the Hampshire street MethCan the people along the line of
not granted.
The measure was one which it was impossible
odist church, Auburn, on account of his poor
the Androscoggin get their rights in question?
for men having the remotest interest in the
health—much to the regret of his people. This
Once they had a road independent, and could
It come here and in the name of that road ask for will vacate the third pastorate in Auburn—all
revival of American commerce to oppose.
their
get them—it may do it within a few weeks.
proposed, instead of the ampler assistance de- again. rights—could
They have put into the hands of that
The dedication of the new Free Baptist
manded by the special Congressional commit- road which they have nurtured and encouraged,
Church in Harrison Village, will occur on
the power to defeat those who were the most
tee of the last Congress, only one simple
interested in it Instead of having simply one
Thursday next at 10 1-2 o’clock A. M. Prof.
The weight of the tarifl was to be
thing.
road to fight, they have nine corportions, and
of Bates College will preach the dediIf anything in the influence of the Maine Central is just as Hayes
taken off, and that was all.
sermon. Rev. Mr. Bowen of Lewiston,
catory
of
the
Kennebec.
in
the
valley
up
powerful
the nature of relief to shipbuilding is reasonand Rev. Mr. Bartlett, a former pastor of the
He warned the
And so with every branch.
able, surely this is the least that can be ask- House against such a combination |which church, are expected to participate in the sered. It is worthy of note that the bill receivrepresented pretty much all the railroad inter- vices. In the afternoon at 1 1-2 o’clock, Rev.
ests in the State.'
ed the hearty support of our entire Maine delHe had simply to say that so far as the opin- Mr. Bowen will preach. Also at 6 1-2 P. M.,
ions of any one else was concerned he had not
there will be a Praise meeting. Preaching at
egation in the House.
cared to ask. There is one species of freedom
7 1-2 o’clock in the evening.
which
and
to
are
allowed
enjoy,
thinkingmen
Railroad
View
of
the
A Speculative
The Congregational Sewing Circle in North
that is freedom of thought. There is no excuse
for a man being tragimeled as to matters of
Bridgton, which meets every two weeks, has
couscience. Men come here, passed over roads
between $400 and $500 deposited in the savings
free, without question. They come here and do
MAINE AFTEB TEE REVOLUTION.
bank, as a fund to expend on the interior of
their work thoroughly and well. It is a part of
their church when they see fit to do so, which
the legitimate business of the Legislature of
Maine as its business is constituted to-day. and
will doubtless be next season.
The new name of the State,—Centralia.
there is just one power that will save them and
Over fifty persons have been converted aud
The new motto,—Dirigor, “I am governed
the people, and that is for the aggregate manreclaimed in a revival at Freeman this winter
a
hood
board
of
directors.”
here
to
once
end
by
railway
protest
forever, by giving
The new arms,—on a golden-yellow shield a general railroad charter to everybody to build under the labors of Revs. J. 8. Cole and Mr.
under certain restrictions.
Wilson.
a locomotive
He had thought many times that it would
engine, supported by two molThe Universalists of Litchfield are taking
subserve
the
better
bv
bnt
dormant.
public
consolidation,
lusk3,
to provide themselves a neat and pretty
there are rights to be saved here, and if this
steps
The new capitol,—Judge Rice’s office.
thing is done, we do what no power under the chapel in which to worship. Mr. Harrison
Historical painting,—the members of the constitution or any other legislative action can
True has generously offered to donate a good
recall.
To test the naked question he
Legislature of 1872 at the moment when they ever
lot, pleasantly located, and most of the means
moved that the bill be indefinitely postponed.
exclaimed, “Consolidation isn’t so criminal
necessary to the erection of a church has been
after all.”
Recent Publication*.
subscribed.
“The awkward third”,—the Maine Central
The people of both the religious parishes in
The American Church Review (quarterly) has
Bluehill propose to improve and paint their
coming in to dispute the sovereignty of the entered upon its 24th volume. The January
State with Mrs. Thurston and the people.
number contains nine articles, the authorslfip
churches, the ensuing spring.
The Free Baptist Church, in Richmond is
Theme for a new
Rice and
of which is concealed
in the case of “ReKKMABKS OF MR. KNIGHT OF

....

Fall of the

First act of Richard I.—sends

marks

his

trusty
Carleton ambassador to negotiate a treaty of
peace and amity with Tom Scott. The Envoy is instructed to secure the best terms possible by threatening an alliance with the United States.
The new nobility,—the ten owners of the
Portland & Kennebec road and the Adver-

thia country, as furnishing a chapter in the history of the American Church and an explanation of some of its different features from the
Mother Church. In ‘The Church and the La-

CUMBERLAND

The State paper,—the Biddeford Journal.
Coronation day,—April 1st.
The next

thing

in

order,—rush

for

places

in the custom houses on the New Hampshire
frontier.
The new name for anti-consolidationists,—
“the dangerous classes.”
The new flag,—skull and cross-bones on a
black ground.

trio

The Portland Press says that the Argus

is

opposed

to railroad consolidation, and calls
upon other Democratic paper in the State to
emulate its example. Can’t the Press control its own Legislature in this matter, that it
must call for help from Democratic
papers ?
The Legislature is four to one Republican.—

Bangor Commercial.
It will be a just reproach
it

Republican
finally passes,

undoubtedly
mainly responsible
government by monopolists, and when the full
enormity of the offence is apprehended as it is
likely to be within three years, it will suffer
as

must.

That party will be
for the establishment of a

same

propor-

Republicans. Both parties will be
cautious about putting the men who have betrayed them in responsible positions hereafter.
A Certain class of classical scholars will be
to learn that the Rev. John Selby

pained

Watson who has been tried snd sentenced to
death for the murder of his wife in England, pre-

pared

several
as

Classical

of those

translations and

Library.

popular aids
printed in Bohn’s

very

It is a matter of comfort

that Watson and his friends have
done the work so well that there is little need

however,

of his labors any further unless some hitherto
comes to light.

undiscovered author
The

Argus evidently

means

to treat both

parties
question fairly. Its
Augusta correspondent, whose relations to
the Maine Central have been exposed by the
Star, says a good word for his client for every
bad one the Argus says editorially.
to the consolidation

Judge Rice as Louis XIY.—“The
t is L”
_

The Biddeford Jounial complains that we do
not quote it accurately when we
say that it regards the consolidation of connecting railroad

lines,

and not of competing lines, as dangerous.
A direct quotation from its article
will, we
trust, make due amends for whatever error we

of
Jnpublished Writings
Washington,”
‘Washington, the General, “Washington’s
j Sxpressiou of Countenance,” “The Standard
likenesses of Washington,’’and “Washington’s
Igricultural Letters” fill a large part of the
I ages set apart for contributors, while “Con-

nave

may
inadvertently committed:
Consolidation of continuous, but not competrailroads is dangerous to the
people at
large, or it is not dangerous at all; for if ft only
squelches one clique for the benefit of another,
the people care nothing about it.
The Gobtschakofk Note.-Now that the letome to hand, it proves to be a
t
great
deal better than the summary indicated. That
stated that several of the charges preferred
against Catacazy had been disproved; but the
full text merely says that “to several of the
complaints against him, Mr. Catacazy has already opposed formal denials in reports which
arrived here before we knew of the depatch of
Mr. H. Fish.” The tenor of the whole note is
fair and becoming. Gortschakoff is persuaded
that the course of the liusgian Government in
this matter “will be apprecieated by the Federal Government, ‘as I rest convinced on the other
hand that this incident, painful as it
is, will in
no way alter the
feelings of old and sincere

friendship which unite our two countries—feelings which very recently have received a striking illustration in the cordial receptiou that
the American nation has given to the son
of
iny august master.”
In course of the trial now going
York concerning the Jumel estate,
witnesses calling himself George

on

in New
of the

one

Washington

Bowen, swore on Wednesday that he believed
himself to be the sou of Gen. George Washingten, to whom he is said to have a strong person-

is reviewed in
smporary \v asnington .roe try
j he “Examiner.” The editor
very appropriately
5 tyles it a
“Washington number. The other

ontributions are the continuation of George Me"
1 lonald’s story, The Vicar’s
Daughter,” “Sex1 al Science,” by Thomas Meehan Selfhood and

favor the

supposition that he is now attemptIt would, however, be a curious
circumstance if the blood of Washington
should still be
flowing in the veins of some of
ing imposition.

those who have hitherto been
children only in a metaphorical

known as his

T

--Toronto.
Marvellous feat on the part of the Grand
.j, -uuk!
Only once off the track!! Only
four
J
h mrslate!!!
•
>

sense.

Washington MATTEBs.-The total amount
of the naval
appropriation bill reported by Mr
Hale Thursday is
81,500,000 less than last year
The opinion of the best
judges now is that the
motion to substitute the Hale
amnesty bill
from the House for that so long
pending before
the Senate, will fail; that Mr. Sumner’s civil
•ights amendment bill will succeed, and then that
the bill, loaded with this
amendment, will be
voted down. This will defeat the whole measure, and the weeks of debate will result in

practically nothing.

^

_

a

All we can say is that
very lucky fellow.

our

Liverpool friend

is

Novel Case.—Rather a novel case of breach
of promise was tried in the Wayne, Mich., Cir-

It Court some short time Since. A divorced
IV fe named
Mary A. Dexter, sought substantial
mages at the hands of a very respectable
iu ry, for the failure of a master, bricklayer,
na ined Andrew
Monroe, to make good his prom>s< of
the case was
marriage. In some
cu

respects

uc t
unlike the celebrated one of Bardell vs.
Pi rkwick. Mrs.
Dexter, it appears has a lively

'1,1

25c,

..

>r

stock.”

The discussion that followed was participated
by Z. Thayer of South Paris, Mr. Lawrence
Bucksport, Mr. Gould of New York, and
r. Thing of Mt. Vernon.
_

EVENING SESSION.

Hon. Warren Pereival of the Maine State
iciety read an essay upon “Our Influence”—
well prepared
paper
J. S. Gould of New York then delivered a
le :ture upon “Farming interests.”

j*

offer

large lot

a

within

50c.
25c.
10c.
25c.
50c.
25c.
65c.
75c.
10c.
19c.
45c.
50c.
25c.

we

to enumerate our extensive
invite all whether in need of Bargains or
our

store

and

examine

goods

our

prices.

LEM THAN COST

»
S*

5

; »*•

;

DAVIS & CO.,
No. lO Clapp’s Block.

ja26dtfsn

FIRST

ii

•>

and

This being our seventh grand Annual Sale of Goods,
allow us to thank our patronB for the liberality bestowed upon us in the past and to assure all that it
will be our intention in the future to offer the BEST
GOODS at the LOWEST PRICES.

MORTGAGE
CENT BONDS

SIX FEB

—OF

THE—

Leeds and Farmington Railroad

Company.
are on an old and
payi: g road; the Is$17,000 per mile, and thev are Gaaro
principal and interest by the Maine Central

is less than

an tec 4,

R. R. Co. But a limited amount of them remain In
the market. They have been taken largely by Savings Banks throughout the State.
fe. For further particulars address

DOMESTICS,

II. HI. PAYSOM,

LINENS,

Banker A R raker.
•M

DAMASKS,

C.

Janl7

MR. L. r>. STROUT

HANDKERCHIEFS,

Will return to his old Store,

NO.

335

HOSIERY,

CONGRESS

STREET,

ABOUT JANUARY 93d.
Where he will keep

WOOLEN GLOVES,

as

formerly,

a

full

line of

DRY AND FANCY GOODS,

KID GLOVES,

Iu all the usual varieties.

REAL AND

His motto will bo as usual, “QUICK A AUER
AMD SMALL PROFITS.”
attention to business
Hoping by diligenthis
old friends and

and honformer cus-

est dealing, to meet
tomers.

IMITATION

jan20sntf

FACING THE BAYONET!
When soldiers fece the bayonet they take the chance
of life or death; but when private citizens, deceived by
the pretences of unscrupulous dealers, apply poisons
TO theib heads to change the color of their
hair,
they have no idea of the terrible risks they run. The
first analytical chemists have endorsed one hair dye
as “free from everything deleterious to
health,” viz:

HAIR GOODS,

UMBRELLAS,

8000 Dozen

Spool

Chrlstadoro’a Excelsior Hair Dye
the wise and prudent stick to that. It imparts
shades of color that are perfectly life-like, and is in
all respects the very best.

Thread.

Remember tbe §w«rd
is not more dangerous than the lead compounds in
the market, and that the Excelsior Dye contains no
lead. As a dressing after dyeing, use
CHRISTADORO’S HAIR PRESERVATIVE.
w2-4
jan5-eodlm

CUTLERY,

For Sale.
story French roof house just finished
THECushman st.;
piped for Sebugo, and all
two

new

on

nouse

the modem improvements.
or No 25 Emery st.

JEWELRY,

sep5dtf

Enquire
J.

on

the

A.

premises
TENNEY.

sn

On

Marriage.

Happy Relief fer Yoanx Men from the effects
errors and abuses in early Mfe.
Manhood restored.
Impediments to marriage removed. New method of

DRESS GOODS,

50c!

20c.
38c.
37c.
25c.
37c.
25c

BEAVER C

treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books
and Circulars free, in sealed envelopes.
Address
HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
novlsnd3m

OTH,

Maine Central

TOWELS,

A

interest scrip of
May 12,1870, will be paid at the office of the Treasurer, at Augusta, on the 15th day of February, 1872.
Ja 15-nn d2wJ.
CUSHING, Treas’r.

CORSETS,
AND THE

on

The
ten thousand articles

WITH

find them at

our

the

WHICH

Grood Sauce.”

Only

tovea

»*cu mi

appetite and digeniun, and it ie unriy-

jia usvvr.

We are directed by Messrs LEA & PERRINS to
prosecute ail parties making or rending counterfeits.
JOHN DUNCAN’S SONS,
»ugl2,n6m
AgenH, New York.

remarkably low prices.

Elegant Hamburg Edgings!

till*#.

NEW

MORTON

&

Also a good
Janada Peas.

of Beans, Driod Apples, and
Lard In tierces, tabs, palls anil cadAARON R. ALDRICH A CO.,
22 Exchange at.
sn)al5-m,w,f tf

PACKED!

stock will be

closed ont
rOR

BLOCK,
IMMEDIATKLY

PROMOTING

AND

ALL THESE GOODS
FOB

THEY

NO

SHALL BUSH OFF

WE

WHAT

WILL

BRING!

^32*'
25
30

30

AN

MEW

ENTIRELY.

FRESH

STOCK!

DAVIS

GUNS,
j

BREECH AND

A

G U N S.

PROPRIETORS

OF

oseasea

ult the

la. BAIIdElT, 48

Exchange

COMPOUND

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.

SN

D&W

1Y

|_

TONS choice Furnace
c oal at $8.75; and at $8.00 we offer a
8 uperior article for Open Orates.
These
I rices are for the Coals delivered, and are
C srtainly low enough to satisfy the most
■
1 enurious purchasers.
JOS. H. POOR k BRO.

In Cumberland, Jan. 11, Simon P. Powell, of Knox,
a3 id Lizzie G. Buxton, of Cumberland.
In Cumberland, Jan. 15, Jag. E. Sparks and Migg
ft arion Hobson.
In Biddeford, Jan. 13, Fred H. Smith and Mary A.
p irker.
In Springvale, Jan. 12, D. M. Small, of Cumberla ad, and Ida L. Roberts, of Alfred.

etc.

^ OGIA HASSAN
190

Hi.

no24eodtf us

Riddle,
6

J«nl2

STORE,

and

Temple Streets.

selling.

CO., 20 State St., Boston.

TAYLOR &

For Sale.

good
connected;
WITH
nery and Fancy Goods; very
store

a

1

good

ncucuiirioicutc, iviui, ruiiituripuui—r

8t., Boston.

First Class Grocery Store for Kale.
well selectel stock; chance seldom met with; nut 1kfactorv reason for selling.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State st., Boston, Mass.

Jan27d3t

riur

Lost!
^iuhii

AliAAMElO

The tinder
it at 35 Free st.

will

rite

inuuinK

MUIH

suitably

be

»«■

»

Legislature

To the

nan u.

by leaving

rewarded

HATCH.

W. H. H.

Ja27d»

of Maine.

that

undersigned petition
they
locate and construct
THE
Railway,

Launched—At Tliomaston 10th inst, from the yard
of Walker, Dunn & Co, a double-deck three masted
sclir of 440 tons, named the Amos Walker; owned by
the builders and others, and to be commanded by
Capt John G Dunn, of Thomaston.

a

be allowed to
be oersted

to

by steam or horses, from their quarry in North Yarmouth, Yarmouth, Freeport and Pownal. through
some portion of said towns, or some of them in a
course to Cousin's Point in Yarmouth,—the
southerly
about two miles.
whole distance

EXCHANGE.

being
duty bound will ever prav.
NEW YORK GKANITK COMPANY.
By W. L. PUTNAM, Att’v.

And

as

Dec.

19,1871.

STATE

_

MAINE:—FIFTY-FIRST LEGISLA-

OF

TURE.
It is ordered that a hearing on the above petition lie
had on the 9th dav of February A. D., 1872, at 2^ o’clock P. M.. and that uotice thereof be given by
lication In the Portland Press and Argus,
for at
least one week prior to said hearing.
order
of
By
Committee on Railroads, Wavs and Bridges.*
S. T.’HINKS, Chairman.
jan27-lw

New Yorlc.
Ar at Matanzas 14th, barque Ellen Stevens, How,
Portland; brig W H Bickmsre, Wiscasset; Proteus,

daily!

Portland; 15tli, barque CV Minot, Carter, do; brig
Curtis, Merrimau, Philadelphia.

A H

MEMORANDA.
Hattie Eaton, Dyer, from Demarara for Boston, which put into Bermuda in distress, remained in
port 18th inst, repairing.

pub-

AMERICAN

DOMESTIC PORTS.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 18th. sch Abby L Hodgdon,
Talbot, New Haven.
GEORGETOWN—Cld 12th inst, brig Isaac Carver,
Shute, West Indies.
Ckl 18th, sch Louisa Crockett, Flanders, Baltimore;
20th, S E Woodbury, Woodbury, do.
Cld 21st, sch Garland, Libby, Guadaloupe.
DARIEN—Cld 18th, schs Wm Flint, Post, and J F

Willey, Willey,

Millicentra.ly located;

suitable for

of first class customers.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State

run

Jan27-3t

Consolidated
FIRE
EXTINGUISHER

Boston.

SAVANNAH—Cld 24th, ship Koomer, Anderson,

Amsterdam.
RICHMOND—BelW 23d, sch Lucy, Mahlman, from
St John, NB.
FORTRESS MONROE—Ar 24th, brig Romance,
Duncan, Navassa for Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 24th, sch Bowdoin, Randall,
Bucksville, SC.
Sid 25th, barque L T Stocker, Bibber, Boston: schs
Wm F Green, Humphrey, Humacoa; Grace Girdler,
Smith, Belfast: Annie Harris, Harris, do.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 23d, sch H F Baker, Whit-

bl
It has been adopted by the United States Government, the leading Railway Lines, and by many of the
prominent Ocean and Inland Steamship Companies,
and is in daily use by the Fire Departments of the
principal cities of the Union. It has the emphatic
aud practical Indorsement of the wisest and most successful underwriters; bnt its prime recommend at ion
is in its record of solid work done—over one thousand
actual tires put out, and millions worth of property

temore, Boston.
Ar 24th, barque Cienfuegos, Dyer, Galveston; sch
Maggie P Smith, Grace, Bay River, NC.

saved from the flames.

NEW YORK—Ar 24th, brig R S Hassell, Hodgdon,
sens S L Burns, Crosby,
Galveston 26 days; Mattie E Tabor, Eldridge,Georgetown : Ella M Pennell, Mitchell, St
Ga; Marcus Hunter, Orr, New Haven; Sandy Point, Grant,
Millstone Point; Edwin Roed, Kent, Boston; Mary
Brewer, Saunders, Rockland; L M Strout, Veazie,
Bristol.
Ar 25fch, sch Mattie Holmes, Stubbs, Port Paix.
Cld 25th, barque Anna Walsh, Lawrence, Havana;
brig9 Atalaya, Cole, for Cienfuegos: Eva N Johnson,
Johnson, St Jago; schs Nillsson, Keene, Guantanamo; BenJ Reed, Adams, Charleston; Jessie Hart,
Hart, Charleston.
Passed through Hell Gate 24th, schs Ned Sumpter,
Pink ham, New York for Portland; Lookout, Smith,
do for Boston; Huntress, Sprague, from Hoboken for
Fall River.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 24th, sch H C Woodward,
Brooks, Norfolk: Gamma, Huntley, Savannah.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 25th, schs Irene E Meservey,
Wall, Charleston; Trade Wind, Ingraham, Hoboken;
John Boynton, Swain, Calais.
BOSTON—Ar 25th, sch Helen Marr, O’Brion. from

HENRY”TAYLOR,

Marys,

STATE AGENT,

14 Exchange Street.
J*27

BEND FOR
TllThS

CIRCIXAR.
tf

TO PHYSICIANS.

Board and Nursing, for Ladies about to be coufined,
who require treatment, (except for contagious or

or

venereal diseases,) under the charge of their own phycan be found by
Mrs. M. S. Ware,
No. 4 Ferdinand st., Boston. All communications
confidential.
References: Wm. Read, M. D., (late City Physician) ; David Thayer, M. D.; John Skinner.*M. D.;
C.F. Folsom, M. Dj S. L. Dutton, M. D., Boston;
Nathan French, M. D., Malden Centre, Mass.
janl3 eod 3m

addressing

sician,

Tremont.
Cld 26th, schs Ella Frances, Bulger, St Domingo;
Prize, Robinson, Portland.
SALEM—Ar 25th, sch Empire, Young, Calais for

Choice Lot
J.

NEWBURYPORT—Sid 25th, sch Juliet, Strout, for
Mayaguez.

S.

Apples!

CROCKETT,

85
COMMERCIAL STREET.
new
lw*
janJO

FOREION PORTS.
At Messina 30th ult, barques Almoner, Garey, for
New York, ldg; Crchilla, Havener, for United States,
ldg; brigs Myronus, Higgins; Fidelia, White; Prentiss Hobbs, Dodge, and Harry, Brown, and others.
Ski ftn Zanzibar 10th ult, barque Blanche
How, Ingersoll, New York.

Statement, January 1,1872.

TRAVELERS

Ar at Seville 2d inst, barque Ibis,
Overton, New
22 days.
Ar at Marseilles 8th inst, barqne Ormus,
Pettengill,
Philadelphia; brig Teneriffe, Tracey, New York.
Ar at Falmouth, E, 7th inst. ship John Bunyan,
Spartley, Liverpool for Alexandria.
Sid 10th inst, Shamrock, Cole, Liverpool.
Ar at Loudon 3d inst, barque Belvidcre, Flinn, ftn

York,

LIFE AND ACCIDENT

INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.

Helsingfors.

Off Deal 9th inst, ship
Villafranca, Morgan, from
London for Newport, E.
Cld at Cardiff 5th inst, barque Cairo, Vance, for
Havana. I
At do 0th, Harvest Queen,
Dickey, for Charleston.
Sid ftn Penarth 1st inst, ship Elizabeth Cushing.
Rio
Janeiro.
Colby,
At St Croix 6th inst, sch E C Gates, Freeman, for
Jacksonville next day.
At Port Paix 0th inst, sch Mary Patten,
Cummings
tor New York 3 days.
Ar at Halifax 22d inst, sch P Grant, Bradshaw,

Assets, Jan. 1, 1872.
Cash in Bank and hands of Agents,

*215,232
Loans on First
605,818
Mortgages Real Estate,
Deferred Premiums (being balance of SemiAnnual and Quarterly Premiums),
57,754
Accrued Interest (not due)
18,396
United States Government Bonds,
361.740
State and Municipal Bonds,.... 124,983
Railroad Stocks and Bonds,
80,860
Bank Stock,
265,887
Railway Passengers Assurance Co’s Stock, 156,400
Other Securities.
2,788
....

....

Portland.
Ar at St John, NB, 24th, sch Prussian
General,
Pengilly, Portland.
Cld 24th, brigs M B Nickerson, Kilpatrick, Cardenas; sch King Bird Simpson, do.

SPOKEN.
Jan 13, lat 31 15, Ion 77 45, ship Scioto, from New
Orleans for Liverpool.
Jan 22, off Absecom, brig Lizabel, from Galveston

Total Liabilities,

for Boston.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

TO CLOSE

OUT.

Accident Department.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

tions.

J. B. BATTERSON, Pros’t. RODNEY DENNIS, Sec.
Geo. B, Lester, Act’y. Cu ts. E. Wilson, Ass’t Sec.
ANDREW J. CHASE, General Agent, WM. W.
RIDEOUT, Special Agent, 59 Exchange Street, Portland.
«arA«Eii<'iE8 in all tue Principal Cities
and town* of United States A Canadas.

$1.85,

WORTH 3.35.
A JOB LOT OF

Jan

__

Per

OPEN THIS

OYER

FINE ASSORTMENT OF

—AXD

rent*-Winter Dress Goods at
very low priccs.—~Wiuter Hosiery
at reduced prices,—.Ladies' and
Childrens’ Underwear at retluct’d
prices.——We have a nice assortment of Felt Skirts at the low price

Bleached & Brown Cottons,
At very Low Prices.

Woolens—Woolens,

Linen Damasks,
Turkey Red Table Covering

—FOB—

Men &

And Doylies.

COYELL &
Cor.

Congress

Flannels, Hosiery, Corsets

BENNETT

&

WEBSTEIl,

General Commission

without regard to profit.

ROOM

Respectfully,

CHICAGO, I'M..

n

Especial attention given to the purchase

and shipment of Corn, Flour. Grain and Provisions, for eastern
Refer to 1st Xat’l Bank, Chicago; W. H.

NICE

Eastern Jackson

parties.

Potatoes,

Small, Bangor.
Titos. E. Bennett,

RALDWIN, GREENING
Awd RUSSET
APPI.ES,

FIRE INSURANCE

DRIED APPLES.
FOR SALE BY

OF

ISAAC BERRY,

Webster.

HEW

COM'Y,

YORK.

INCORPORATED lSiii*.
WINSLOW, President.
JOHN ,1. SEARING,

WILLIAM

13 Moulton St.

Secretary.

Under the “Old Bethel Building.”

SPRING

A. W.

ja2ti*2m

SAINT NICHOLAS

BEANS, EGGS, BUTTER,

11 and

Merchants,

11,

H«*rd of Trade lluildiajf,

A. B. BUTLER.
January 27-dtf

Jany 27-dlw

& lirown Streets.

Successors of H. H. Masaey & Co.,

Also the “Rwasiaa Gored
I'nder-SUirt,”
«nd other goods too numerous to mention.

At Nos.

VALPEY,

_jan23codistf

We have also lines of

ANC

Boys’ Wear.

-A.t Attractive Prices.

Also, Linen Towels, Crashes, Diaper, Flannels, &c., Ac.

so Id

AT—

Prices Below the Cost of Importation.
A lot of yard wide Thibet* at 65

Mgings and Insertions

WAll will be

DAY!

NEW PATTERNS!

100

HAMBURG

Ladies’

24 3t IV S M

Hamburg Edges !
Hamburg Insertions!

Goods, 25 & 50c
Yd.—Very Cheap.

A

3,743

Number of Accident Policies written in 1871,31,797
Cash received in Premiums for same, 9*769,964 .73
Gain in Net Premiums over 1870,
9984.496 76
W hole number of Accident Policies written
334,334
Whole number of Claims paid to date,
14,3484
Accident Department organized April, 1864.
Has paid Seven Hundred Dollars a
Day, from the
start, in Benetits to Policy Huiders.
General Accident Policies, for tho year or
month,
written by Agents. Insures men of all occupa-

WORTH 01.00.

Felt Skirts at

94176,931 37

Whole number of Policies, written to date, 13,336
Life Department organized July, 1866.
Principal Features—Ample Security, Low Premiums,
Definite Contract, and a Clean Cash Business.

Nubias at 50 cts. Each,
A

83
68
00
00
on
00
DO
95

*1,242,960 11

Life Department.
Nnmber of Policies written in 1871,

LARGE LOT OF

A

55
47

Total Assets,
81,919,891 48
Liabilities.
Claims unadjusted and not due.
.*133,379 80
Reserve for Re-insurance I.lfe Department, 914,754 61
Accident Dep’t., 161,825 70

ARNETHi

December 31, IN71.

$930,404.86.

DIED.

city, Jan. 26, of heart disease, Mrs. Eliza
M cLellan, aged 73 years.
[Funeral this Saturday afternoon, at 2i o’clock at
h. r late residence, No. 31 Park street.
h* this city, Jan. 26, John
Carney, aged 38 years.
.Funeral services on Sunday afternoon, at his late
ddence on Green street.
[n this city. Miss Abby Helen,
daughter of Washn
Mary A. Libbey, aged 1G years 11 months
w d 22 days.
has gone, her afflictions and trials ore o’er.
$h# has gone to that Jesus whose image she bore,
In this

Business lor Sale.

Dress and C'loak JHakiug Business

THIS

ty Also a good assortment of Machinists’ Tools
bolesale and retail.

ty Sign of the “Golden Rifle.”

OIL,
THIS PURPOSE.

This superb Hair Dye is the best In the world—per{ sctly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no dlsI
no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor,
ppointment;
no genuine Wm, A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye producC
IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
‘ rown, leaves the hair clean; sof,t beautiful; does not
rntain a
particle of lead or any injurious compound,
i old by all Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y

THE

NUZZLE LOADING

Double and Single Barreled Guns.

Go

GEO. C. ROBINSON & CO.,

CO.,

Ammunition, Sporting Goods,

large

MARRIED.

384 Congress Street.

ja20dsntf

a

the peculiar properties which so exactly
various conditions of the human hair.
For sale by all Druggists.
no29 sn
eodly

1
I

tyFlourlnBagsatlow

C.

liquid form,

Jan 27-sntf

Best Flour In use,
10.50
rates, together with all
[luds of goods which are warranted to be of the verv
K»t quality and give perfect
satisfaction, or roods
, nay be returned and money refunded.

300 quarter-boxes Layer Raisins to arrive on
rlnnday, Jan. 22, which we will sell at 85
i K)X—20 per cent, less than w holesale prices.cents per

a

for

‘16.

LOTS OF

1 OUR HUNDRED

AND THEN BUY

Prime Cooking Raisins,
12} eents per lb.
Extra Cooking Raisins
15 cents per lb.
Choicest Laver Raisins,
17 cents tier lb
Extra Muscatel Raisins,
20 cents per lb
14 centB per lb’
Very Best Currants.
Or four lbs. for 50 cents.
Prime Molasses
45 oents per gal.
Extra Molasses,
60 cents per gal.
Highgrade Syrup,
90 cents per Sal.
Kerosene Oil,
35 cents per gal.
Pea Beams,
10 @ 12 cts. qt.
1
Prime Flour—warranted, 19.50

Jan.

That cannot be beaten In »t) le and price.

IT DARK AND GLOSSY.

OTHER

Jyll

GOODS IN GENERAL

P.

RENDERING

on

desirably located; all appurtenances to carry on the business; always pakl well; a bargain
offered if applied for immediately; satisfactory rea-

sons

GROWTH OF AND

COCOA-NUT

a

PRICE LIST
Granulated Sugar,
121 cents per lb.
Demarara Sugar,
1 [} cents per lb.
Superior JfeUow Sugar,
lo cents per lb.
Prime Oolong 1 ea,
00 cents per lb.
Superior Oolong Tea,
75 ceut. ,„,r
* lh
Best Oolong Tea imported, 1.00 per lb
Prime Japan Tea,
00 per lb.
Best Japan imported,
1.10 per lb
Best Breakfast Teas,
1.00 per lb.'
COFFEES !
Government Java,
Choice Rio,
Male Berry Coffee,

THE

PREPARED EXPRESSLY FOR

FOREST CITY TEA STORE.

Old

COCOAINE,

The COCOAINE holds, in
1 iroportlon of deodorised

TEAS, COFFEES,
FLOUR, SUGAR, MOLASSES,
in

is

NEWS.

man, Jr.
Sch Geo Calhoun, (Br) Price, St John, NB—John
Porteous.
Sch Oregon, Dunton, Boothbay—J E Farnsworth.
RETURNED—Sch Chas
and anchored in
the Roads, with brigs Cascatelle, Peter & John, and
Fish.
sch Fred

BEAUTIFYING THE HAIR,

MONEY!

Stores, usually
J
kept
v

variety

BURNETT’S

FUBCHA81SO YOCB

And all kinds of Family
first class Grocery at the

BUTTER,

Dairy A Factory Ckene (plain and sage)
Worcester County, English Dairy and
Pine Apple Cheese.

Tli.

entire

Old Suutd Pray & Smith.
January 27, 1872.
sn dtf

YOUR

VT.

lies.

rhis

CO.,

&

Store;

Stove ami Tin Ware

a

Photograph

CLEARED.
Mary E Long, Hardy, Havana—A L Hobson.

Dress

fresh stock of choice

a

YORK

VI.

great inducements to ail desir-

NELSON

BY

'i!:

WAS

Every lady is invited to visit our store and examine
the goods and prices; this being our first semi-annu-

SAVE

Just received,

T.'iitirni*c(

iruv

□OGIA HASSAN STORE

tention.

interest in

a

shop
doing a good paying business; good
ed; best of references given and required.
jan27-3t TAYLOR & CO.. 20 State st., Boston.

Sch Smith Tuttle, Thurston, of and from Wise asset
for Gloucester, leaking 1000 strokes per hour, having
struck on Half-Way Rock. Will probably discharge
and go on the railway for repairs.
Sch Abbie S Emery, Lmery, Rockland for Boston.
Sch John A Dix, Pink;.am, Cape Porpoise—mackerel to Sawyer.

BUTTER AND CHEESE.

1 lot at 25c; worth 37.
1 lot at 37c: worth 50.
1 lot at 50; worth 62.
These Goods are all very low and should attract at-

al saie we shall offer
ing to purchase.

Eastprot.

THE

i^aces :

store at

Rare Business t 'liaiice for Sale.

New Brunswick, Pike, St John, NB, via

Steamer

LEA & PERRINS’ SAUCE,
Pronounced by Connoisseurs

os.

offered; best of reasons given

HALF
leading thoroughfare; established many years;
work
attach-

water.12.30 PM

MARINE

Railroad Co.

Dividend of 3 per cent,

ever

Surplus as regards Policy-holders,

of

50c.
25c.

kind

TAYLOR & CO., 20 State st., Boston.

ja27-3t

New York.

*

can

AT

bear
chances of the
for selling.

East Harbor, TI, 18 days;

These bonds
sue

BLANKETS,

any

-utJcttiLixiii

Store for Sale.
greatbargain ;locatiou of great value; good
of regular and transient business and will
thorough Investigation; this is one of the host

Cardenas 13th inst, sch Grace Webster, Hume
Portland; 10th, Hattie Boss, Ulrick, do; Windward,
Winterport; 11th, brig Torrent, Tibbetts, Baltimore.
Ar at Havana 15th, brig Weuonah, from New York
17th, FJ Henderson, Henderson, M at an z as; JW
18th, barques Lizzie H Jackson,
Spencer, Portland;
Marwiek, New York; Jane Adeline, Hutchinson,

being impossible

It

stock,

reason*

Apothecary

Ar at

WORSTEDS, WORSTEDS!

not to visit

operation,

other business

a
run

Miaialire Almanac.Janaary ‘if.
Sun rises.7.20 I Moon rises.7.05 PM

FROM MERCHANTS

Our entire stock of Worsteds are marked down!
jyOur small stock of Hair Goo s we shall offer at
prices far below cost. Chignons for 25c; Real Hair

95 TO 95 PER CENT.

all *»f
the

on

TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Boston.

Ja27-3t

Brig

MILLINERY,

CORSETS.

Every lady looking for

)le and as deserving of better
pay. Agriculral labor fosters every other industry.
L. L. Lucas of Somerset, read an essay upon
e “Common errors in rearing and
feeding
rm

we

be sold at from

EDGINGS,

WORSTEDS!

CORSETS,

Production of Milk.”
Warren Pereival of Maine State
Society
p poke of the breeds in
Maine and the adaption
f breeds to ends desired.

f!

Will

We have the best line of Corsets in
Portland, and
will sell them cheaper than
other house.

topic

Board met at 2 o’clock.
Seth Soamman of
C umberland delivered a lecture on “Farm la>r.” He believed in it. Regarded it honor-

them, as

CORSETS, CORSETS !
It is an established fact that we keep a larger and
better stock of Corsets than are to be found elsewhere
to which we invite special attention.

It Ini

last year, viz: half to Farmers’
c lubs and half to
geueral farm improvement.
T. S. Gold opened a discussion on the
of

AFTERNOON.

see

of all.

Hosiery,

IXJURKD AND UNINJURED

38c!

Entire Stock marked at 14 cents per

as

•Pute.

and

Ladies,

.,

WORSTEDS,

..

John S. Gould of New York
spoke at length
u pon dairying, and the
production of milk.
T. S. Gold said Jersey milk was not richer
1 tan the Ayrshire, but its color gave it better

sure

means

Merino Undergarments, for Bovs,
Merino Undergarments, for
1 lot of Hosiery, Misses Fleeced,
1 lot of
Merino,
1 lot all wool Hose for men and boys,
1 lot Corsets,
10 doz. Ladies Gloves,

PLATED WARE,

44

Hamburg.....

| High

investigation;

and is worthy of
for selling.

Sawyer,

EDGINGS.

We offer specialties as follows:
100 Lace Collars
New Lot of Ties
Linen Collars, (all new)
Linen Cuffs
Linen Sleeves
Linen Bosoms

THE ENTIRE STOCK,

)

44

perfect

New York.. Liverpool.Jan 27
York. .Liverpool.Jan 27
York..
Jan 30
York..Liverpool.Jan 31
York. .Havana.Jan 31
York. .Liverpeol.Jan 31
Crescent City.New York.. Havana.Feb 1
City of Paris.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 3
Sarmatian.Portland-Liverpool.Feb 3
Australia.New York. .Glasgow.Feb 3
Hammonia.New York. .Hamburg.Feb 6
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool.Feb 7
China.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 7
Missouri.New York. .Havana.Feb 8
Caspian.Portland_Liverpool.Feb 10
City of New York. .New York. .Liverpool.Feb 10
Pereire.New York.. Havre.Feb 10
Oceanic. New York. .Liverpool.Feb 17

ocij

Lace Collars and Sleeves.

Be

Misses’ Merino Under-Vests, 62c, former price
75c.
’’
Ladles’
7Sc.
62c,
something
extra, 1.00
r,
Linen Handkerchiefs 5c. Hoop Skirts
35c.

topic of the disposal of the State appro1 priation, devoted last year to the encourage1 ment of wheat
grewing and Farmer’s clubs.
The discussion was participated in by Sec1 etary
Goodale, Colburn of Kennebec, Wal1 er of Sagadahoc, Howes of
Knox, Adams of
j ranklin, Doe of
York, S. L. Boardman, and
1 thers.
It was finally disposed of in the same

a

\

the

IfOtk at the Bargains !

25c,

to

...

Siberia.New
Holsatia.New
Calabria.New
Cleopatra.New
Nevada.New

Sch

ALSU,

HAMBURG

Saturday, January 27tl», 1873.

Ladies’ Fleeced Hose 20c,
u

Oity of Brooklyn

Friday,

LACES!

TO DAT.

t

AND FANCY GOODS!

The

i

CONTINUES

FANCY GOODS,

_

established; machinery

and
the latest patterns of machines
THOROUGHLY
carry
business in
order; in successful

Villa de Paris.New York. .Havre.Jan 27

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Let

1 lot Neck-Ties
25c; former
price
41
44
1 lot Lace Collars
20c:
44
44
44
1
38c;
A splendid line Linen Collars 10
fdfmer
cts,
price
44
Cuffs, 25 cts,
Bosoms, 25 cts,
Misses Fleeced Hose 17c, former price

Austrian.Portland_Liverpool.Jan 27
Columbia.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 27

ja27.3t

EXTREMELY LOW !

-OF-

THURSDAY.

r

%

•hr HUH J4

GREAT

Will commence

DATE

VERY

nunc Ul

LADIES’ FURNISHING

Excellent Business Opportunity,Cork Manufactory for sale.

NTKAHERM

FOR

our

We invite an examination of our Laces in Claim*
pare, Malta and Thread, in Black, Valea.
cieaaea, Thread, Clan?, and all others in white,
which we have marked

of the

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE!

any section of the country and counsels
ticking by the old parental State.

|

COG-IA HASSAN STORE,

were

OUR

,o

lanner

REAL

SPECIAL NOTICES.

perti-

1

mu

FROM

ARRIVED.

LACES,

production that hit the mark intended.
Ie thinks Maine equal, all things considered,

The

vuwa

NAME

TO ALL LOVERS OF

issued during the week ending
to Charles E. Morrill, Deeriug, for
machine for stitching shoe bindings; James
Robinson, Carmei, for feed rack; Barzilla Harrington, China, assignor to himself, Levi H.
Straw and Jesse A. Locke of Boston, for material for filling mattresses; Lyman Pettigrew,
Gardiner, for writing tablet.

lent

see.

result is told in the following genuine
legram announcing the safe arrival of the
aveler at Montreal:
Montreal, Jan. —, 1872.

Patents

inquired what process
should take in view of the present situa-

i.1

commence

'GRAND ANNUAL SALE OF GOODS,

UNDERWEAR,
night

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN

••

.;

January 23d

,,,

SALE

[Funeral services Saturday afternoon at 1 o clock.]
In East Leering, Jan. 26, suddenly, Mrs. .Mary,
widow of the late Samuel Bachelder, aged 71 years.
In Auburn, Jan. 5, Mrs. Solon Macomber, aged
11 vears.
In Winthron, Jan. 8, Mr. John Robinson, aged 54
years 10 months.
In Snath Paris, Jan. 18, Mrs. Ann D., wife of the
late PLineas Morse, aged 73 years.
In Montclair, N. J., Jan. 21, Mrs. Mary J., wile of
K. N. Prince, aged 40 years.

On. Friday, Jan. 26th.

IN GENERAL.

lpon “Grass-lauds and Culture.”
D. H. Thing of Mt Vernon, read an
essay
1 mtitled
“Stiek-to-it-ive-ness,” a sharp,

“A Grand Trunk Incident.”—Under this
1 ead the Toronto Globe
gives the following,
v hicli must refer to that
road under a manage*
t lent quite different from the
present:
A Liverpool merchant, who risks a little occ isionally in Grand Trunk securities in
hope of
* rise, paid
a visit to Toronto a few
davs ago
hen something like the following
colloquy occ irred between him and a friemf on whom he
c tiled:
Torontonian—When do you leave?
Liverpool Merchant—By the Grand Trunk
j 'ontreal train to-night.
Torontonian—Sorry for you!
Liverpool Merchant—Because I go by the
raiul Trunk? Ah, you are too hard on the
rand
9 st Trunk. You should seethe roads I have
passed over in the Southern States!
Torontonian—You’ll be twice off the track
b ‘fore you get to Montreal, and arrive there
w ven hours Tate.
Liverpool Merchant—Nonsense! You’re too
ird.

1"

value, component parts,

Warren Colburn of TConnobon

M
AT THE

Charles Frost, but the heavy iron bars fastening the door prevented them. Judging from
their work, it is supposed they were old hands.
Last Tuesday night a destructive fire occurred
at Steep Falla. IJminate,
TKti .tablet., snea
and ell adjoining the house of Mrs. H. Harr,
were destroyed.
The house itself was somewhat damaged.

EVENING SESSION.

® acrifice” by Orville Dewey; More of Six of
( >ne by Half a Dozen of the Other,” and poet'
r f by “C. H.
I,” Christina G. Rosetti, Mary B.
1 lodge and Annie L.
Muzzey.

Torontonian—You’ll

——

tion.
Mr. Gould replied the treatment just recommended was the best he knew. Ho recomnended setting apart just a
square rod in a
dot and trying different fertilizers,
carefully
effects
and
rntiag
weighing produce, leaving
>ne plot without
dressing as a standard.

t

al resemblance. The fact that he never before
laid claims to his distinguished ancestry does
not

ive

We shall

COUNTY.

The Biddeford Union says on the

sown together.
Mr. Poor of Andover,

1

ing,

i

19th, the store of Mrs. James Merrill was entered by burglars and about $15 in money taken. !

cent.
A strong,
deep, calcarerous soil resting upon
a clay subsoil is the best
grass land. Sow a
great variety of seeds; prepare the soils as well
as possible and manure as
highly as practicable.
Plants do not tolerate near neighbors of their
own species.
Our soils are not covered with
grass plants thickly enough. Man absolutely
requires a mixed diet. It is just the same with
our animals.
The fields on a farm should be
so arranged as to come into bloom the
proper
time for cutting, successively.
Varieties that
io not bloom at the Same time should not be

1 listorical and humorous departments contain a
•ariety of enrertaining reading.
Old and New adheres to the plan of
making
he contents of each month’s number
appropriate to the season.
Accordingly the February
lumber has much to say of Washington. The

/ ';>

YORK COUNTY.

loam8, one hundred ana fifty per cent.; irrigated meadows, or fields, gave mur hundred per

Easy Chair” is full of good
hings from Curtis, while the literary, scientific,

State,

a

and amount of
forage produced. Some grasses are muscle producers; some fat formers, and some bone feeders.
Every variety of grass was intended by
the Creator to be adapted to some useful and
beneficent purpose.
Many sections are producing grasses not adapted to them, and would, if needed with proper
varieties, produce largely, when compared with
the present. Eor every locality and grade of
soil, some variety is eminently adapted. Recommends observations regarding the natural
products that grow with the greatest luxuriance, and report to some respectable journal:
then we shall have reliable data from which
to work.
We Bhould adopt Botanical names,
as local names often lead to mistakes.
Meadows, he defined to be any land where grass is
mown.
On a square yard of wet meadow were
found thirty plants of different varieties, four
of which, only, were useful ones. On a square
yard of dry meadow or field, were found thirty-eight varieties, eight useful and thirty useless. On a square yard of moist meadow were
found twenty-five varieties of plants,
eight of
which, only, were useful, the other seventeen
useless.
being
Irrigated meadows gave 400
per cent, more produce of grass than thin upland soils. Poor clays gave
fifty per cent.; rich

The “Editor’s

GRAND ANNUAL

No 4 Chestnut st., 17
$500. A good location for a Boarding House.
The pleasantly located house corner Cumberland
and Parris st; 10 good rooms; gas and plenty of excellent water.
The brick house No 18 Brown
st; 10rooms; convenient to business.
The cottage house No 6 Casco st; 10 rooms, $300.
Five rooms, (2d floor) Neal st.
Six rooms No 23 Watervflle st; very pleasant.
Six rooms No 30 Chestnut st. Also a tenement of
six rooms on Mechanic st., $132.
WM. H. JERK IS,
Apply to
*
Real Estate Agent.
ja37-dlw

centrally locatedpiouae
THE
rooms; Gas and Sebago; rent

years.

Sun sets.5.07

The Bridgton News
says one day last week as
Mr. Hosea Allen was going from his house to
the barn, he
slippedinand fell on the ioe, receiving se\ere injuries the back from which it is
feared it will take him a long time to recover.—
He is almost entirely helpless.
Hay is Very scarce in the town of Mason and
many fanners are purchasing corn for their
cattle in the hope to winter their stock.
The Register says: Daniel Reynolds of Canton, <J1 years old last July, has lived on the
same farm 65 years, is in the
enjoyment of
quite good health, and has worked some at his
trade this winter. He can read without
glasses
and does not use them at his work. He never
Haw a rail car
although they soyietimes run
within 24 miles of his home—over the P. & O.
C. R. R.

hay per
Kings county, H. Y., produces
the most hay of any in the State, one hundred
and eighty tons to the hundred acres. Onondauga county, the garden of the State, produces but one hundred and twelve tons to the
one hundred acres.
George Geddes, who resides in his vicinity produces two and a half
tons per acre. Grasses vary much in their nu-

Granddaughter by the
Author of “My Daughter Elinor;” Dame Nature by Miss H. R. Hudson; Old Books in New
Fork by William C. Prime, with Eleven Illustrations; Building a House with a Tea-cup, by
Mrs. S. C. Hall; The Days of Queen
Anne, by
Eugene Lawrancc; A Curious Prediction, by
Edward Spencer, with One Illustration; The
jolden Lion of Granpere, by Anthony Trollope, with Four Illusltations; The Pay-roll of
Christendom, by Dr. Samuel Osgood; Wedding
Presents, by Mrs. Harriet Prescott Spofford;
Hie Story of Francoise,Katharine S. Macquoid.

A

‘.-it

are

acre.

kinson; King Midas’

o

SEVENTH

t>

-v

OXFORD COUNTY.

Board met at 2 p. M., the President in the
chair, who introduced, with a few remarks
John Stetson Gould of Hudson, N. Y., who
gave a lecture upon
“management op meadows and pastures.”
Mr. Gould stated the value of the grass crops
in the United States annually to be $500,000,000. A neighbor of his produces three tons of

tritive

"S

••

;\y'"

being shipped in large quantities
from Bockland to Chicago.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

Sunbeam” (scientific) are the titles of the remaining papers. Terms $4 per year. M. H.
Mallory & Co., publishers, Hartford, Conn.
February Magazines.—Harper for February has the following table of contents: The
3cott Centenary at Edinburg by M. D.
Conway,
vith Fifteen Illustrations; Holland and the
Hollanders (second paper) by Junius Henri
Browne, with Thirteen Illustrations; A good
investment, by William J. Flagg, with Two Illustrations : English in School by William At-

tion as

known

1

occupies considerable space. “Modem
Thought in its Relation to the Person of our
Lord Jesus Christ,” “Regeneration in Baptism,” “Scientific Speculation vs. Theological
Interpretation,” and “The Analysis of the

against indefinite

postponement in just about the

KL. —-1

•'

>J,T‘

*•

!anada.

Bonds of the Portland & Ogdensburg R R
sn
jn3

DAMAGED GOODS!
»_

as

DEALERS In Government and other Investment
lecurities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on Englnnd, Scotland
rod Ireland. Sighl lrafts on Paris, Berlin and other
European cities, Montreal, St. John and Halifax,
lold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES afforded for the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of corresponlents.
Agents for the sale of the

KNOX OOUNY.

[Reported for the Press.]
The Annual Session of the Board of Agriculture and Farmers Convention at
Paris.

esses

for its agency in the matter as R never suffered for anything else. But it is to be observed
that the Democrats voted

ol

issued bearing iuby agreeme and available at maturity in
Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
] Mvidends made In all parts of the United States and
i erest

THE SALE Off

The Bockland Shoe Manufacturing Company
with a capital of $30,000, has organized.—
Messrs. George W. Kimball, Jr., F. A. Howe,
John S. Case, S. M. Bird and H. W. Wight
were chosen Directors. Mr. Kimball was elected President and Mr. Bird Secretary. The Gazette says the factory building will be 150 feet
long, 30 feet wide and four stories high. The
lot upon which it is to be erected has not yet
been selected.

Herring

monthly.

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT

<

He says of the Kansas cow, of which it is related that “there is not a farm wagon in the
county that she has not stolen something out
of; not a gate in town that she has not opened;
and the stones that have been thrown at her
would make five miles of turnpike,’1 that she
must have gone from Brunswick, for
surely
none but a Brunswick cow could “cut such didos” as that.
The Telegraph says there were five young
men admitted to the Freshman class in College
last week—one to the classical and four to the
scientific course. Professor Chadbourne, well
known here, and lately President of Madison
University, Wisconsin, is to give instruction to
the classes in mental and moral philosophy for
the remainder of the year.

York Association meets with Rev. Wm. Merrill, at Kennebunk, at 10J A. M., Tuesday Feb.
6th. Preacher, Rev. 8. Hayward. Substitute,
Rev. Mr. Pond of Y'ork.

and the fitness of the Church to influence the
labor movement is assumed and defended with
a great deal of
power. “Changes in England
during Half a Century” is a review of Disraeli’s novels, in which the changes, political,
literary and theological, in that country since
the appearance of “Vivian Grey” are rapidly
and strongly presented.
Another important
article is “Munificence in Giving—a Present
Need of the Times.” The subject of Deacon-

to the

party, if the consolidation bill

ennon

a

yard to dry.
Tenney of the Brunswick Telegraph still retains his antipathy to the cows of that village.

auspices of this Association, is in a
highly flourishing condition. Some religious
interest prevails in the community there.

lasting interests, and reconciling his life here
with his life hereafter;” and where shall sneh
a power be found but in the Church of
Christ;

.3

j

FIRE!

An alarm of small pox in Brunswick was
created, says the Telegraph, by a lady hanging
her red—“sack". Tenney calls it—out in the

under the

boring Classes,” the question of labor and capfreely and temperately discussed from a
material standpoint, and then the question of the
elevation of the laboring classes follows; and the
conclusion of the writer is that “the help must
come from a power at once social and spiritual;
social that it may act upon society and dispose
it, whenever disturbed by sufferings or injuries,
to a calm and beneficent settlement; spiritual,
that it may act upon the individual, quickening

i

slight damage.

Christian Association, at South Gardiner, was
held last week, and was a most interesting occasion.
The Sunday-school organized there,

ital is

t Brest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowd on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and iuerest credited

/"v

Eatient

p^gflon of their sins. The week of prayer in
the Methodist Church, we learn, was interesting and profitable.
The third anniversary of the Young Men’s

good purpose in

HOUSE is established for the transaction of
General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. In-

€

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

good religious interest; twenty, or
more, have recently professed to receive the

on

It will serve an equally

try.

“ten mollusks.

user 8

enjoying

the American Church,” which was
prepared by the Bishop of Western New York
for publication in a volume now going through
the English press for circulation in that coun-

Morrill.

IEEE

For Rent.

aged

THIS

8

NEW ADV ERTISEM ENTS.

it No. 4 Lewis street.
40 years.
Jan. 25, Albert Webber,
[Funeral services on Sunday afternoon at 1 o clock,
it No. 27 Odar street.
Ill Sau-arappa, dull. 23, Mar shall Hayes, aged 44

SONS,

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

FF

The Lewiston Journal says Friday morning,
Adalbert Holland died in the lock-up in Lewiston, from the direct effects, probably, of strychnine which he said he had taken a short time
before. He had been drinking, also. He was
about 32 years of age, and leaves a widow and
three children.
The Journal says Mr. Cressey, who had his
skull so severely fractured at the Lewiston City
Buildings over a month ago, is recovering and
is able to be about the house. It will be remembered that a hammer weighing four and a half
pounds, fell ninety feet, striking him on the
head, knocking him senseless, creating a fracture of the skull several inches long, that Dr.
Horr, assisted by several Surgeons, removed by
trephining, a piece of the skull, an inch or two
square, leaving the brain beneath, exposed. The
remained in a comatose state for some
ours, since which he has had full possession of
his faculties and, apparently, is now substantially recovered.
The Lewiston and Auburn manufacturing enprises disburse annually in the two cities nearly
four millions of dollars, about four-fifths of
which is to labor. There are 87 manufacturing
corporations and firms, employing 8474 hands,
of whom 4394 are females.
The Lewiston Journal savs Messrs Kichards
& Merrill narrowly escaped a damaging fire
Wednesday evening, in their clothing store,
Journal Block, A gas flame in the window
was blown by the
opening of a door upon goods
hanging near, satting them on fire. In a moment the window was ablaze, but the flames
were speedily smothered
in overcoats—after

,___

except

J. B. BROWN &

NEWS.

STATE

She haa gone now to dwell with the ransomed and
blest.
She has gone where the weary are ever at rest.
I Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,

NOTICES.

BANKERS,

ter to dissolve.

Question.

Gibbon,—The
Central Empire, with a

SPECIAL

FFF

State having fallen in two years from the sixth
to the ninth rank among the States in the number and value of its sheep from this cause.
George Wilkes speaks of the. “riff-raff who
have filled the Presidential chair for the last
thirty years." George wants the “old grandees" back again. Unhappily for him most of
them are dead, but there are such “old grandees" as Montgomery Blair, Gideon Wells, Mr.
Partington, &c., and he’s welcome to take his
choice of them.—New York Commercial Advertiser.
More proofs of the Fenton anti-coalition are
daily appearing. After the defeat of the
Hawkins bill at Albany, Tom Fields, the Tammany representative, and Alford, leader of the
Fentonites, openly congratulated each other,
and now both the Herald and Tribune criticise
the Committee of Seventy, and advise the lat-

j

x_-

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Items.
Ohio loses annually $3,000,000 in sheep killed
by dogs, and nearly $1,000,000 in injuries. The
sheep of Illinois and Maryland are being rapidly thinned out in the same way, the former

Liabilities

TERM

OF

Limington Academy,
on MONDAY, FEB. 19,
isra. W. G. Lord, A. M., Principal; Miss
1 [elen A. Dimock, Preceptress. Please send for drc ular to the above, or to
ISAAC L. MITCHELL, Sec.
*
Llmlngton, Jan 25, 1872.
jan27illw then mils

«9,65«.oo

CT“Tliis Company has sustained no loss bv th»
Ibicago fire, and has not advanced ita rates
I am now prepared to write |silt. Wa in
this Co .i
1 ow RATES, on good risks at the
office ofthecompam

t

1T4 MIDDLE ST., I p Stairs.

EUILL commence

J

»AMIEL W.
jan22tf*OI,^r*is

SHAW,

f*r "•*•••

THE PRESS

•

Pictures.—Harry Brown’s two latest pic
tures, Dunluce Castle and the Island of Capri

BY TELEGRAPH,

exhibition at Schumacher’s, have re
eeived the favorable criticisms of connoisseurs
and are a daily attraction to lovers of art. Ir
the subjects these paintings are similar, ami
UOW' on

SATURDAY MORNING, JAN. 27, 1872

CITY AND VICINITY.

die ages, perched in solemn grandeur upon tin
brow of a precipitious cliff, on the Irish coast,
with the sea dashing against its base. It is it
picture of solitude, and if we should offer a

COLUMN.
Furniture, Arc—F. O. Bailey & Co.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Our great Semi-Annual Sale—Nelson «& Co.
Coal $8.75—Jos. II. Poor & Bro.
Guns—(I. L. Bailey.
AUCTION

suggestion

it would be that the pic-nic part}
with the gay dresses in the midst of the ruim
are incongruous, and detracts from the sentiThe peasants at the foot oi
ment of the scene.
the cliff, drawing drift wood from the retreating waves, and the little bark in the distance,
under the storm-cloud give as much of human
life as it will bear.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
M. L. A.

Lecture—City

Hall.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Choice Lot Applet*—J. S. Crockett.
To the

Legislature of Maine.
Business Chance—Taylor & Co.

The other picture >s more sunny, a real Italian scene. Capri is a beautiful little island, not
far from Naples, rich in antiquarian treasures,

To Close Out—A. B. Butler.
Potatoes &c—Isaac Berry.
Watch Lost—W. H. H. Hatch.
To

and famous as having upon one of its hills the
remains of the villa of the Roman Emperor,
Tiberius, which is not farfrointlie point sketched by the artist The little village iies under

Physicians.

Houses for Rent.—Win. H. Jerris.
Notices.

Beligioan

Plymouth Church.—Kev M. H. Williams will

Europe. The lessons of Rome, Florence and
Naples have given good results.
Above these pictures hangs a charming view
of Lake Como, under a quiet sky with not a

seats free.

Portland Spiritual Association—Temperance
Hall, 351} Congress st.—Mrs. A. W. Tanner, Trance
Speaker, will speak to-morrow afternoon and evening
at 3 and 7 o’clock.
India St., Universalist Church.—Preaching
by the Pastor, Rev G. W. Bicknell, at 10} a. m. S. S.
Concert in the Church in the evening at 7.
A collection will be taken up at Congress Square
Universalist Church Sunday, for the benelit of Widow
Wood Society.

breath of air to ruffle the placid waters of the
lake, a few sails drifting lazily upon its surface,
and the distant Alps crowned with snow, tem-

pering

the atmosphere to a delicious coolness.
It is a soft dreaming picture, and has many admirers.
Mr. Brown has on his easel, almost ready for

New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr. Hayden
will preach in the Temple on New High street, tomorrow morning at 10.30 o’clock.
Subject: The New
Jerusalem is from heaven; Rev. xxi, 10.
Lecture on same subject in the vestry at 7 o’clock
in the Evening; followed by Praise Meeting at 8.

public view, picture of the bay and city of
Naples, with a ruined palace in the foreground.
Those who are familiar with the spot, speak of
a

Free Street Baptist Church.—The rei>airs
upon the church having been completed, the services
will be resumed in the maiu audiance room Sunday
at the usual hours.

the nicture in the highest,

cert at 7.00.

Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Sabbath
School Prayer Meeting at 2.15. S. S. Concert at 7};
Regular Prayer Meeting every Friday evening at
7.15.
All are cordially invited. Seats free.

Prayer meeting at 7 l’. m.
Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics’ Building, corner Congress and Casco streets.—Reading Room open
every day and evening. Prayer Meetings every Saturday evening.—Social Meeting every Sunday at 10*
o’clock a.m., In Munsey’s Sail Loft, Commercial whf.

vessel

within State jurisdiction, the police
were notified, and Deputy Sterling and
officers
Blake, Smith, Rounds, Black, Gribben and
Crowell went down on the tug Uncle Sam. Before the officers arrived the crew got into a

Casco St. Free Baptist Church, Rev. A. ASmith, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath
School at 12. Preaching at 3 1*. m. Prayer Meeting
at 7, evening.
The Reform School S. S. will be held Sunday P.
M. Coach leayei State Street at 2 o’clock. Every
teacher is requested to be present or to provide a sub-

among themselves, and two of the men
named Kennedy and Riley attacked each other
with sheath 'knives, and were cut and wounded

awfully.

The officers put the most turbulent of
the men in irons and brought them to the city,
making five arrests. The wounded men presented a shocking spectacle as they were taken
to the station, the blood flowing from their
wounds and besmearing their faces and clothing. Dr. Getchell was called and attended
them. Riley had had part of his ear taken off
by the knife of his antagonist, and also received a frightful gash on the side of his face, op-

St. Luke’s Cathedral.—^Sunday services at 10.30
and 7 P. M. Daily services at 9 a. m., and 5
P. m.
Seats free to all.

a. m.

and 7

Bethel Church, 97 Fore Street.—Services Sabbath a. M., at 10.30 o’clock; p. m., at 3 and 7.00
o’clock. Communion service the first Sunday p. m.
of each month. Also meetings on Monday and
Thursday eveniugs at 7.30 o'clock. All from the sea
and land are cordially Invited.
Mouxtfort Street A. M. E. Church.—Preaching at 10.30 A. M., and 7 30 P. M., by the Rev. P. L.

Stanford.

Danforth
Preaching

and

posite the eye. Kennedy had a long flesh
wound extending from the temple across the
forehead, as far as the nose, and a long and
deep gash under the jowl, which escaped the
jugular vein only by a very small breadth. The
affair created quite an excitement and a crowd
of a hundred people followed the men from the
wharf to the lock-up. The wounds of the men

cordi-

St. Paul’s Church, comer of Congress and Locust street.—Services Sunday at 10.30 o’clock a.m.,
and 3 p. m. This is a free church, with free seats,
and all are welcome.

Fraternity, Army and Navy Union
Hall.—Cldldren’s Progressive Lyceum meets at 10.30
Spiritual

U

tlWA.

A

ltVLiy UI LULn UIJ Will SpUiUl
are invited.
Seats free.

All

ill t> X'. iU>

are

§3T“Mr. Francis Murphy will give

ance

a free TemperLecture in City Hall Sunday Evening, at 7 1-2;
Brown’s Choir. All are invited.

Nap re me Judicial Cuurt.
JANUARY

TERM, WALTON, J., PRESIDING.
Friday.—Heury Taylor vs. City of Portland. Ac-

compensation for injuries received by
his horse, Don Juan, by reason of an excavation at
the corner of State and Gray streets, which was left
without lights bo that the plaintiff had no knowledge
that it existed, and drove his horse into it one night
in September, 1870. Plaintiff'says he was driving up
recover

time when his horse went
into the excavation and remained there about two
hours before they could extricate him. That he was
State Street in the

night

severely injured. Damages claimed $600. Defence—
that the plaintiff was not in the exercise of ordinary
rare and that the excavation was well guarded with
rails and lights properly placed. On trial.
Howard & Cleaves.
Symonds & Libby.

carry John Adams over to France during the
war to negotiate a treaty
with that power.
The perils of that extraordinary trip are well
remembered by students of Revolutionary his-

Job. H. Cressey et al. vs. Josiah H. Coloord & ala.
Verdict for the plaintiff for $301.04.
Nickerson.
Strout & Gage.

tory.

next

In the U. S. Supreme Court at Washington
Thursday Hon. Bion Bradbury of this city
was admitted to practice.
The next quarterly session of the Cumberland County Lodge of Good Templars will be
Dresser

Lodge,

North Yarmouth,
No criminals before the

Hill,

ak Walnut

Feb. 28th.

Municipal Court yes-

Pritchard is

a

Steamship Austrian, Capt. Brown, will sail
for Liverpool this afternoon on the arrival of
the Canada mails. Quite a number of passengers for this steamer arrived in the city yesterday and are at the Falmouth Hotel.
in the

Good Words for a Portland Vocalist.—
Mr. G. F. Monroe, one of Portland’s favorite
vocalists, has recently been on a visit to Wilmington, Del., when he took part in a concert
at an “organ opening” at one of the

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

churches in that city, and received very flatterThe Commercial
ing praise from the press.

A Free Temperance Lecture.—Mr. Francis Murphy will give a free lecture on Temperance, in City Hall, next Sunday evening at 7|
o’clock. The Biddeford paper says that Mr.

says:
His voice is a remarkably fine robust tenor,
and he sang with a sustained power that astonished and delighted, rising, more than once, as
high as the note of b-JUU, and maintaining his
place there with full and commanding voice.
This was a feat which very few tenor singers
but Mr. Monroe performed it
can

has been lecturing to crowded houses
in t hat city.
Last Sunday evening the City
Hall was crowded to overflowing, two hundred
standing, not being able to obtain seats. Mr.
Murphy has lectured several times in Lewiston
and Auburn to overflowing houses. There will
lie singing by Brown’s select choir. All are cord-

Murphy

no-

tice:
Mr. Monroe is almost beyond the reach oi
comment by unmusical people. His voice is a
magnificent tenor of great power and equal
sweetness, and its capacity as demonstrated by

Davis & Co. make an announcement elsewhere, which is of special interest to all our lady readers who desire to secure the best bargains. Their annual sale is now recognized as
one of the featnres of the retail trade of Port-

Theatbicai..—We understand that Mrs.
Macready, the accomplished actress, is to ap-

land, and those who watch for good opportunities need no hint to cause them to give an attentive perusal to their extended advertisement and to visit their store, where the rarest
aud best of bargains are offered to all who will
call upon Davis & Co.

21sl
pear at Music H all on the 19th. 20th and
of February with a company of good actors,
among whom are Joe Sefton and J. H. Taylor,
The company is at present in Pennsylvania,
Mrs. Macready is assuming ssme of the most
difficult male characters, among which is Shy
lock, and the newspapers speak in the mosi
Some ten
flattering terms of her success.
years since the lady gave a series of dramath
readings in Portland, which were well patronized and very popular, and we doubt not tha
those who became acquainted with her effort!
will be glad to see her in lie
on the

The attention of the readers of the Press
is called to the annual statement of the Travellers Insurance Company. This is one of the
strongest and best managed institutions in the
country, and its policy-holders may justly take
pride in its steady advancement year after year.
Its officers are men of character and ability
and its representatives in this State are of the

platform
jirofessional jiosition.

most

No. 15

Stockbridge,

1

Exchange street, we have received the follow
ing pieces of new music, of G. D. Bussell i
Co’s

publications:

“Meet

me

by the

mill-stream ►

Kate,” by G. Bees Harcourt, of Duprez & :
Benedict’s Minstrels; Daisy Farm Waltzes
dedicated to George Dolby, by E. N. Catlin,five in number, not difficult and rather pleas
in^: “Thou never retumest,” for the piano, b;
Franz Spindler; Softly rang the bells of Heav*
en; one of Dexter Smith’s poetical com jiosition
set to music by E. N. Catlin; Lonely am
Friendless, a temperance song and chorus
with music by Ned Florence; Bobby Shaft
and Little Bo-Beep, a couple of Mrs. Charle
Moulton’s little whimsical conceits; “Bette
■

pretentious

best

now

Schottiscii,

Annie Clarke of the Boston Museum; Angel
Tak e
watch the open gates, by George Dana;
me with you Mother, by Catlin.
an J
Marston’s new pieces, Guard Mounting,
an ,1
sacred
of
songs
collections
evening
Sunday

quartettes, published by Stockbridge,

are

r

ij
reived with favor, and have met with a goc
sale.
The Folio for February Is a good nunibe
and has improved under the management < f
Mr. Austin,
It contains a ballad, a gran .1
march and a sacred
of Mad. Patey.

quartette, with

a

portra

t

__________

Thk

Difference.—Steamship Siberia of tl

Ounard line left Liverpool

the 9th lust, an d
arrived at Boston on the 20th—a iiassage ,f
seventeen days. Steamship Sarmatian, of tl e
Allan line, left Liverpool on the 11th, toucht
at Queenstown, and arrived ftt this port on tl e
on

23—a passage of twelve days,

ficulty.
BOSTON

THE

AND

MAINE EXTENSION.

There was a pretty sharp contest over the
Boston and Maine extension hill in the House.
The Portland delegation seems unanimous on
the question. The bill was carried to engrossment with Colonel Fessenden’s amendment,
which provides that the proposed line shall
keep northerly of Commercial street and not
enter upon it.
STRANGE IF TRUE.

The representatives of the Maine Central and
Boston and Maine Companies are holding a con-

ference

this afternoon.
THE RAILROAD COMMITTEE

this afternoon voted to report charters for the
Bangor and Calais Railroad Co., and for the
Kastport and Calais Co.
THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION.

Another special meeting of the Education
Committee was held this afternoon that those
who oppose the Supervisors might accuse them
before their

faces;

but not

an

enemy put in

an

appearance.
THE BOARD OF EDUCATION.

Among

the

closing

business of the session

system of free high schools; a State tax levied
on the property of the State and divided among
towns according to average attendance; a law

compelling

the attendance of children between
the ages of 8 and 14 years of age at least 12
weeks in the year. The board declared in favor
of more practical |studies, having reference to
the introduction of agriculture and mechanics;
also in favor of graded certificates for teachers,
and of

uniformity

of text books in
grammar and mixed schools.

MAINE

primary,

LEGISLATURE.

[Special dispatch to the Press.]
SENATE.

Augusta, Jan. 26.—The Committee on legal
reform reported leave to withdraw on petition
to change the law relating to line fences; legislation inexpedient on an order relating to a
change of law in regard to the sale of eggs;
relating to the taxation of personal property in
certain cases on order relating to lien on railroad property; also on bill an act to amend an
act incorporating the Magalloway River Dam

Company.
Mr. Fletcher of Waldo moved to reconsider
the vote passing to be engrossed a bill an act to
incorporate the Lewiston and Auburn Railroad

Company.

After discussion by several Senators. Mr. Farrington moved to indefinitely
postpone the motion to reconsider which was
lost 14 to 13. Motion to postpone and assign
next Wednesday was carried 15 to 12.
The report of the committte on Senatorial
votes in the Hancock county contested election
case was taken up.
The report is in favor of
giving the seat to Col. W. E. Hadlock against
John Moore, sitting member, and to throw out
the whole vote of Ellsworth as illegal. After
much discussion the report of the committee
was accepted and the resolve
passed declaring
W. E. Hadlock elected. He was duly qualified
and took his seat. The pay of John Moore
was made up for the session.
Petitions of citizens of Durham for authority
to sell the Baptist meeting-house were presented and referred. Mr. Farrington moved to take
from the table the resolve relating to the Castine Normal School—carried. Senate insisted
on its former vote.
Orders presented and passed.—That the appropriate committees inquire into the expediency of further legislation relating to the compensation ot County Commissioners.
Bills, Resolves, etc., reported by Committees.—
Resolve that the article of Constitution relating
to the raising of school tax he submitted to the
people; an act to reduce the capital stock of
Veazie Bank; resolve relating to fencing the
grounds of Farmington Normal School; act to
incorporate the trustees of the Hallowell Classical Academy.
Passed to be enacted.—An act t* amend the
charter of the Blanchard Maine State Boiler

#2.50.

Good all wool

Long Shawls, formerly $7.00

#3.50.

Good all wool Long
now

now

Shawls, formerly $10.50

$0.00.

Fine

Company

solve in favor of Hiram Morse.
Passed to be engrossed.—An act to authorize
the P. S. & P. Railroad to construct a railroad
from Kitt^y to Kennebunk; an act to authorize the town of Robinston to erect and maintain a wharf; an act to incorporate the Bangor
Insurance

Company.
HOUSE.

Papers of Senate disposed of in concurrence.
Petitions and bills presented and referred.—

Of S. B. Hume and others for charter for a
railroad from Eastport to Calais; of C. AV. Tilden for a charter for a railroad from Castine to
Calais; of J. A. Wheeler and others for same;
of A. P. Fernald for an act to authorize the P.
S. & P. railroad to build a road from Kittery to
Biddeford; hill to authorize the city of Portland to grant further aid in the construction of
the P. & O. railroad; petition of G. K. Hatch
aoid others for an act to incorporate the St.
Croix and Penobscot railroad; remonstrance of
the citizens of Lagrange against granting a
charter for a railroad from Dexter to Brownville; bill an act to regulate the driving of logs
and timber in the Aroostook river; petition of
O. H. Dewett and others for an act to incorthe Aloostook Steamboat Company; of
yrus Pomroy for compensation for lot of land
deeded to other parties hv mistake; of the inhabitants of Chapman Plantation for an
appropriation to build bridges; of Joshua M. Leighton for right to build a fish weir in Pigeon Hill
Bay; of A. G. Fletcher, of Burnham, for an
to protect fish in Twenty-five miles
pond in
W aldo county; of the selectmen of Alton for
reduction of valuation; of selectmen of Veazie
for abatement of State tax in said town; hill an
act to amend Chapter 66 of the Revised Statutes erlating to insolvent estates; memorial of
G. M. Westcn in respect to a resolve in 1860,
affecting his estate; of the selectmen of Unity
for books to replace those destroyed by fire; of
H. A. Turner and others for an act to incorporate the Pittstou hoot and shoe manufacturing
company; bill an act to incorporate the Augusta
Library Association; petition of J. M. Dresser
and others for an act to incorporate the Castine
Savings Banks; of S. Newell and others of the
Penoqscot Indians for an appropriation; resolve in relation to the state of certain plantations in Aroostook county.
Passed to be engrossed, resolve in favor of
Judge Maine for ventilation of hall.
Leave to withdraw was reported on petition
of Daniel Spooner for incorporation of the

Sorate

Sangerville Cheese Manufacturing Company.
The following orders passed: That the Committee on Judiciary he directed to inquire
to what amendments, if any, are necessary
Section 5 of the Revised Statutes ; relating to the equity jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court; that the committee on legal
as

to

Chapter 77,

cucy of

creating a

lien on beasts for pasturing,
and sheltering the same under contract made therefore by their owners.
The bill an act to extend the time for locating
the extension of tlie Boston & Maine railroad
come up on its paseage to be engrossed. Messrs
Knight, Milliken, Fessenden, and others favored its passage, and Messrs. Carleton, Wilson o1
Tliomaston, Perry of Oxford, and others op
posed. Mr. Fessenden offered an amendmem
which was adopted and the bill passed to be en

feeding,

grossed.
inAINE.

__

Good all wool Plaid Shawls, formerly $5.<X

s

somewhat

goods.

We have just received a splendid stock o:
T squares, curves and angles and mathematica
instruments of our own importation.
Schumacher Brothers.
jan25-3t
now

a

reliable character.

Great Semi-Annual Sale.—Nelson & Co.
will commence their first semi-annual sale today, at which they will sell all kinds of goodf
It is their intention to conat reduced prices.
tinue these sales every summer and winter in
order to make room for spring and fall stocks.
They inform our readers of the great bargains
they will the next few days in their advertise
ment, which may lie found in our special notira
column. Give them an early call and get thi

song wit
full accompaniment, by Camillb; the Anni s
by Catlin, and dedicated to Mis s

farther on,”

*

ially invited.

the singing ot that unuimss song, especially,
astonished as well as delighted musical critics.

Music.—From

man-

ed him out.

given

New

inexplicable

since in rescuing coal from the schooner Idaho
wrecked on Trundy’s reef, pitched from the
boat which he was in into the water. It was
dark at the time and it was only by the merest
good fortune that just as he was sinking one of
of the men in the boat caught his hair and pull-

currently reported yesterday.

own

double

Escape.—Mr. Hiram Brown of
Cape Elizabeth, while engaged a few nights

a

accomplish,
most triumphantly.
Every Evening is equally favorable in its

and received

a

Narrow

tablishments in different parts of the State,
was

splendid style,

able rapidity and apparently,
ner of his transformations.

gentleman largely engaged
corn-packing business, with branch es-

The failure of

CHARTER AND WHY.

Finally passed.—Resolve in favor of America
Bartlett; resolve in favor of James Wethee; re-

Munroe in his mystic changes excited the admiration of the audience. Although by no
means the equal of Liugard or Milburn in dramatic talent or vocal power, Mr. Munroe is
superior to those famous artists in the remark-

Free Baptist minister.

AUBURf

future. The burlesque of “The Brigands,”
abounds in sparkling dialogue and fine vocal
music, aud its performance created roars of
laughter. Mr. Hall executed his famous silver
encore.

is in circulation recommending the
Kev. B. F. Pritchard of Cape Elizabeth for the
office of County Supervisor of schools. Mr.

AND

and to make valid the proceedings of
said company; an act to incorporate the Dexter
Mills; an act to set off certain territory from
the town of Waltham and annex the same to
Eastbrooke.

belt jig, in

terday.
A petition

LEWISTON

Mr. and Mrs. Hall rendering their
characters in a manner which gave universal
satisfaction. Master Willie O’Neil as John, displayed considerable dramatic talent which with
proper cultivation may be heard from in the

ly presented,

week.

on

held with

_

The Adelphians.—This company was greeted with another large audience last evening,
and the performance was admirable in some respects. The comedy of “Trapped,” was fine-

Brief Jstllagi,
The ladies of the X. Y. Z. sociables connected with the Spiritual Fraternity will give a social dance at Army and Navy Hall on Friday

evening of

dangerous.

A gentleman in this city has in his posses,
sion the commission issued by George Washington to Commodore Samuel Tucker, as commander of the privateer “Franklin” and the
United States man-of-war “Hancock.”
The
first is dated at Washingtons camp, at Cam
bridge, Jan. 20th, 1776, and the second at Boston, Sept 3d, 1776. The document bears Wasliiagton’s private seal, a simple shield surrounded by a wreath. The document is in an excellent state of preservation considering its great
age. Commodore Tucker, it will be remember
ed, was one of our most distinguished revolutionary naval commanders, aud was selected to

Singing by

tion to

not

THE

Jan. 26.—In the Senate to-day tin
friends of the Lewiston and Auburn Railroad
bill were not a little surprised at the motion tc
reconsider and to other indications of a decided
reaction. This is explained on the ground that
designs of the petitioners are just being developed which are to unite with other interests in
securing another through line to Boston by the
way of the Danville and Gorhaiu extension.
How this may be I cannot tell, but that is the
rumor as I get it and it is said that this discovery has made many enemies to the measure
in the city of Portland who have hitherto favored the measure. The broad guage amendment of Senator Morris would remove this dif-

was

fight

stitute.

IN

Augusta,

steamer McCulloch arrived, but as the officer in
charge had no authority to make arrests, as the

3.

interested

[Special dispatch by International Line.]
THE HITCH

a

tion and the captain, who was on shore, went
down. The men still refused to do duty, and
in the meantime a boat’s crew from the revenue

Pine St. M. E. Church.—D. H. Hannaburgh, pastor.—Morning Prayer Meeting at 9 o’clock; ureaching at 19.30; Sunday School at 1} i\ m. ; preaching at

PATTERN.

BAILBOAD

pt-

cleared for Havana, hauled into the stream yesterday, and the crew was put on board. They
were ordered to “turn to”
by the mate, but refused and took to the forecastle. The mate set
the ensign, union down, which attracted atten-

Baptist Church, Congress st., comer of
Wilmot, Rev. Wm. H. Shailer, Pastor.—The morning
worship will be resumed at the usual hour. Sabbath
School at 1.45; preaching at 3; Sunday School ConFirst

P. m.
M.
All are

Tt, will hp

Mutiny on Shipboard.—The brigCascatelle,
Capt Simmons, of Richmond, Me., which had

free.

May

forma.

hibited at Hale’s.

First Second Advent Church, 353 1-2 Congress
street—Elder Wm. Bodge, from Barnstead, N. H.,
will preach Sunday, at the usual hours; seats

of
streets.—Sabbath School at 10.30
bv Rev. Mr. Leavitt, at 3 and 7 p.
ally invited. Seats free.

are

ed up with remarkable nicety. An occasional
spectator can see that Mr. Brown has improved
much in this particular since his return from

the young. Evening meeting at 7.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, entrance on Free street, opposite Baptist Church.—Eld
•J. C. Wellcome will preach to-morrow at the usual
to

comer

which

softened by the purple
haze, while at its feet the deep blue water of
the Mediterranean dashes, so full of color that
the coming waves show little of the fleecy foam
that marks the waters of other oceans, and this
peculiarity is so marked that one would pronounce it exaggerated; but the artist has followned nature accurately. The picture is full
of bright, warm tints, and the details are work-

pers at 7 p. m. All are invited.
The annual contribution for the Widows Wood Society, will be taken up Sunday.
Preble Chapel, comer Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School at 2; Preaching at 3; Temperance meeting at 7. Mr. F. O. Thornes and others
will address the meeting. The public are cordially
invited. Seats free.

Seats free.
Williston Chapel,

cliffs,

the

jyilev. D. A. Easton, will preach at the West
Cong. Chapel Sunday, afternoon and evening.
First Parish—Morning services at 10J a. m. Ves-

hours,

AUGUSTA.

Gray Long Shawls, formerly $10.00

$5.00.

These shawls are all perfect, not having beei
taken out of the cases at the time of the fire
and are selling as above at

A

HUGE SWINDLE.

Biddefohd, Jan. 20.—The great lottery o
estimated value, which was to liavi
been drawn in this city to-day by John H. El

$50,000,

for the benefit of the charity fum
of Post Sheridan of the Grand Army, lias conn
to an untimely end, the property being at

lis, ostensibly

tached by Boston parties because it was no i
paid for. Ellis's office which is closed an< l
guarded by officers, is surrounded by enragei l
ticket holders who, with curses loud and
declare the whole thing a swindle.

deep

KETEOBOLOCICAL.
SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE PAS'
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

Office Chief Signal )
jan26-2t
__Cogia Hassan’s.
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Jail. 26 (7.00 P. M.) 1
If the silver is worn off of your table war 5
A falling barometer with cloudy weather an 1
or you have any steel knives that you have go t
possibly rain will probably continue to extern 1
tired scouring, just take them to A. H. At
north over the region between California an 1
wood, Lancaster Hall, and we will plate tlier 1 the lower Mississippi. A falling baromete r
with clonds or snow will prevail Saturday ver r
jau24-lw
nicely and
generally from upper Mississippi A) the Middl
lie
R
Market
22
&
square,
and east Atlantic coast. The lowest baroiiK
Co.,
Sawyer
W. C,
ter will continue in northern New England an 1
also good colie.
a choice lot Tuberose Bulbs;
upper Canada. Southwesterly winds will [ire
tion Hyacinths in pots, well
1 vail on tlie lower lakes backiug to the south o
middle and east Atlantic coast. Southerl ;
winds with threatening weather will prevail i
Call at Schumacher Bros, for new price li it
tlie southern and Gulf States.
of Wax Materials. Prices reduced.
jan25-3i

promptly._

rootacjan.»-gg,^r

War

Dbp’t,

men

in Cuba.

Referred to Committee

Com-

on

spectively by

merce.

SENATE.

yet there is a marked distinction between them
One is the picture of a ruined castle of the mid

Ailvcriinfuicttta To-Day.

New

XLITd CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.

Washington, Jan. 2(i.—Mr. Weymouth presented the credentials of Senator elect Win. B.
Allison of Iowa.
Mr. Morton moved to take up the resolution
for the final adjournment on the 29th of May.
Messrs. Sumner and Trumbull opposed the
motion.
The resolution was taken up.
Mr. Schurz modified the pending amendment
so as to
provide only that Congress shall not adjourn without passing a law tor the reform of
the civil service, and ne said if this amendment
was rejected it indicated that the Senate did
not care about the reform of the civil service;
and if the time for adjournment should be fixed
not it would be in the power of a minority to
prevent any legislation that it might choose to
oppose.
The amendment was rejected—32 to 16.
Mr. Sumner spoke on the adjournment resolution to the end of the morning hour.
The Trumbull demanded the regular order—
the apportionment bill.
The apportionment bill was then taken up.
Pending the amendment there was Sumner’s
providing that no adjournment take place until
after the passage of the supplementary civil
rights bill.
Mr. Trumbull moved to amend the amendments by adding: “Nor until the Senate shall
have come to a vote upon the bill from the
House repealing the duty on coal.”
Mr. Sumner before making some remarks
said he would like to hear Mr. Morton’s reasons
for urging the passage of the resolution.
Mr. Morton did not wish to debate. He said
the Senate had indicated its preference to the
resolution, and he favored fixing the 29th of
May for the adjournment, believing that all
the business could be finished by that date.
Mr. Sumner—I am glad the Senator has expressed himself. You have heard him and
now you shall hear the answer; and I know
that neither the Senator himself nor any other
Senator can answer the answer that I shall now
make to liis remarks. I have before me the
Globe of May 6,1870, when there was a resolution before us to adjourn sine die on the Fourth
of July. Mark you, sir, that resolution was
discussed, but on the 26th of January as this is
but on the 5th of May—how was it encountered
by my friend from Indiana? Why, sir, he
pleaded against it with his accustomed eloquence, because we could not do justice to the
tariff—the very subject that is now presented
by the Senator oflllmois.
Mr. Trumbull—That subject is now before
us.
It is urgent and it is practical, and the
Senate now proposes to cut on the opportunity
for that full discussion which on a former occasion he invoked.
Mr. Morrill, of Vermont—Does not the Senator from Massachusetts know that since that
time the tariff has been acted upon. Have we
not reduced the revenue very largely?
Mr. Trumbull—The revenue was larger last
year than ever before.
Mr
Sunnier—The Senator fmm Vermont
will find himself answered by the Senator from
Indiana.
Mr. Sumner continued to read from Morton’s
remarks to the some effect till the expiration of
the morning hour.
Mr. Trumbull then called for the regular order—the apportionment bill.
Mr. Morton—I move to suspend the regular
order and all the other business for the purpose
of proceeding with this resolution, but Mr.
Trumbull addressed the Senate on the apportionment bill and explained the amendments
reported by the Judiciary Committee He said
the only States losing members either under
the House bill or the substitute reported by the
committee were Vermont and New Hampshire,
which would each lose one. It was no new
matter for the States to lose members. At one
time New York had 40 members, Virginia 23,
and Massachusetts 20. The committee, after
mature consideration, had come to the conclusion that it would be best that the number of
the members of the House should remain at the
present figure.

Mr. Sherman thought that the House bill was
made as near perfection as possible by the comity which has existed between the Houses from
the beginning oi the government. Each had
been left to regulate pretty much every thing
that related to its own organization. He favored the House bill also for the practical reason
relating to his own State. The Senate of Ohio
was composed of 18 Republicans and 18 Democrats, which would make it difficult to secure
immediate apportionment, and the probable result of the bill as reported by the Judieiary
Committee would be that Ohio would have no
representative in the next Congress. The
House bill, however, would let the old apportionment stand till a new one was made, and,
therefore, no difficulty could arise under it.
Mr. Frelingliuysen suggested that Pennsylvauib was in the same position in this respect.
Mr. Edmunds said that the House bill would
Ohio ten times as many representatives as
give
Vermont while her population was only eight
times as great, thus violating the constitutional
provision that representatives shall be apportioned among the States according to their population. He also argued against Mr. Shermans
proposition that the subject belonged to the
House rather than to the Senate, and declared
in favor of a large number of representatives—
300 or more—as being less liable to be unduly
influenced by combinations.
Mr. Freliughuyseu favored the bill as passed
by the House.
Mr. Morton favored at least 300 members.—
He also favored the House bill as fairer than
the Senate substitute.
He had made a calculation assuming that the
Republicans would be sure to carry certain
States at the next election, which showed that
the adoption of the Senate substitute instead of
the House bill, would cause a loss to the Republican party of 22 electoral votes and 22
members of the House. The States assumed as
certain to go Republican were New York, New
Jersey, North Carolina, South Carolina, Missippi, Arkansas, Ohio, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Wisconsin, California and Kansas. Of
course if the House bill was not a fair one he
could not ask the Senate to support it, no matter how advantageous it might be to the dominant n.artv.

but it

was

reallv

more

iust

on everv

principle than the Senate amendment.
Mr. Patterson wished to see the members of
the House increased to three hundred and if
the House bill could he amended in that particular he would prefer it to the Senate amendment.
Mr. Thurman said that while the House hill
was more favorable to his own State that the
Senate substitute, he was convinced the latter
was a fairer bill and more in accordance with
the constitution. As to his colleagues apprehensions that if the Senate bill was adopted
the State might he left without representation
in the next Congress. He did not think them
well founded. On the contrary he believed the
tie in the Ohio Senate so far from preventing
the passage of the hill redistricting the State
would have the effect of securing the passage
of a fair bill and saving the State from being
‘jerrymandered.

The Senator from Indiana, Mr. Morton, had
presented a very alarming calculation as to the
effect upon the interests of the dominant party
by the passage of the Senate bill, but he,
(Thurman), would set the Senator’s mind at
ease by the assurance that if the State which
he assumed as sure for the Republican party
should not vote as he assured them no apportionment could he made that would defeat the
Republican nominee for the Presidency, and if
they should not so vote then the calculation
would be valueless.
Mr. Edmunds moved to amend the substitute
so as to make the whole number of members
300. Lost, 1« to 31.
Mr. Morton moved to strike out the fifth section of the bill which provides that no new
State will he admitted until they have a certain

population.

Mr. Morrill arose to speak, but yielded the
floor temporarily and after some discussion the
bill was made a regular order for Monday, the
vote to be taken at 4 o’clock.
Mr. Morton then again called up the resolution for a final adjournment on the 29th of May.
Messrs. Sumner, Schuz and others offered
amendments making the adjournment contingent upon certain legislation, all of which after
a tedious debate, were lost, and the resolution
to adjourn May 29th passed.
After an executive session, the Senate adjourned to Monday.
HOUSE.
Several petitions were presented for the repeal of the tax on savings banks.
A large number of pension hills were passed.
A pension bill for the relief of Adam Corrill of
Ohio, was recommitted, he being denounced by
Mr. Crossland of Kentucky, as a robber, cutthroat and thief.
The House went into committee of the whole
on the legislative appropriation bill.
A proviso
was added to the item appropriating $400,000 to
of
the
the
Court
of
pay
judgments
Claims, directing that no part of the amount be paid or
any judgment rendered in favor of George C.

Chorpenmg.

On motion of Sir. Maynard of Tennessee, the
clause of the general appropriation bill which
directs that no claim shall he considered or paid
by the government unless filed within seven
years from the time the claim occurred, was
struck out.
Mf. Garfield of Ohio, offered an amendment
looking to a restriction on public printing, and
said that last year the quantity of priutiugdone
at the public printing office would, if put into
honks make a. lihrarv of 120 OOO. volumes of 500
pages each. He particularly condemned the
printing of Clarence King’s geological explorations of the 40th parallel, five volumes of which
are yet to come, with expensive engravings at a
total
cost of at least $25
per volume, and the
cost of the hook would be at least $200,000.
Mr. Sargent of California, supported Mr. Garfield, saying the drawings were not made by
King or his assistants, but furnished by persons
interested in the Sutro Tunnel, Comstock Lode,
&c.
Mr. Dawes of Massachusetts, made an argument in favor of economy, and suggested that
much more good would be effected by publishing the results of these observations in a cheap
form than in these extravagant volumes, to be
packed up in the truuksof members. He show
ed the necessity ef restricting the departmen
in printing. He would rather vote the $100,000
to continue the explorations of Dr. Hayden,
ltoss Browue, Bayard Taylor and others, and
disseminate the results among the people in a
cliPap form.
The amendment was agreed to and the bill
was laid aside to be reported to the House.
The total appropriation was about $17,000,000,
under the following heads: Pay, mileage and
expenses of the Senate $063,000; pay, mileage
and expenses of the House $1,461,000; capital

police $58,000; public printing $2,007,000; library of Congress $58,000; executive $52,000; Department of State $133,000; Mexican, Spanish
and British commissions $84,000; Treasury Departmeut $2,871,000; for an independent treasury $406,000; collection of internal revenue. &e.,
$5,200,000; mint and assay offices $631,000; territories and District of Columbia $1110,000; In-

Department $1,1118,000; Department of
Agriculture $164,000; Bureau of Education $26,terior

500; Post Office Department, salaries, &c., $133,000; War Department, salaries, &c., $133,000;
U. S. Courts $375,000; Court of Claims and
Judgments $431,000; department of Justice
$127,000.
The committee then took up the pension appropriation bill, appropriating $30,480,000, and
disposed of it,
The committee rose and reported both bills to

the House.
Mr. Garfield of Ohio, called for a yea and
nay vote on Mr. Maynard’s amendments striking out the sections which establishes a statute
The
of limitation against the government.
House refused the yeas and nays, and the secbills
struck
tion was
out.' Both appropriation

passed.

Mr. Cox of New York, offered a resolution
calling on the President for information as to
the re-indenture or re-enslavement of China-

were burned
surance.

Tho House at 3.20 p. m. adjourned.
The session to-morrow will be for general debate only.

Jan. 2t>.—The Commissioner
of Internal Revenue has given instructions to
Supe rvisore throughout the country to cause a
reduction to the lowest practical standard of the
clerical force in the offices of assessors.
LIBERAL OFFER.
The Cunard Co. has offered to take the Wednesday mail to England free of charge, which
would enable the Postmaster General to reduce
the rate of postage to four cents.

TO

HEARD.

Gens. Porter and Babcock will ask to be sumas witnesses
before the Congressional
Committee of investigation of the New York
Custom House Commissioners have been apmoned

pointed.

ALL QUIET AT

NEW

ORLEANS.

Dispatches from Geu. Emory represent
everything is quiet at New Orleans. He

that
an-

that nearly all the members of the
legislature took seats in the State Capital yesnounces

terday.

MASSACHUSETTS.
THE HALLETT MUTINY.

Boston, San. 26.—A, H. Kingman, mate of
the bark Warren Hallett,
charged with shooting Geo. Little, was examined to-day and held
for trial in
The
examination of the
$5,000.
sailors implicated in the mutiny which led to
the shooting was
until Thursday
postponed
next.
SMUGGLERS.

Isaac F, Mayo, Richard H. Chapman, B. A.
and Jno. T. Shea, charged with
■f^wisgoods
smug
into Provincetown, were held in
500 each for trial.
fling

TO THE MEMORY OF FISK.

Several young men, drummers and others,

?t° ^ere fellow passengers with Josephine
Mansfield Lawler, on the train which arrived
*roiu Sew York, pushed and hus♦ii P1?™*11#
tled her at the depot
creating considerable disturbance. Some nackmeu and railroad officials
her
clear
of the crowd into a carriage
helped
and she departed.
KBW YORK.
CUSTOM HOUSE INVESTIGATION.
SEW Turk, Jan. 20.—The
Retrenchment
Committee held a session this forenoon.
James Johnson testified to
giving small sums
of money to Inspectors in order to save
larger

sums.

Charles Van Laun testified that he had been
in the warehouse business
sixteen years and
connected with the general order business for
that time. He thought the
prices now charged
for general orders were no higher than formerly and the accommodations ample Merchants
always complain as they do not wish to pay
anything. The present general order stores are
superior in promptitude of delivery and in the
low rites of charges to any in the
city.
Mr. Brigham, a book-keeper, in one of the
general order stores testified that the excessive
charges could not exist without the connivance
of the Collector of the Port.
B. F. Mudgett was re-called. The witness
knew Leet and spoke to him' about the interference by the Secretary of Treasury with the
genera] order business. Leet then said, “I’ve
got a man who can put his hand 011 Boutwell’s
shoulder.” Leet’s evidence denying this assertion was read, but the witness swore to the
exact words. The witness subsequently learned that Porter had his headquarters at Lindsay’s. The witness heard O. B. Mathisou and
James B. Taylor say that Grinuell could do
nothing in the general order business as he had
been forced to give it to Leet. Porter and
Lindsay who afterward sub-let the business.—
Mr. Bixley also informed the witness that he
had paid Porter for the privilege and offered to
show him the checks. The witness is certain
from all he had heard and seen that Porter was
engaged in these jobs. He would not believe
Porter under oath if he denied his connection
with the general order business. Witness was
appointed Deputy Appraiser, but on hearing
that the President has been informed
by Secretary Boutwell that he (witness) was an enemy
of the administration, he resigned
expressing
regret that the President Bhould countenauce
the acts of military adventurers in New York.
Witness further said that at present he had no
respect for the present administration and was
unwilling to serve under it.
_

SHOT BY A WOMAN.

George W. Watson a Williamsburg hair
dresser was shot by Mrs. Fanny Hyde, aged 18,
who says he has been in the habit of
insulting
and accusing her of unfaithfulness to her hus
band.
VARIOUS MATTERS.

A deputation of prominent Fenians
attempted to interview Comptroller Green on the subject of the discharge of so many Irish laborers.
The first deposit has been made by Mace,
which O’Baldwin is asked to cover to fieri,* for
52,500 a side and the championship of the
world.
PRISON REFORM.

There was a public meeting to-night in Stemway Hall, in promotion of the cause of international prison reform.
Horatio Seymour presided and in a pertinent
speech alluded to the necessity of a wise criminal code, not yet
progressed by any State in the
Union. Defects in these laws and their execution are changeable in a great degree to the indifference of the people and legislatures.
A letter was received from President Grant
regretting his inability to attend, but containing
assurance of iutcicst

in

ihc reform of

peniten-

tiaries.
Letters were also read from Got. Hoffman,
Vice President Colfax, Senators Sumner and
Chandler, Archbishop McClosky, Hon. Wm.
Seward and others.

Specie

Disraeli are mustering their
respective parties for the election of Speaker of
the House of Commons on Feb. 0th.
Thursday six persons were drowned in the
Blackwood colliery, England.
Princess Victoria, wife of the Prince Imperial of Germany, is en-ceinte.
The Supreme Court of Kansas has suspended
the executiou of Dr. Medlicott, who was to have
been hanged Friday for the murder of Mrs.
Ruth, until March 23d, for rehearing.
Gov. Brown of Missouri, has vetoed the bill
to pay maturing State bonds in
greenbacks.
The Illinois Supreme Court refuses to interfere to prevent Alderman Glade of Chicago,
from being punished for bribery.
The Brazilian government is making proposals to secure 10,000 immigrants to settle on the
Crown lands.
The Havana Board of Health declares that
the small pox there is epidemic.

JERSEY.
OF THE MURDERER
STEAD.

OF PET HAL-

Newark,

Jan. 26.—Geo. Botts was hung in
the Hall of Essex County jail to-day.
A large
crowd of spectators gathered about the jail duthe
but
order
was
ring
morning,
perfect
preserved. Only a limited number, including the
legal officers, physicians, clergy, and representatives of the press, were present in the

jail.

Union Pacific

//ivuuce

counteract any of the ills
these maladies.
Cooia Hassan is
ed hy

uesireu

selling off

his stock

In

At 153 Middle St.

St. Louis, Jan. 26.—As a passenger train on
the North Missouri road due here at 7 o’clock
this morning reached a point between Owidgee
and Graham, fourteen miles from here. A rail
broke under the locomotive and the baggage
and smoking car was thrown down an embankment fifteen feet high.
The ladies car slid part
way down but without turning over. Daniel
Rselly a brakeman and several passengers in
the smoking car were severely bruised and cut

The Cantata will

THE

MOST

Beet Style and Finish, Painted

tume.

Tickets 50 cents each, or three for $1. For Sale at
Stock bridge’s, A. Robinson’s and Hawes & Cragin’s.
Tickets issued for Dec 22, will be good for this en-

SETS !

tertainment.
Jan 24

THE

STATES !

perfect digestion, purify the blood,
clear up the complexion and produce a state of
mental and physical electricity, which gives
symmetry of form, bright eyes, white skin,
glossy hair and a genuine type of female loveli-

produce.
jan6th-4w t

FINANCIAL, AND COMMERCIAL,.
Foreign Export*.
HAVANA. Schr M E Long—2495 box shooks, 2040
shooks and heads, 5200 ft lumber, 356 bdls hoops. 25
drums fish, 206 kits mackerel, 805 bbls potatoes,
ST. JOHN, NB. Sch Geo Calhoun—1100 bbl
1980

Subject—“The Impending Revolution.”

CONCERT BY THE PORTLAND BAND

MIDDLE

T.'____

tty__Tl_si

r_J

Madrid, Jan. 26.—A stormy scene followed
the reading of the decree of dissolution in the
Cortes. The House seemed to be taken by surprise and the members were unable to conceal
their indignation.
Passionate speeches were
made which were answered with de.isive cries
by a few supporters of the ministry. One Deputy exclaimed, “The time has come for barricades.” .The greatest uproar and confusion
followed, amid which the sitting was declared
at an end. It appears that the King finally refused to accept the resignation of the ministry,
tendered by Sagasta, and a decree dissolving
the Cortes was issued in consequence. The
people generally sympathize with the Deputies
and retirement of the present government. The
King is urged to accept their resignations and
immediately form a new Cabinet. The agitation is very great in this city.
Disturbances
are feared and troops are un'dcr anus.
CHEAT BRITAIN.

CITY HALL,

These Bonds

are

issued for internal

AFFAIRS

or

and

furnished

City

WEDNESDAY EVENING, Juu. 31st.

“The Last Loaf’’ and “Rascal Pat”
Jan25eodl\v

LECTURE!

Spring Term will begin on
MONDAY, the 19th, sf February.
For further particulars, apply to
The

J. H.

W. W. THOMAS, Jr.,

EXHIBITION BALL

Alburger’s pork packing establishment ii
Philadelphia was burned Friday. Loss $20,000
Colonel G. G. Leonard, of Gov. Warmouth'i
staff, is in Washington to see the Presiden
about Louisiana affairs,
Archbishop Spaulding of Baltimore, is serf
ously ill.

Two houses at Believiile, Ontario, owned

re

Itlonday Evening Feb. 5, l»Vi.
The floor will be occupied by the scholars until halfpast nine o’clock, at which time iorents and friends
Cards of admission, 50
are requested to Join them.
cents. Music by Chandler’s Full Band, ten piece*.
A cordial invitation is extended to my former afternoon pupils to join in the exhibition.
Jan24td

AYERS

AUCTION SALES.
SATURDAY, JAN’Y 27th
AT

Of the late firm of

COOK &

At Salesreook

AYERS,

A

Would Invite their

Dry

CUSTOMERS

Michigan Central.117?
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. 90?

to continue their liberal patronage
at the same store,

HALL,

CITY

STREET,

STOCK!

&,

TEN A. M.,
18 Exchange Street,

consignment of

Fancy Goods,

MILLINERY,

&c.

positive.

Sale

F. O.

Ja26td

BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

50 EXCHANGE STREET
Additions to
1

Stock

will

Genteel Furniture Ac., at Auction.

be

Feb.
1st., at 10 o’clock a. m,, we
at House, No 371
Congress st., all the
said house, consisting of Lounges, Easy
Chairs, Tables, Mirrors with slab, Brussels Carpet,
Painted set and other Chamber Furniture, IngTain
Carpets, Extension Table, Dining room Chairs, Curtains, Crockenr and Glass Ware, lull French China
Tea service, Hat Tree, Refrigerator, two Parlor Coal
Stoves, Magee Cook Stove, together with Kitchen

Thursday,
sell
ONshall
In

Furniture

CLOTHS,
FOR

bonds.102}

Fine

Suits,

Furniture. Also Gas Fixtures
The most of the Furniture is

and Business Suits !

active at 8 40; State 5 75 @ 7 25; round hoop Ohio 6 6tl
@7 30; Western 5 75 @ 7 40; Southern 6 75 @ 9 50.—
Wheat a shade lower and in demand, chiefly milling;
sales 60,000 bush; New Spring at 1 54 @ 1 56; No 2
at 1 50 @ 1 53; WimterRcd Western 1 GO (g 165; White
Michigan 165@175. Corn a shade firmer; sale?
178,000 bush; new Mixed Western at 72 @ 73c afloat;
closing dull at 72 @ 73c: old do 77} @ 78c for prime.
Oats dull and heavy: sales 21,000 bush at 51} @ 55c.
Beef quiet. Pork quiet and steady; new mess at 14 37
14 50; old do 13 37 @ 13 50.
Lard unchangod.
Butter quiet and steady. Whiskey steady at 93 @ 93}c
Rice firm at 7} @ 8}c. Sugar dull; Muscovado 9 a
Coffee firm; Rio 19} @ 22c
10c; refining 9} (a> 9}c.
Molasses in fair request; New Orleans 45 @ 50cNaval Stores—Spirits Turpentine at 69} @ 70c; Rosii
unchanged at 4 70 torgtrained. Petroleum nominal
crude at 13c; refined 23 @ 23}c. Tallow quiet at 9 (a

Long aud favorably known

Commission

Merchant

COMSIILADO DE
EN

ail

Sets Collars and Cuffs 50 cts. to *1.
L.4DIK*' KORAN TIK* ONLY 30 Cla.
Ladles’ Cotton-and-Wool Hose only *40 cts.
Children’s W ool lloae from lOc to 0*4 eta.
Gents’ and Boys’ Wool Hose 43 cents, worth 02 cts.
Sets Collars and Caffs 30 rta to SI.
Hemstitched (Linen) Handkerchiefs, 20 cts to 75 cts
Klineu Mwitrhea and Braids only 81.00.
Silk Switches *2. Jute Switches 15 cts.
And all other
goods at low prices.
®’ ®* WELCH’S, TO Riddle Street,
,A*
™!™*
jabecxllw
Third door from Exchange St.

en este pais: advirtlendoles que las inatriculas
obligator las asi como los certificados de nacionalidad, por los que abonaran los (lerechos niarcados en
las tarifas exquestas en esta ofidna.

j ment0janl”-3l'

Clans, Fishing
Tackle and Sporting Goods,
G. L. BAILEY, 4S Exchange St.
J untie odss

que estando

cbligados

a

proyeerse del

El Consul, TOMAS LOZANO.

City of Seadelia, Mo.,
Ten Per Cent. Water Bonds '.
limited amount of these very desiraat 96 and accrued
interest. The bonds are dated November 1st, 1971,
and have thrty years to run, with Coupons |>ayablc
May and November, at the Bank of America, Now
York. The total issue of these Bonds is One Huntired thousand dollars.
Total debt of the city, inami sixty-three
eluding these bonds, one hundred taxable
wealth.
thousand dollars. Assessed value
double that
two million dollars; actual wealth
have

a

WEble investment Bonds for sale

I
I

on

espanoles

certilleado de nacionalidad no lo hagan «n *** tennino
de un raes desde la publicaclon do este unundo,
de su valor, y
pagatan por via de multa el duplo
ilesai! ariemas la» reclamacioneH oueenvnoiblen
^ran
11
art
del Regiael
j endidas, como esta mandauo

I

Lire Riunowa for Winter Fishing constantly
on hand, and supplied In any quantity.
j

->

uu u«

en

son

j

_

PORTLAND.

ei uuum

nencia

_

LIVE BAIT!

ESPANA

las Agendas consulares, desde
Registro Civil
hoy quedan ubiertas las suscnpclones para todos lot
Espanoles resklentes y transeuntes en este distrito
consular, cualqiiiera que sea el motlvo de su perma-

County Bonds

CALL AND SEE

I

on

not limited.

De Oficio.

t'lnjiiirnio |k;i

of

large

as one

Los

assortment

advanced

Cash

yield

general

.

February 11, la<*.

lO to 19 per
SALE at prices which
cent. Interest. A very desirable security for Investment.
CHARLES M. HAWKES,

a

evening

purchasers at wholesale prices.
description of goods. Consignments
dtf

to del

Also

Auctioneer

and

will sell

316

; arc sure to call.
is
4w
jll2

I
1

or-

every
Congress S(.,
assortment of Staple and Fancy Goods.
NO
Goods will be sold during the day in lots to suit

of the Best Cutters in New England, will be employed in the cutting department, thus insuring
Latest Styles and good fitting Garments to the large number who

_

prime

__

_

ALBION PRINCE,

|

the houre.

R. K. HUNT,

At Lowest Prices.

j

and in

BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
jan27td

Testings, Tailor’s Trimmings, &c.,

FOR

new

F. O.

ALSO

Western City and

throughout

der.

WINTER AND
SPRING OVERCOATS

New York, Jan. 26—Evening.—Cotton opened at
}c lower and closed firm; sales 2077 bales; Middling
uplands 21 }c. Flour—State and Western moderately

Freights to Liverpool dull; Cotton per steam hi;
Corn pen sail 5}<l; do steam 6}d.
Chicago, Jan. 26.—Flour is dull ami unchanged
Wheat advanced and in fair emand; No 1 Spring 1 28
No 2 do 1 23}; No 3 do 1 13. Corn (n
speculative de
m,ail£ w t,SwPric?.H UiKher;>'o 2 Mixed at 401c; reject
ed 29 ig 29}c. Oats-No. 2 at
32} @ 32Jc. Hye qule
and unchanged. Barley Is excited
with prices'higher
No 2 Spring at 58}c; No 3 do 48c.
Pork in sprcula
tive demand and prices higher at 12 75
@ 12 80. Lan
firm and in fair demand at 8 70
Oreei
@ 8 85.
Meatsflm at fonner figures. Hams in pickle stead
at 8} (© 9}c. Bulk meats firm and fair demand
shoulders 4}c; sides 5}c; short rib middles 5Jc; shor
oleardo 6}c; boxed meats firm and in fair demand u
4 15 @ 4 50; bulk of sales at 4 25
@ 4 40; dressed hog <
firm at 5 00 for choice.
WhiskeyJ dull and nominal a
88 @ 88}c.
Receipts—4,000 bbls flour, 1,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—2,000 bbls flour, 1,000 bush wheat.
Cincinnati, Jan. 26.—Pork—13 25 offered; 13 5 I
asked.
Lard at 9 @ 9}c. Bulk Meats iu good de
mand; sales 1,400,000 lbs; shoulders 5|c; clear ri'
sides 6}c; clear sides 65c; all speculative and loca
country packers are selling freely ami the city raei
are buying; sides for March; shoulders 51c; clea
rib sides 6}; clear sides 6|c; some sales of clear ri
sides were made at 6}c, buyers first half of March.Bacon dull and firm owing to the cloning of naviga
tion; shoulders 6}c @ 6}; clear rib sides 7J; clea
sides 8c. Liye Hogs firm; receipt 2200 head at 4 40 (j £
4 85. Whiskey In fair demand at 8gc.
Toledo, Jan. 26.—Flour dull and nominal. Wbea ,
dull and nominal. Corn a shade better; high Mlxe 1
48c; low do 47} (g 47Jo; Yellow 484c. Oats dull an 1
unchanged at 41c for Michigan. Live Hogs stead
5 18 @ 5 20. Clover seed steady at 6 26 for Miehlgax
Charleston, Jan 26.-Cotton nominal; Middlin 8
uplands 21c,

the

made at once, making the assortmeut complete.

DomeMic IVIarketN.

I

CONGRESS

Annual Exhibition-Ball with his Afternoon Class in
Dancing will take place at

Having Bought

Union Pacific do.
Union Pacific land grants. 82}
Union Pacific income bonds. 87

visiting

MR. GEE S

33d,

Harlem preferred.120

Central Pacific

Aoolored man fell while trying to get on s
horse oar in New York Friday morning aud wai
instantly killed.
are

OATMAN,

WM. H.

the afternoon quotations of

Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. 96$
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

TEEEOBAPIIIC ITEMS.
are going to England
to row this summer,

Embassy

were

Illinois Central.130
Cleveland & Pittsburg. 92
Chicago & North Western. 73$
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 92
Chicago & Rock Island.110?
Milwaukie & St. Paul. 56A
Milwaukie & St. Paul preferred.
821

The Atlanta Boat Club

Part of the Japanese
the Nevada silver mines.

LIBBY,

7.30 o’clock.
Admission 25 cents for single Tickets; Reserved
Seats 35 cents. Tickets for sale at Hawes & Cragln’s
Music Store, aud at Stockbridge’s and at the door.
lw
Jan24

CURED.

Reading.H4

The revolutionists in the north number 6000,
scattered over several States. Gen. Nevl is between Zacatecas and Durango w ith 400 or 500
men,
Gen. Corona has sent forces from Guadalaxara to unite with the reserves in Zacatecas.
A railroad train at Puebla was attacked by
robbers; and the engineer, fireman and seven
passengers, including a girl seven years old,
were killed.

SUBJECT: Bwrdrn, Old and New.
proceeds of the lecture are for the benefit ot the
society.
Doors open at 6.30 o’clock; Lecture to commence at
The

STUTTERING !

Erie. 33J
Erie preferred. ©
Harlem.116

ington.

FLUENT
HALL,
Thursday Eve’g, Feb. 1, '79.

—OR—

nil
new.!
! Ill2$
coupon.!!'.'.!*.!!!!!*.
6’s.!.!!.!!!.! 115$

Esq.,

Commissioner of Immigration
will speak be tore the Scaudinavlan Society at

Mtatc

HANSON.

STAMMERING,

209

Curtain rises at 8 o’clock.

Admission 25 cents.

Classical Institute!

eod

*

AT MECHANICS’ HALL,

WATERVILLE

.57?

Mexico, Jan. 18, via Havana, Jan.
26.--Military operations are inactive. There
have been no successes since the fall of Oaxaca, which is not considered of great advantage.
Porfirio Diaz failed to embark at Puerto Angel,
and now menaces the State of Vera Cruz, There
is no hopes of early
peace, The revolutionary
chieftains in the north are quarrelling, and several bodies of troops have been disbanded.
Maizscal is mentioned as Minister to Wash-

AND

Musical Entertainment

CHARLES H. IIAWKES,
98 Exchange street.
dis3tf
w4-3w
January 10,1872.

Western Union Telegraph Co.
72?
Pacific Mall.
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated_97?
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated scp 931

qf

GRAND DRAMATIC

on

jan24d&w-w4-2w

CHANDLER, Prompter.

Tickets, admitting Gent and Ladies $1.00.
Gent’s Gallery Ticket 50 cents.
To be obtained of the members and at the door.
Members can procure their tickets of Wm. Melaugh,
at 221 Fore st.
Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
Jan26td
Clothing checked free.

application either in person
by mail. Government Bonds received in exchange.

The following

IN MEXICO—MURDER OF SEVEN PERSONS BY ROBBERS.

D. H.

City Bonds bear 10 per cent, interest,
have semi-annual coupons which, as also the prlncipal, are payable at the Bank of America, New York.
Particulars

QUADRILLE BAND,

CHANDLER’S

Improvements.

munerative investment will do well to examine them.

galls whiskey.

following

THE—

MUSIC BY;

The Sedalia

ern

ion that the State of Europe wits pregnant with
complications which might lead to war. He
also disoussed at great length the Alabama
question, and said that if the claim of the United States was granted, war between England
and that country would become a necessity.
He added that the blunder of the Euftlish government might become the cause of future dissension at home, and depreciated the negotiators of the Treaty of Washington.
MEXICO.

—BY

City to pay for introducing water into
the city upon the •‘Holly plan,” and the Eiringaton Coaaty Honda for Bridge improvements
within the County, and like all the Bonds which I
offer are purely BONDS of the City and of the CounI ty respectively. Parties seeking both a safe and re-

New York Stock and money market.
New York, Jan. 26—Morning.—Gold
109$. Money
6 per cent. Sterling Exchange
109$, long 109?.—
Southern State bonds dull. Stocks
very dull.

A GLOOMY TORY.

THURSDAY EVEN’D, FEB. 1st,

The 8edalia

gambia,

London, Jan. 26.—Mr. Otway, M. P. for
Chatham, addressed his constituents to-n.ght
upon political affairs. He expressed the opin-

A ASSEMBLY

Livingston Co. Mo. Bonds.

gar, 10 pckgs furniture, 2 casks oil, 2 bales hair, 20
crates apple-sauce, 5 bbls molasses, 40 do sugar, 20
bdls fish, 25 bags soda, 10 bbls beer. 10 do oil, 11 coils
11 pcs marcordage, 10 bags bark, 18 bdls
ble, 100 pkgs to order.
For Canada and up country—1 carriage, 10 bars
iron, 50 bags bark. 27 bales wool, 19 car wheels, 5
casks oil, 75 bdls leather, 2 organs, 2 hlids ale, 5 bdls
9 casks soda ash, 20 bales
paper stock, 5 do
rags, 75 pkgs to order.

The

A.

Irish American Relief Association

Steamboat*.
Grand Trunk Railway—250 cans milk. 2 cars
2
do
shooks,
hay,2 do peas, 1 do slabs, 20 do lumber,11
do baik, 3 do malt, 39 bdls boards, 2 cars bark, 1 do
hay and straw, 8 do corn, 2 do barley, 4 do sundries;
for Lower Povinceff—800 bbls
flour, 2 cars feed; for
Allan steamers—20 cars
provisions, 27 do grain, 2 do
apples.
Steamer Montreal from Boston—50 bdls paper, 100 bbls flour, 28 boxes tin, 10 eases and 10 bales
domestics, 5 hhds molasses. 25 bars Iron, 15 firkins
butter, 15 dressed hogs, 25 bdls castings, 2 hhds su-

Currency

R.

GRAND

Sedalia City Mo. Bonds

NO.

Lisbon, Jau. 26.—The mail steamer from Rio
Janeiro brings news of a terrible steamship
disaster. The steamer America,
ply ing between
Rio and Monteviedeo, while on her trip from
the latter port on the night of the 22d took fire.
The flames spread with great rapidity and the
vessel was soon burned to the water's edge. A
large number of passengers were on board, of
whom 87 were burned to death or drowned.

A.

STREET.

JANUARY

LOST.

f.

—at—

BELOW
janl:;

Stocks:

LIVES

Doors open at 6$. Lecture at 7J o’clock.
Evening Tickets 50 eta. Now for sale at Ira C.
156 Exchange st., and Hawes & CraJa27td
gin’s, 77 Middle st.

34,

DISSOLUTION OF THE COKTES—INTENSE FUELING
AND AN OUTBREAK FEARED.

EIGHTY-SEVEN

O’CLOCK.

Stockbricige’s,

Exchange St.,

And Orn Si and

all her personal slaves.
SPAIN.

Loss of a Steamer.

AT SEVEN

WHITNEY,

PROF.

BRAZIL.

hall,

LECTURE BY

a

ness, which no cosmetic can

city

Wednesday Evening, Jan. 31,

Mrs. Victoria C. Wood hull,

are the forenoon quotations of Southsecurities:
Tennessee 6’s, new. 65?
Virginia 6’s, new. 50
Missouri 6’s. 95
Louisiana 6’s, old. 55
Louisiana 6’s, new. 50
Late of the School of
Alabama 5’s. 60
Georgia 7’s. 83
DRS. WHITE AND
North Carolina 6’s, new. 15
■Will open a School,
South Carolina 6’s, new. 28
New York, Jan. 26—Evening.—Money easv at 5
@ 6 per cent. Sterling Exchange dull at 108$ @ 109.
Gold firm at 109$ @ 109|; a million was sold at
-AT109$;
loans at 4 @ 5 per cent, for carrying; clearances were
$28,000,000. Governments steady. State bonds unchanged. Stocks dull. The decline of the morning
recovered except on Hannibal and St. Joseph and
PORTLAND, RE.
Quicksilver. The Stock Exchange passed a resolution Where he will
treat and cure all cases of Hesitation
restraining all dealings of members after 5 o’clock,at- i: of the
speech, or Stuttering, in from 30 to 60 days.
taching a fine for every transaction.
The Prof, will take no pay until the patient is enThe following were the closing quotations of Govtirely cured.
ernment securities:
jEF^Office hours from 8J A. M., to 11 P. M.
United States coupon 6’s, 18S1.1154
jul0#lnsklelm
United States 5-20’s 1862.Hot
United States 5-20’s 1864.no?
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.
United States 5-20’s 1865,
.110?
United States 5-20’s 1867.
1191
the
United States 5-20’s 1868.
United States 10-40’s.,
110?

FOREIGN.

AlT

sex.

No. 56

ENTERTAINiVKNT,

FOURTH

to Bell my goods on the most favorable
terms, and at the very lowest market prices.
Having greatly enlarged my Ware
Booms, can now exhibit one
of the most complete
and finest assortments of

GEO. A.

A.

SUPPLEMENTARY COURSE

prepared

pleased

A man may talk of the latter to his lady-love, but the keenness of the
woman knows that he is thinking of the former.
Women are fond of admiration; hence one
of their longings is to be beautiful. The grand
secret of female beauty is health, the power to
eat, digest and assimilate a proper quantity of
wholesome food. Take Vinegar Bitters. It
will cleanse the stomach, tone the vital organs,

L.

M.

To my friends and patrons, I return my sincere
thanks for their very liberal patronage, and hope by
strict atention to business to merit the'same In the
future. I shall be
to see any of my friends
and patrons at my Warerooms, and will take pleasure
In showing my extensive stock, which is one of the
best iu the Country. For Spring trade I shall orter a
large line of OFFICE DESKS, also a large line
of BOOK CASES of my own raahutacture, at
lower prices than have been offered in this market.

A Beautiful Woman.—The perceptive fac-

scenes

Milfii Ntandi»h'» t'ourlubip!

TsTE'W ENGLAND

ulty of women is usually keener than the same
phrenological organ in men. Women know
that beauty rather than geuius is worshipped

five

after which will be given
from Longfellow’s Poem of

B3T*In the Reception Room, at the close of the entertainment, Hot Coffee and Refreshments will be
served by the young ladies of the Compuny in cos-

IN

offered to the afflicted.
The instrument and
two medicines sold for $2 by all Druggists.
574
_S&Wk

magnificent

Commerce.

Immediately

FURNITURE!

tific, rational, safe and successful manner of
treating this odious disease that has ever been

a

Supported by Peace and Plenty, Agriculture and

MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCING,

in the United

conclude with

TABLEAUX OF AMERICA !

With my facilitcs for

When applied with Dr.
Pierce’s Nasal
Douche asid accompanied with Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery as constitutional
treatment Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy produces
perfect cures of the worst cases of Catarrh and
Ozena of many years standing. This thorough
course of medication constitutes the only scien-

flour,

(duet)—Reign

UNITED

jan27th-ded&wlt

en-

Nation.)

IN

am

Indians roused to

mity (recitative)—The attack (semi-chorus.)
Act Second—A Puritan Home and Evening Hymn
(quartette)—The Alarm (solo)—Preparation for
Battle (semi-chorus)—The De*i>ondent Women (duet)—The Encouragement (solo)—The Puritans’ Triumphal Chorus.
Act Third—The Iudians Depressed (semi-chorus
The Indian Women’s Wail (trio.)
Act Fourth—The Treaty of Peace
Gentle Peace (trio)—We’ll war with the Forest (quintette and chorus)—Final Chorus—(Blessed is the

CHAMBER

Dec. 7, 1868.

give

(semi-chorus)—The

MODERN STYLE AND FINISH !

I

represented

will be

Landing. (Quintette and ThanksPilgrim* discovered by the

Chorus)—The
giving
Indians

CENTRE AND
LIBRARY TABLES,

ists, that Mr. Fellows' Compound Syrup of Hypopliosphites is in such demand in all parts of the
Dominion. Owing to fiscal obstructions,
they
cannotfbe sold iu the United States, whose patent-medicine-affiicted citizens are thus deprived of the advantage of using a
really good invigorating medicine.—Journal, St. John, N. B.,

by the sterner

Act First—The

HAT TREES.

The

leatUng characters

by Messrs. McEwan, Watts, Mitchell, Ira and “Win”
Stockbridge, Mrs. Cummings and Mrs. Merrill, with
full choruses. The piece wfU be
given in full costume
—the dresses of the Pilgrim band
being copied from
Wier’s great picture of the Embarkation, in the
Rotunda at Washington. Great preparations have
been made to render the seenes on the stage effective
and truthful by the aid of the prof>er accessories.

WAaSDROEBS,
DRESSING TABLES,

is recommended by our best physicians, aud we
are glad for the sake of the public as well as of
the manufacturer.who is one of our best Chem-

The

women.

ETEGEKES

a good medicine, well adapted to build
up the
system and impart vigor of mind and body. It

factory has been established

The dramatis personae will embrace Elder Brewster, Govs. Carver. Winslow and Bradford, Miles
Stamlish, John Alden. and their well-remembered
female companions; King Philip, his warriors and

SECRETARIES,
SIDEBOARDS,

ly

HALL,

Musical Director: Dr. S. C. Ffrnald.

My WALNUT CHAMBER SETS, embrace
new and original
designs, and the best finish in
this market. 1 am offering besides

OF

the best tlusicsl Tnl

Portland,

Tuesday Evening, Jan’y 30tti.

damag-

_

some of
eut of

CITY

AT

furnish in any style of upholstering,
coverings of the finest quality of

A Good Medicine.—The sale of Mr. Fellows
Compound Syrup of Hypophospliites has
been quadrupled within a year or so. It is real

A

Hf*

4#5

of

calfskins,

missouBi.
RAILROAD ACCIDENT.

can

with

by

1

PARLOR SUITS!

jan26th-2w

States.—Editor.

?*wi

my assortment of

ana

Monday,
C. A. Vickery

_

Assisted

again calling the attention of my patrons to my
of FURNITURE, nearly all of my
manufacture, I would call special attention to

Which I

JS.

Jan26til

Ladies of St. Paul’s Church Guild,

37}

large Stock
own

HALL,

This admirable cantata, wniJi abounds in fine dramatic effects—the work of the eminent composer,
George- F. Root, of Chicago, will be given under the
auspices of the

EZSTCOXJR^lGE

lire._juuistf

1872.

Railroad..YYYYYYYYYY.

MURPHY
Lecture at

Landing of the Pilgrims !

139
110
iaui

R.

Franklin Company, Lewiston.
Laconia Manufacturing Co

A sale to close out a
variety of Dry Goods
and Woolens with all the remnants in store re
gardless of cost. Will commence
Jan.

29th,

R

free

Subject—Temperance.

86
110

Plush,Itich Patterns of Striped Terrys, the best quality of all Wool
Cloth and
Terrys, Hair
French Eastings.

eneci,

a

CITY

Portland Manufactures

arising from any
tt&s-jan23

give

Sunday Evening, January

.118

Pepperell Manufacturing Co..
Androscoggin Mills.

To restore the impaired nervous system without injury to the constitution, and to eradicate
kidney, bladder and glandular diseases, diabetes, gravel, retention or incontinence of urine,
female weaknesses, and uterine complaints
generally, and to tone and stimulate the nervous system, administer Sholander’s Buchv.
me

FRANCIS
Will

924
80}

.....

Railroad.!..

Portland, Saco and Portsmouth

Every description of gold and silver
plating
done in the best manner at Atwood’s, Lancaster Hall.
jau24-lw

mu

LECTURE!
Mr.

1144

1865.

Michigan Central Railroad
Boston and Maine Railroad..

HALL!

THE

registered.
Union Pacific RR Sixes!.
Union Pacitte Laud Grants 7s.
Vermont Central 1st Mortgage 7s.
Eastern

Dance !

assembly at

Tickets fiftv cents admitting gentleman and ladies.
Music by Buxton’s Full Quadrille Band. Ja20d3t

1124

IT

July,

social

Saturday Eve’g, Jan. 27th.

Busluu Stock List.

[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Jan. 26.]
United States 5-20s, 1868.
United States Sixes, 1881,.

BCMNKNS NOTICKM.

Receipt* by Railroad*

EXECUTION

a

Gladstone and

a

CONGRESS

Paris, Jan. 25—5 P. M.—Rentes at 56f 57e.
Liverpool, Jan. 26—Afternoon—Cotton is steady
Middling uplands lu|®10}d ;do Orleans loju lld;sales
ol the day estimated at 15,000 bales; sales of the week
were 112,000 tales; for export, 16,000 bales; for siieculation, 21,000 bales; stock in port 491,000 bales; of
which 156,000 tales are American.
Frankfort, Jan. 26.—United States 5-20’s, 1862,
964 ® 96?.
Havana, Jan. 26.—Sugar excited and advanced.
The stock is withdrawn, anticipating higher prices.
There is also a speculative demand; No. 12 Dutch
Standard 11 @ 111 reals; Muscovado, fair to good refining firmer at 9} @ 9J reals.

smith Maid is entitled to the record of 2.17 at
Milwaukee.
quarter of

There will be

*s0'>

93}d.

in the Bank of France has increased

a

Saturday Night

European Markets.
London, Jan. 27—5.00 P. M.-American iecuritie,
5-20’s 1802, 024; do 1805, old, M4; do l£S

-U.S.

2,070,000 francs during the week.
The turf board of appeals decides that Gold-

The Prince of Wales, walked
mile Friday.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

|

uiSSi;.Jan- M-c'otton “utet;MWdIi“«

Tweed has actually gone to Albany with hi.<
counsel, W. O. Bartlett, and will contest hit
claim to a seat in person before the Senate.
The Williams Sc Guiou line is to have tin
coot ract for carrying the
Eurojiean mails.
The property of the New York
Printing Co.
(the Tammany concern) sold Friday for $100
000.

REDUCTION OF OFFICERS.

DESIRE

lands^it^lcJai

The rice and leather interests were before th<

Washington,

BE

Savannah, Jan. 26.—Cotton quiet and firm; Middling uplands 20f @ 2ic.
^ ~^0tt0n
Bteat*y> Middling up-

Ways and Means Committee Friday.

WASHINGTON.

CONGRESSIONAL TEMPERANCE SOCIETY.
The Congressional
Temperance Society will
hold its sixth annual meeting in the Congregational Church on Sunday evening. Senators
Morrill of Maine, Logan of Illiuois, Pomeroy of
Kansas, and Representative Moore of Illinois
and Lamport of New York, will make
speeches.

Mr. Archerill and Mrs. Walbridge
Thursday. Loss $10,000; no in

I

1

I

amount.

Population

over si* thousand.

Bonds delivered free of 15

liOKU «
NAtll'KIi A.
Brokers in Western Securities.

I

ja26410t

!»•. 33 Wall »«.,

t.lk.

-iiVVir'-——

WHY?

WAMi.
faces ON THE

SELECTED STORY.

HARRIET BEECHER STOWE.

BY

THE BOY.

rtliat is the reason that the

hor of “Uncle Tom's Cabin,” “My Wife

t

u

etc.

over'the

wo^d ^^hTwS- U'

day
got
?5 oTa^aloonftep,^.
^beauty
Perhaps
sight.
though

stumping through
midst was Billy.
Billy was a noble looking
to
boy. I paused and tried to get in position
look at him. I felt a maudlin pride in Billy.
He had Nora’s blue eyes. (Blessed Nora!

to
gr
th
ila
ro
ui

x:
01

bl

C OUGH!

ly

awake.
tiny fingers she is wide
and
But now the merry play is over,

our

pet nestles

tired at last in earnest.
^ Hinder on the Bofa-cushion,
the lingering smile dies out;
^ owly the lids tall, and
b it the flush in cheek and lip remains, like the glow

CHRISTIAN UNION,

ould have

so

suddenly achieved

a

success

REASONS

WHY!

the last ten years 1 have been

“For

is its

id, “Probably no man on this continent sways so
JL any minds, or is doing so much to shape religious
tl ought for the next half century.” His vigorous pen
ir Editorials and Star Papers, and Mr. Ellinwood’s
ft mod verbatim reports of bis helpful Lecture-Room
j alks in Plymouth Churoh, aro an attraction to
^ lousands of readers, who always want to know what
and the topics of the
j, 2 thinks on tel|g»ou&
t: mes. He js also assisted by an able editorial staff.

MB
•ver

u

itil I

E

HENRY WARD BEECHER’S

R

LITERAR Y, RELIGIO US, WEEKL Y
Agents having great success! One
took 1,000 names in 3
months; another 600 in 6 weeks:
another 118 in one week; one 47 in one
day, and many
others equally well,
making from $5 and $10 to $40
per day.
lakes on sight! An old agent who knows,
*
n*
best business for canvassers ever
v,
ottered. Sorry I did not
engage sooner.” Pays better than any book
agency. A rare chance to make

\

Intelligent

men and women wanted
everywhere.
It you wish good
territory, send earlv for circular and
terms! J. B. FORD & CO., 27 Park Place. N.
Y.; 11
Bromfield st., Boston, Mass.; 285 W. Madison st.,
Chicago, 111.
jan25t4w

For all the Purposes of

•[•30

1

[armlets'1

be*B® purely vegetable, they

are

entirely

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER &
CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
bold by all druggists everywhere.
janl-e3dwly-l

enduring love.

1.30 P.M.

2.30

often I may be in
my dotage, for
quiet matron Nora often looks
up from her
baby in surprise at my walking the veranda
and
in a sort of ecstaev
the hmr!»>_‘rr

Uroad’s

Patent

Shawl

The

BOWDOIN college.

ents.

('

it

r^ac'KETT M. D., Sec’y.
wl

6t

&

for circular. Address at once Hudson
Wire Works, cor Water st., and Maiden
iN. Y., or 346 W Itandoph st., Chicago.

f
f

:

Ila8 returned to his business, at
Glazing and Paper Hanging, at his old
Uni<xn Street, where he hopes to see
i«
fnrn
is former
numerous customers.
no other business or concern
c
©intends
to devote himself
entirely to his trade, as
E* D* GAMMON.
dcl3
3m

ta

?° 3^

F«*»AUf. ALSO

Carriage Bodies Made
J. F.
A"

MAYO,

Wood!

to Order.

No. 7 Casco St.

Order, promptly „„ended

Jyl0eodtf

REMOVAL.
**

J^K.

—

SHACK FORD lias removed

t«

No

7i»

d

ark

Wood!

[TARD and SOFT WOOD for sale at No 43 Lin
L,n
J Li coin street. A Iso Dry Edgings
WM. HUSE.
Shoe Store For Sale.
L> ETAIL Shoe Stock in a neighboring city. Terms
L-ieasy. Address
A., Bar Mills P. O.
Jan23
Jn4tf_

LiT’ATCH
a

l nr®
urg

po
a.

FREE to Agents to introduce article,
in every house. Latta &
Co., Pitts-

sen

uo22

w

0.15
in g ton,

WashCongress

corner

Single fare, 10

HIGH

] Steam

River

Lane,

^

no9tf__Supt.
PORTLAND &

-Ea~

syphilitic

Leave

SEEK

Liver and

Spleen,Enlargement or Obstruction of Intestines, Urinary, Uterine, or Abdominal Organs,
or a want of Blood, Intermittent or
|
Poverty
Remittent Forore, Inflammation of llie

How Hinny T housands Can

Young

with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bail hubit in

youth—treated scientifically
Hardly

system.

SECOND

All correspondence
returned if desired.

SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

!9jF“Send

constantly being

Caution.
Don’t be deceived by worthless imitations.
Get
only Wells’s Carbolic Tablets. Price 25 cts per
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., N. Y.,
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular. jnl-f4w

just published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the

HAS

WANTED, AGENTS.

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive icork on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free tc
any address for 25 cents. Address,

FORTUNES,

they were Made ; or, the Struggles
Triumphs of our Self-made Men, by J. D.

How

junlldlyr

CAN AFFORD TC
BE WITHOUT
THIS
VALUABLE

shot-guns, revolvers
Rifles,
Gun materials of every kind. Write for Price
to Great
Western Gun Works, Pittsburg,
List,
Army Guns and Revolvers bought or traded
4w
Agents Wanted.
ja8 t

BOOK

Pa.
for.

THEA-NECTAR
|IS A

■with

Impurities of
[

it nag no

Sold

Blood.

equal.

Ayer’sCkerry Pectoral
Diseases of the Throat and Youngs,

Coughs, Colds,Whooping Cough,
Bronchitis, Asthma and Consumption.
as

(Warranted to suit all tastes. For
sale everywhere in our “trademark” pound and half pound
packages only. And for sale
wholesale only by the Great At-

AGENTS WANTED.

Chicago

A

Complete History of

and its Destruction

40,000 copies Bold. In English and German. Price $2 50.
CAPTION:—Since issuing this work, smaller

and inferior histories are offered. Be sure the book
you buy 1b by Uptou & Sheahan, a full octavo, 0x9
inclieB, nearly 500 pages, and over 45 illustrations.
Send *1 00 for outfit, with choice of territory.
Also two beautiful ChromoR, CHICAGO AS IT
WAS and CHICAGO IN FLAMES. Circulars and
termB free. Profits large. UNION PUBLISHING
COMPANY, CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA, or CINCINNATI.
tw4w 2

$10 From 50 Cts.

timely

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE LIFE OF

JAMES FISK.
A complete History of his life and exploits from a
Pedlar Bov to a King among Financiers. His triumphs and failures. How he lived and how he died.
Illustrated. Price by mail, 50 cents. Terms liberal.
Address Wm. Flint & Co., Phila. Pa.
jan23f4w

a

can

xiuujv

>»

manufacturing at Binall
alongside of Mill, and 3-4

okacivu, of nines

ironi wnari

Portland. Buildings in prime order, two storieR
3°xb5, L part 25x30, and plenty of room to erect others.
Situated on the most beautiful shore of our harbor for residence. Apply to EDWARD H. BURGIN
P. O. Box 715, Comer Market & Milk sts.
jyTerms favorable.
jan23eodtf
in

“Afoot & Alone. ’

Finely illustrated. Price
Send

for Circulars.

Hartlord, Conn.jan23t4w

A Reliable Tonic.
popularity long established.
rge£nd.,its
families keep it on liand for
Probably more
every day
use as a stimulant and
corrective, than all other medicines now before the
as

public.

any wine.

It is

pleasant to take

jan23t4w

WICKES’

1871.

t Cross Street,

Portland, Maine.

^°*Jn.anufectlire
tlie. h«*t Boiler and best
that purpose ever
introduced
or

Radiator

Physicians, and

successfully

dent

k°n
on hand every description
•f Steam, Gas and Water
Pipe and
at wholeale and retail, and have in their fittings, first
class
rorkmen to put in the same; and employ
in their Machine
j ,hop are prepared to attend
promptly to all kinds of
oachine work and repairs.
dc28d&w>f w52
W'

put

r>

ft®ke®p

8

NEW

Extra
hew

Mess

Beef!

Chicago Extra Mess Beef,

JUST
AND

Jan 10, 1872,

Forest City

a

cona

Physician City Hospital,

FOR SALE

NO. 1G SILVER

BY

&

CO.,

Commercial Street.
d3w

Dec. 23-dlf
A

GE°-

w®fk-

m
fflrM.yhme
J. S.
Ureat

HAYES,

STREET

”

Best Cheap Shuttle Sewing
the world.

halls, X. H.

Agents wanted
dec7-4w

FAIRFIELD HOUSE,
*-AT-

KNDALL’8

St

...

RANDALL ANDREW'S,
Late of the Gardiner Hotel.the Maine Hotel at DamATisootta, and Columbian Hout>e, Bath.
good Livery Stable is connected ?7lth th#

Louis, Mo.

Hoa8c-

mr*4m»
___

...

USEDAN^RECOlirt3

MENDED BYTHE M08T fcj
EMINENT PHYSICIANS
IN NEW ENGLAND FOR M
THE LAST 48 YEARS.
H

fn3

-]

Coal

MTEAN1ER,
BROKEN,’

Eminent Phy-icinu- of Chicago.
The formula ol the Home Bitters has been sob
nutted to us and wo believe them to be tlic best tonic and stimulant lor cneral use
now Oder d to the

STOVE and CHEHTFIUT
By the caryo at the very lowest marke* price.delivered
on board at place o!
I
shipment, and will pioI care vessels ^ transport the ?ame when desired

public.

Collins,

H Woodb rv, M D
Jas V Z lil
,ev. M D
Prol. Che
istry, Rush
Medical J
lege
J B Wa' .r, M D,
T S Hr ne, M D,
Thos 1
SI D
J A Hahn, M D

Hard and WhitePine Timber
Ot baDd and sawed to dimensions.
BARD PINE PLANK,
HARD PINE FLOORING AND STEP.

Emineat Physician, iu Cincinaaii.

BOARDS),

by

and

Dock, first,

corner

I
I

of E

street.

■raeodly_Office, to Stare

Boston.

ELIAS HOWE
Beninfe-L-A.^—

Wooiiward,

ft

for sale

STETSON & POPE,
Wharf

V;

£

A
stukoivaxt,
__179 Commercial at.

IvaMt.

Ellis.

D,

M

!

SELL

I.VNIP,

No Bitters in the world can excel them.
Hinson 111 neb, Analytical Chemist.

das A

ws

by the Cargo
WE

They are superior to all other Stoma’.h B tiers.
Knno Handera, Analytic! Chemist.

Lkjmlst,

tifrdcf.g

__janl.Mw __d&w

John Hartman, m. O.,
Prol ot Clinical Medicine, Col. Homoeopathic Physicians and Surgeons.

n rL.er”bn'H’
B
DeVicar, M D
Bains, MD,
j Mor’nS
R Lildlam, M D,

FI
DruggistsF^I

BOSTON.

ISold by the

I_

!

F4

CUTLER BROS, A C0„ El

Homieipailitc

Manner, Anal, tical

BETTER.'

NOTHING

„n,t cs

_

G A

mills,

BV

Wbilekull, F»g,,

rlr.ntaxnnaltiin DVinsioiono

rj„„,_,r..
»! ms

ANDEUTTEKICK'S

Patterns of Garments
PLUMM3E & WILDEB;

HAwH?d®6r?.'S£H’
?'1*2*22>•
Thl.H

J5U*_JT3 Middle St..

Up Stairs.

SSi1’,.
r^?i"fv“f,,'l,5',icia"*

:

j

PATENT

PERFORATED BUCKSKIN

orr}nllaymnr.st|nnelr

StinESnlh s£fi!H*ey!

UNDER GARiBENTS,
For

(SjSL’nft!

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

The Perforated Buckskin Under
Garments are recommended by the

best
their

lalyZa-dGmo_Portland,

and many of the oitWh° haVe t0st<sd

T^Zl^y0^’

merits.

CHAS.
no29

Physicians

FISHERMEN

CUSTIS&CO.,

P.rtinud

SAWtf

for EVERYBODY.—W

EMPLOYMENT
J pared to give constant

e are

to

R. P. JENKESS
St., Portia d, Me.
M., and 4 to r. M.

price-list.

POSITIVELY RESTORE GRA
TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.
It keeps the hair from
falling out. It is the best
Iresslng in the world, making lifeless, stilP brashy
iair, healthy, soft and glossy.
For sale by all druggists.
R. P. HALL & CO.
Naushua, N. H. Proprietors.
(icO eou&eow <1
eow w w49
2m
HAIR

P ERSONA

lT

US cent*
will send to any address
each,
Ei^OIl
Splendid Photographs of either
we

IAN. FINK, JR.,
JONIE flAHSFIELD, or
EDTVARD N. NTOKEN.
Address BOX 1221, Boston P. 0., Ma«s.

jan!9dlw

Plnnterw.

They will certainly

i

I

llness,Durability

A

Cheapness, Unequaled.

RKWARK OK 11 OUTUI.KSS 1JI1TATIOXS, under other
names, but rcsemblmg ours in shape and color of wrapper
intended to deceive.
TIIK RISING SI N POLISH IN BI LK, for stove dealers’
use. at twelve cents per nound—twenty-five and
fifty
pound boxes. “Cheaper than any other Bulk Polish for

I

CI.KANKR.
It will make them equal to new with
scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by Druggists anil Dealers In Fancy Goods
Price 25 cents per bo»tle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
Fulton Street, New York.

Foraxles!
oil

TIIK. RISING HUN BL.il K LEAH LUliltlCATOK.

MORSE

BROS., Prop’re., Canton, Maas.

_192

passed in concurrence.

copiSUMNEK CHA1>BOURNE, CerkJ»nA.^wtfehS,AMUEL W- LANE-

q qqq q q q q q q q q q q

HAIR TO
DO LUXURIANT AND GLOSSY?
YOU DESIRE YOUR

1

DINSMORE'S

Wire

■

Wanted.
for every town in Maine, to
sell
A
article, which will command ready sale
and
which
make good wages
Lady
Forfnr’
ther particulars address DAVIS &
cT, PorUand
Me.
wl
3m
LADY

dc23d&w

w52

IT!
3m

a

a

Important

can

to

Trappers & Hunters.
receipts for
T,HFeJ?Hdeui?!’e<l ,hMtwo valuablefrom
50
100

to
Sh“gT'™;i,,aml1at*ri|ctinggame
which I will send to any part of tlic Unite*
Address CHAUNCEY S.
®tatf8
,r,,r
BRANCH, Plantsville, Conn.
w4l*
3m
r«i.
rods,

TRY

canvasser

an

on

BE SOMF

THO.nPNON’H
PO.WADK
OPTIWP
use.1 daily, will make it so. It is
entirely a Vegetahil
COUGH AND
Compound,
exquisitely ncrfumed.and specially adan!
BALSAM ! Bdfor
nourishing the Hair. Sold by Druggist.
This is truly the best Medicine
yet offered to the ! Dealers in Fancy (Ws. Price a and
Public for the cure of
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
Cough, Croup, Anthuaa aud Cold*.
_Fulton Street, New York.
We challenge the Medical
faculty to produce anything better.
Second-hand

CROUP

RISING SIX LIMBER PENCIL.—No Sharpening
and Durable—supercedeBotherarticlusfor purpose.

TIIK

bearings ar.d mm-hineriF. La*ts six times as long as
alone. 25 lb. and 50 lb. boxes, 15 cents per lb. Try It.

Representatives )
January 12, 1872. (

true

MRS.

q?q

those you have with

^

A

nothing."
Cheap

ok

q q q q qqqqq qq

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
Why
7 T pair of Klit Gloves every time you go out
lu'novate

JOUYEN’M INODOROUS KID UI.OVR

lx Senate, January 11,1872
passed. Sent down for concurrence
SAMUEL W. LANE,
House

as?

crh,ort-

Secretary.

For Beauty of Polish, Saving Labor, Clean*

Straawthrninir
*

F. C. WELLS * CO..
UK! Fulton Street, X. Y.

presented

In

m,,...

VId.

v

Rt&d and

with

IN

cure.

dly

reoruarv
/
^
1
next, be reterre.1 to the next Legislature, and tha't
this order be published in the DaiFv Kennebec
Journal, the Bangor Daiiy Whig and Courier, and the
Portland Daily Press until that date.

T

Head and

WILL

Have you taken cold? Are you afflicted
mausm, or paina oi any Kina / try one of
Well*’
.?! nr hine-Mp re ml

In Sen ate, Jan. 3,1872.
Ordered, The House concurring, thatall petitions
for private legislation, except “detitions for redress
of wrongs and grievances,” which shall be

siieeot'i

i

•

YOU FEEL

STATE OF IHAINE.

w

IT

Baltimore,

_1*1*_

HALL’S

RENEWER.

*

AND LANGUID
DOCONSEQUENCEWEAK
OF OVER EXERTION*.

IFAf. E. HOOPER <£•
soys,
Send lor

has removed to No. 4 Brown
Office hours from 10 to 11
no2S-3m

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

!

It

pr

cafr™

1

|

TWINES AND NETTING,
MAKUFACT11ED

any pore
wishes to engage in employment
a light, agreeable and
paying buslnes. Ve will pay a liberal .Mary by
the woek, and pay
expenses, or allow a commissi™
from Which any person of common
abilities can earn
from *20 to *50 per week clear.
This is no
penny humbug,but is one of the most valuable lnvenase’
1» the United States and
Europe; is a great novelty, and sella readily, and no
W,J°. wi»n to teat the business
T
a To,al of the
If"*18 by mall on receipt
Of 50 cents, and
IT.15aKe
of
those not well
pleased with the busiiiessslmUbe paid for their trouble. Address
w38lf
G. P- HOWE & CO., Augusta, Me.
who

win
ue

tHe North, West and South.
M D Milwaukee.
Council Blntts. Mnroh 27, 1871.
James A Jackson iK
Co—Having eiamini.d 'he
iormuia ot Ihe ‘'Home Stomach Bitters, I
Preparation, endorse,! by the mosWehive
prescribed them In practice tor same time, and
Pliyaletana, and Its astonishing curative 1powers
proattested by thousands who have used it
nounce them the best Tonic Bitters now in
use.
** a
P. II. nctlRh.n, itl. D.
tt
?“re* dnick remedy for all diseases of the
Eor *3le by all
■r
or temale, Irritation
Druggists and Grocers,
a-inig male
or Bli“llk‘rJansen A. Jack-on & Ca,
Gravel, DiaProprlrtera.
Sediment
in Urine,
Thick, cloudy
ifrbTe Mucous an“
Labratory t05 and 107 N Second st, St Louis, Mo
from
Involuntary
Discharges
Forsalebv
I
or ln®°ntlnueiice of Urine, Cbronle
John TV. Perkins &
Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the
Ca.,
11““™
?/
Crino-Geuital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in
Me
Medicine
everywhere.
no28
eodly

Garner,

HAMILTON E.SMITII’S

water.
1 he smoke anti heated gases
pass first through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second
compartment,
thence again descending they pass
through the tubes
in the third comnartment.
By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with gradually
decreasing temperatures of
water.

W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
dcl8_Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts

Parts °‘
l"_a|l
JE

Health.

rangement there is maintained three temperatures of

While doing average work, coupled with a
good
supply steam for 150 Indicated horse
power.
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with tho same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as ft is
used, and wc will back our guarantees with GovEBNMENT BONDS.
The durability of tbis boiler is greater than
any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely heated surfaces
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the following facts, that while
running this
boilerwith coal or wood the sparks arc
neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or
chimney
which in Itself is a most valuable
nevet
advantage,
before realized.

And If ii nd reds of Others

The Great Preserver of

principle, namely,that of stopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means of two horizontal diaphragms
running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this ar-

Economy.

The subscriber has just opened to public and
priparties a new Bowling Alley at

te

1

John I’. Temple, 11. to.,
Prol Materia Medica sod
Therapeutic, Homc mathic Meuiral College 01 Mis* uri,
Jno. Conzlcman I**. to, Lecturer
On Diseases et Children.
Colltgeof Mo
1 ha’ lea Vaalme. n. la
Prof of Physiology, Homceopailiic Medical
College
ot Missouri.

^

above is
engraving of Steam Boiler
THE
taming 1200 feet
heating surface, built upon

HAIR

Bowling Alley.

J"-3-1*TO l.eag Whnrt, Boston.

Nearly all of whom are Protestors iu rne or lh«
other ol the Medical
Colleges.
No other Bitters have ever been offered to
the pubalteration of trains.
‘‘iubracing so many valuable remedial agents.
E
A James M D
1
C
Simpson M D,
SP Bouuer, M M.
WINTER
ARRANGEMENT.
M
G w Bigler, M D,
‘ Taliia'erro.
J J Quinn, M D
MI),
°n and after Monday, Oct.
W K
30, 1871, c, Beeltner, M D,
....i.P.,.
M D
will run as follows:
« S Wayne, Ctemlst,
Passenger train at 7.30 A. M. for .C Woodward M D,
G K Taylor. M D
south Paris, and intermediate stations.
P F Man.v, M D,
MeCaithy, M D,
n
Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island
R H
Johuson, M D,
SB Tomlinson, at D
Pond, connecting with night mall train for Quebec. (
Eminent
Phyaieinns in [tleinphia.
Montreal and the West, at 1.10 P. M.
Tee “ome Ritters are an invaluable
Accommodation for South PariB and intermediate I
remedy lor Indigestiou and diseases arising form malarial
stations at 5.00 P. M.
causes.
M I).,
Aiex.
M D,
Erskiue.
trains
will
arrive as follows:
io
Passenger
in
charge
MR Hodges, M D,
From Soutn Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
PaulOtev, M D,
Quebec, Gorham and Bangor, at
*
M A Edmunds, tl
D,
J°3- E Lynch M D,
Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M I 0
O R
Alex Erkskine, M D,
jySleeplng Cars on all nlnht trains.
in
C
I r M
Hospital, M R Hodges, M D,
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to 1
1'sul Otei, M D,
D>
any amount exceeding *50 in value (and that personM A Fdmunds, M D.
al) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
sanlor<l Nell, M D,
Jos E Lynch M D
one passenger tor evory $500 additional value.
*■
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
Pittsburgh,
R p
Wm.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Lowes, M D,
w R
W
Childs, M D,
D H Willard. M D,
Portland, Oct. 26, 1871.
oc26islw-ostf
OWuth, chemist,
J H McClelland, M D,

new

at the

l,CnUf"r

_Ju24

|

al Medical Archives.
Alt’ed Heacock. M D
Dr C V F Ludwig
C Herricks, M D,
S Gratx Moses, M D
C A Ware, IID,
W A Wi'cox, M D
E C.
II U.
Prot.. ot Homeopathy Medical College.
T J Vastine. II D.
1 U Comstock, M I),
Prof of Midwileiy and Diseases ot
Women, College

|

A.

Furnished in cans, cases, and prime bbls.
by
J, H, BARTLETT & CO..
!iS Inilin Street,
Boston,
CJen’l As't« for New
England.
J.J. CHENERf,
**•«*»“«'•

RECEIVED,

FLETCHER
159

and

a. m.

one hall the rate ol tailing vessels.
Fright lor the West by the Penn. R. R. and South
Dy connecting lines forwarded Iree ot commission.
PASSAGE, ten DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
WIIITNEV A MANIPHON, Agents,

choroic?.M J*’
tZ
HM

And cannot be equalled for

Purity, Brilliancy,

*•<>“ Pine Street Wbarl, Phlladel-

_

Railway

Line.

at 10
2g5iiOrpbi»,
«-tL
Insurance

Fraaalia,

the

Boston.

Leave eaoh port every Wednesdav&8atnriav

ot*Women,College’ol
to member Boanl ot Health.

J. C.

From^Montreal,

HUDSON RIVER OIL WORKS.

warm

Steamship

Herbert Prinam, Prot
Prot. Practical Pharmacy, St Louis
College of Pbar-

;

SAMPSON, Agent.
Wharf,

PHILADELPHIA

_

....

Washington bv
y

B 0 8 T O IX

L> C. H. Boialinicre,
Obstetiics and Diseases ot Women, at Louis
Meuical College.
Drake .TicDowell M. D
Late President Missouri Medical College
K. A. Clark, NI. D..
Prot. Surgery, Medical College, and the late Resi-

I

to

.V.l Ccntral

CuyHosjdtal,

intended tor use in ordinary kerosene
lamps,
wherever good light and jierfect
security from accilent are required. It is prepared

into the market, and

contract to

ny huHding. without regard to size,

E.

June2tf

a16'°r"'0,>,

DR.

carefully

It ootts

_

Removal.

Machinists,

Capt.

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and bv the Va. A Tenn.
Air Line to all points in f'irginut,
Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Ro<inok« R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
Balt. «£■ Ohio R. R. to Washington and all
by the West.
places
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger accommoeations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $12.50
time 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time 65 honrs.
Norfolk. 48 hours. To Baltimore, 65 hours.
For further information apply to

Prot.

is

and

“McClellan

Freight forwarded from Norfolk
Lady of the Lake.

Steamer

£

CALL OE

Engineers

Lawrence.”

Obstetrles and Diseases

Prof

]S!!-:7!gffffiSTraius

ourselves to practice and not
theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
a call.

OIL!

William

si.

ou<i MALI liUV/nr.

Steamships:—

George Appold.”
William Kennedy.”

Every Family Should Have a Bottle.
No preparation iu the world can produce so
many
unqualified endorsements by physicians ol the very
highest standing iu their profession,
tV Undorted alto by the Clergy and the leading
denominational papers
United States Marine Hospital,
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 8, 1870.
James A. Jackson & Co— 1 have examined the
formula
lor
making the Homs Stomach Bitteis,”
|
| and used them iu this hospital the last tour mentbs,

Bangor, Me,
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

Heating Apparatus. ECLECTI C

Daniel Winslow A Son

uun

^ J*ttler S[L

Confining

OR LOW PRESSURE

the best known to the Pharmacopoeia.
but little to give them a lair trial, and

sept25dtf_

engine, it will

Will outsell
Address Columbian everything
Book Co.,
low.

Tuesdays and Saturdays at tr.
1

particularly

as

agOoiigww
WM. FLOWERS,
Eastern Agent,

OF

an

are

business or
Vessels can go up

ate

Steamships of this Line sail from
of Central W'harf, Boston,

| 1]c

OFFICE

ARRANGEMENT

end

BENEFICIAL TO FEiVALER,
strengthening the body, invigorating the mind, and
giving tone and elasticity to the whole system. The
Home Bitter* are compounded with the greatest
care, au l no tonic stimulant has ever before been
offered to the public so PLEASANT TO THE
TASTE and at the same time combining so many
remedial agents endorsed by the medical fraternity

GREAT WEST.

all round the world.

or

adapted
expense.

They

Bot be deceived by “Old reliablo
office,” or
best routes > advertised by other
parties, but call at
wand 1 rank Office under Lancaster
at the
Hall,or
Repot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
time and distance. Baggage checked
and
through
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
I). H. BLANCHAKD’S, oppo. Preble
House,
No.
street. Portland, Me.

“lOO CHOICE SELECTIONS, NO. 4.”

MANUFACTURERS !
Buildings of Falmouth
Privilege andoffered
THE
Grim Mill,
for sale;
be easily
to other

SURE

For Fevfr and
and
all disorders arising from malarious causes.
They
are highly recotnm n led ns an
Auti-Dyapeptic,
amt in cases ot Indiaestlan are luviluable. As
an Appetizer and
Recuperant, and iu cases ot
General Debility they have never in a single instance lailed in producing the most happy results

any other point in the

is now ready with its precious store of good
thing for
Public and Parlor Readings, being a happy
blending
of Eloquence, Humor, Sentiment, Pathos and Burlesque, Uniform in style with the preceeding numbers, which have won the public heart, and the cry is
“MORE!” Cloth-bound, 75 cents;
paper, 30 cents,
or 4 copies for $1.
Also “Excelsior Dialogues,” revised, price 01 25.
Ask your bookseller for them, or send
price to P.
Garrett & Co, 702 Chestnut st., Philadelphia, Pa.
AGENTS WANTED.—Those selling other books
can sell these by thousands.
jan23t4w

-FOR-

via

John, Digby

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

PREVENTIVE
Ague. Intermittent*. Biliousness

A

CALIFORNIA,
Or

DR. J. C. AYER & CO., 1*0WELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,

decl8-d&wevery3dwly

Trunk
-FOE-

PREPARED BY

by druggists

Are

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square,
Freight station, Causeway street.

Byjphtohasing tickets

use.

And sold

endorsed and prescribed bi
more lea ling Pbysielatis than any other Tonic or
Stimu'ant now in use. They are

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Sta-

Grand

HI.

Halifax.

Digby

M., *12.15, *3. P. M.
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. II., via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* -A, M., 3.301, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.3ut, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P, M
rain with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
{^“Freight trains betwoon Portland and Boston

forty

aad

J3fFreight for Calais and St. Audrews, slripie-I
from Fast pert by sailing vessel.
Connecting at St. John with the Steamer EM
PRESS for
and Annapolis, thence bv rail to
Windsor and Halifax and with the E. A N. A. Railway for Shediac and intermediate stations.
83?“Freight received on davs of sailing nnt
o’clock, p. m.
Winter rates will be charged for freight alter Dc
20th.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent.
dc20
is t Sat then os
tf

$5.00 SAVED

years, by a
long contiuned series ol
marvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled
by any other medicine,
it still makes the most effectual cures of
Coughs,
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by medical
skiH. Indeed, (the Cherry Pectoral has
really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their
terrors, to a
great extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
their fatal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it
in their cloBet for the ready and
prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it affords in sudden
attacks, and by ts

O SAMPLES sent (postage paid) for Fifty Cents,
that retail easily for Ten Dollars.
4w

ja8f4w_R. I. Wolcott, N. Y.

lie about

,

Calais

Thursday.

•Accommodation.
IFast Express.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent, Boston,
PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.
novll-dtf

among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Perno one ever secured sc
haps
1
wide a reputation or maintained it so long as Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral. It
has been known to the pub-

84wtO’CLOCK.

aj8

1

THE FEW Compositions
which have won the confi-

Church st., New York P. O. Box
Send for Tliea Nectar Ciroular.
jau8- 4wt

5506.

■

mankind and
dence ofhousehold
words
[become

Pacific Tea Co., 8

and

ness, and all Humors and
As a medicine for Children

By Draggiats throughout the World.

such

13,

PORTEOUS, Agent.

Eastport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastjiort every

RAILROAD.

Nor.

$7 CO
L. BILLINGS

On and after MONDAY. Dec.
2T)lh, tile Steamer New Brunswick, Capt S. H. Pike, will leant
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
every Monday, at 5.15, p. m„ f..

uum

Arrangement,
__

may6dlydels

For

W.I.U

to

ONE TRIP PER WEEK l

7B*ltioii, Portland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
M., 3.301, 3.45*, P. M. Returning
—£3A.
^-*7.30. 18.30 A.

Price 50 cents.

PURE BLACK TEA
the Green Tea Flavor.

lantib

Winter

cures Constipation
Headache, Billious-

HAVE

is the only work extant which satisfies this want. It
is beautiful and striking, combining an entirely new
and elegant Family Photograph Album, with
a complete Family History.
Full particulars
and circulars free. Address GEO. MACLEAN, 3
School Street) Bos ton, Hass.
ja8-4wt

j

It cleans the Brain, relieves the Burdened Sys-

long wanted a novelty in the subscription
line which will sell at sight in every family. The

A.*.

JOHN

WINTER

ARRANGEMENT.

BOSTON

MEDICINE.

AGENTS

Pictorial Family Register

**•

apply

Windsor null

Mondays.

...

Room.

INTERNATIONAL .STEAMSHIP CO.
Knstport,

|

NO FAMILY

MONTH to sell our Universal Cement
tJJJO 4 fj Combination Tunnel, Button Hole Cutter, and other articles, Saco Novelty Co.. Saco, Me.
tw4w 2

shp 13lf

I consider them the most valuablo tonic and sHtnuS. H. MELCHEtt.
Mixed train from Augusta, Bath and Lewiston, and I lant now m me,
Resident Physician in ebarge U. S. Marine Hospital.
Intermediate stations at 6.45 P. M.
James A. Jackson & Co— Gentlemen:
Freight train from Bangor aud all intermediate staAs you
tions via Lewiston at 4.30 P. M,
have communicated to the medical profession the
From Skowhegan via Augusta at 4,00 P. M,
recipe ot the "Home Bitters” it canuot, tbeietore be
From Watervule and intermediate stations via Lewconsidered as a patent medicine, no patent
having
iston, at 12,20 P, M,
We have examined the formula
! been taken for it,
EtF“The passenger train leaving Portland at 1.0(
lor making the “Home Bitters,” and
unhesitatingly
P. M. connects at Bangor with E. & N. A.
Railway say the combination is one ol rare excel lence, all the
train for Mattawramkeag, same night.
articles need in its composition are the best of the
The night express from Portland connects at Banclass to which they belong, being
highly tonic StimlUiUUKU to Ol. UUUU,
UUJ
ulant, Stomachic, Carminative, and slightly LaxaJAS. M. LUNT, Gen't Superintendent,
tive. The mode ot preparing them is strictly In acL. L. LINCOLN, Asst.
cordance with tha rules of pharmacy. Having used
Superintendent.
Augusta, January 3,1872,
them, seen iiseflbcls in our private practice, we take
! pleasure Id recommending them to ail per-oosdeI sirons of taking Bl'ters as being the best Tome an!
& MAINE
I Stimulant how offered ‘o the public.

except

Dr. Jourdain’s Consulting: Office,
61 Hancock Street, Boston, Mass.

McCabe, Jr. By forty eminent examples, it teaches
how to succeed in life, and at the same time benefit
mankind. For particulars, notices of the press and
extra terms, address, GEORGE MACLEAN,
Publisher, 3 School St., Boston.
fw4w 2

at 4 P. M.
passage with State
For further information
Atlantic Wharf, or

I

Afternoon passenger trains for Augusta, Bath and
Lewiston via Danville, and all intermediate stations,
at 5.15 P. M. Mixed train for Augusta, Bath and intermediate stations at at 6 A, M,
FREIGHT TRAINS.—Through train for Bangor
and all intermediate stations east of Waterville, via
Lewsston leaves at 3,00 A. M., takiug freight of uight
previous from Boston. For Waterville aud all intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 4.00 A. M. For
Skowhegan via Augusta aud all intermediate stations
including Bath anti Lewiston, at 6.00 A. M.
Passenger trains will be due in Portland, from
Bangor, Dexter, Belfast, Farmington, Bath, and all
intermediate stations on this line at 2.55 P. M., connecting there with through trains to Boston. From
AuguBta, Ra b and Lewiston, and all intermediate
stations at 8.40 A. M., connecting with morning train
for Boston, Night express with sleeping cars from
Bangor, via Augusta at LOO A. M., every morning

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,

980 to $200 per month by selling;

Tuesday,
ery
Cabin

&

night except Mondays.

PROPRIETOR OF THE

Y._

—

BRAtfo

only

Dr. R. J. JOURDAIN,

35 Cents
with age, height, color of eyes
hair, you will
receive by return mail a correct picture of your future
husband or wife, with name and date of marriage.
Address W. Fox, P. O. Drawer, No. 24 Fultonville,
N.
4w
jnlt

sending
and

LINE.

The favorite Steamship CAR
LOTTA will leave Galt’s Wharl
SATURDAY
every
at 4 P. M. Tor Halifax direct
making close connections with the
Nova Scotia Railway, for Windsor, Truro
New
Glasgow andPlctou, and with Allan’s Mail Steamers
for Queenstown and Liverpool.
Returning will leave Dominion Wharf, Halifax ev-

CAPT. A. S. OlIVKK.
Will leave flic Wett side ot Portland
Pier, dally tor
Peaks’ Island at 8.45 A M. an.t 3.15 PM.
* 1
leaT0
Island 9 15 A M,
and 3.45 P M,
fcJJH Private parties can be accommodated by applyiigto the Captain on bo.ird.
Fare down and hack 25 cents, children hall pr' -e.
Portland.,! nne 23, 1871.
1e23dtt

—and passenger and all other trains will
be run to all points of this line from the Depot of
Portland & Kennebec R. R. Co. in Portland only,
and all trains from this line will arrive at that Depot
in Portland. Passenger trains for
Bangor and
all intermediate stations, via Lewiston and viaBrunswick will leave at 1.00 P. M. Night Express w ith
Pullman Cars, at 12.30 A. M. via Augusta, every

producing

immediately relieved and statements
sent to the proprietor of relief
of Throat difficulties of years’ standing.

WEEKLY

EXPRESS,

On and after November 13th, current, the new line between Danville
and Cumberland will be open for
use,

accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is
specific and
relief in a short time,
certain of
LADIES will find it invaluable In all cases of obsttuctions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full
directions,
by addressing
DR. HUGHES,
aql 1865d&w No. 172 Cumberland Street, Portland

are

For Halifax, Nova Scotia

Peak’. Island Steamboat Company
STEADIER

Portland

WINTER

special

THESE

lor Peaks’ Island.

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

MAINE

TO THE LADIES.
DR, HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their

TABLETS present the Acid in combinatiop with Qthpr efficient remedies, in a popular
for
the
Cure of all THROAT apd LUNG Disform,
eases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the

jn2dly

WILLIAM H. TLTRNER, Superintendent.
Dec. 15,1871.
decl6-tc

Eclectic IVfedical Infirmary.

For Coughs, Cold* and Hoarsene**.

Street/

Portland,

DR. J. B. HUGHES,
Cumberland St., Portland.
Circular,

172
Stamp for

a

_

urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonsfleld,

daily.

C1o.

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run as
follows:
Leave Galt’s Wharf, Portland
every MONDAY ai.d THURSDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier 3* E. R.. New York,
very MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are fitted up with tine
ccommodations for passengers, making this the most
« onvenient and comfortable route for travelers beI ween New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec,
lalifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Sldpjiers
ire requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
sarly as 4 P. M., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage applv to
HENRY FOX. Galt’s Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, lier 3», E. R., New York.
9-dtf
May

u<iuy.

strictly confidential and will be

Address:

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,

and
and

OF

Steamship

,

At Buxton Centro for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
*
and Limington, daily,
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick,
ParNewfleld,
sonsfleld and Ossipec, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

forwarded immediately.

EMPLOYMENT.

given

GREAT

STAGE

1 0U

B1LL1X<i3' A^nt'

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

JAMES ALEXANDER, Ascot.

Ml

Is7L

by

L'

SEMI-WEEKLY LINK!

^lurn Tickets on favorable terms
Cunard Wharf, Jersey

.--

I can warrant a perfect cure in such
cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the
qrjqiyy organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult
the Dr. can
do so by wrltimg, in a plain
manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be

lirE desire to engage a few more Agents to sell the
f?
World Renowned Improved BUCKEYE SEWING
a ljljeraJ salary or op Commission.
A Horse and Wagon
to Agents. Full Particulars furnished on application. Address W. A. HenPERSON & Co., General Agents, Cleveland, Ohio, and
St. Louis, Mo,
jpl t 4w

THIS

day

usual.

Vlsaine

From Liverpool, Glasgow,
Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York, #34
CURRENCY.
Passengers booked to all parts of the United States.
Drafts Issued on Great Brittain and Ireland for El
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin
..assage apply
at the Company's Office, (to State
For steerage passage, at 99 State Street, Boston.

P. M.
3.15

On and after Monday, December, 18,
passenger trains leave
.Rochester and intermediate stations
-““at 7.15 A. M., aud 1.30 P. M., malting
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston
over Boston C£ Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for ARon Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnipiseogee, and
Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, anil the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Bostou &
Maine, and at 0.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standlsh. and No.

cure war-

Iff iddlc«Aged Men,
There are many men of the age of thirty who arc
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a
ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the eolbr will be of a
thin, milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearanoe.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

JIJRtTBEBA

By

perfect

season as

May I, 1869-<ltf

enbark at

Winter Arrangement.

the consumption, and by their friends are
supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the
proper aud on
ly to correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice ip perfect health.

is confidently recommended to every family as a
household remedy, and should be freely taken in all
It gives health, vigor
derangements of the
and tone to all the vital forces, and animates and fortifies all weak and lymphatic temperaments.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18, Platt Street, New York.
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle, Sepd for Circular,
4w
t
jnl

!

a

I

tiumber of beautiful State Rooms
follows:

-—

Freight

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

a
one or
passes but we are consulted
more young men with the above disease, some oi
wnom are as weaK anti emaciated as
though they had

going complaints

IS~N(THUMBUG

and

ranted.

is offered to the public as a great invigorator and remedy for all impurities of the blood, or for organic
weakness with their attendant evils. For the fore-

are
in cases

troubled

men

L/ify.

by

Testify to This

’*?^^ona'
Pa88en8er»

R. R.

The 8.45 A. M. train from No.
Conway, arrives in
Portland in season for early afternoon train for Boston and passengers
the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Boston early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, November 8,1871.
nolitf

SEASON.

By Unhappy Experience:

Dr, Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba

THROAT

IN

Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Heauty
and Complexion.

Liver, Dropsy, Sluggish Circulation of
the Blood, Abscesses, Tumors,
Jaundice, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Ague and Fever, or
fchpjr Copcomi[tapts.

MACHINE,at

ANTIDOTE

and Aches, apd Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are tlie Barometer to the whole
system.

It is not A PHYftiC—It is not what is popularly
called a bitters, nor is it intended as such. It is
a South American plant that has been used for
many years by the medical faculty of those countries
with wonderfpl efficacy as a puwerfuivalteu ati v e
apd UKEQUALEp PURIFIER OF THE BLQOD apd is a
Sure and Perfect Remedy for all diseases of the

PROFITABLE

FOR SOME

•Tuesdays,

-r

the

Deck....
taken as

Passage Money,[including iare from Boston to N York,
.abin, $80, $100, $130
to accnmmodaAon. Steerage, $30 gold—according
Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15

Thursdays and Saturdays.

IT Via 3.15 p’.

run

Leaving Atlantic Wharf, Portland, at 7 o’clock
nd India Wharf,
Boston, every day, at 5 o'clock,
M.. (Sundays excepted.)
Cabin fare.
$1 10

route

F. CHASE,
P. S. & P. K. R.

Stages Connect
At South Windham for North
Windham, Casco,
Raymond, Naples and Bridgton.t
At East Baldwin for Sebago and
Bridgton *
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and Porter
If
At Brownfield for Denmark and
Bridgtou.1T
At Brownfield for East
Fryeburg.
At Fryeburg for Lovell.1T

Have Confidence.

...

nil

Steamers appointed to sail
FROM VKW YORK.
A
Wed.. Jan. 24. CHINA,
Wed., Feb.7.
-ALABRIA, Wad. Jan 31. ALGERIA, Wed., Feb. 14.

attacneu.

All who have committed an excess of any kind,
vhether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the tinging rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,

|

|

Uabia, $80 Gold. Steerage, $30 Currency

Leave N. Conway, 8.45
LOO
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and LOO P. M. from
No. Conway wdl he freight trains with
passenger car

ndours. The
inexjptew&d general practitioner,
aving neither opportunity nor time to make himI'll tyuquallnod with their pathology, commonly nurucs one system of treatment, in most cases
making
11 indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dauger< us weapon, the Mefcqi.jr,

The new and superior sea-going
FOREST CITY, and
MONTREAL, having boon tilted
; up at a great expense with a large

..

from Boston.

OGDENSBURG

A. M.
7.40

Portland,

Har.

DIRECT BROIU BOSTON
BATAVIA, Saturday, Jan. 6.
IECLA,
Sat., .Jan. 20.IPA11THIA, Sat,, Feb. 10
Jan. 27. BATAVLA, Sat., Feb. 17.
IBBKIA, Sa
LltlPOLI, Sat., Feb. 3. |HECLA,
Sat.. Feb. 24.
t’E'"Passengers embark at the Cunard Wharf, East
ioBton.

Monday, Nov. 13th, and
further notice, trains will run as

P!?*!!?fS|Si|nntd

Queenstown, Cork

BOSTON.
steamers

1
I

°o ?D,1,afu'r

■Bamasnsa

Hie Pains

.TTTRTTRTCR A !

Calling

at

Steamers appointed tc sail

6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30, 3.45 P. M.

Passengers ticketed through by either

efficacy
rcjinratory

ac27f4w

FOR THE BEST

kinds.
Sole Manufacturers of Broad’s Patents, 27$ Market
* street, Opposite P. O.
G. B. BROAD & CO,
decl9-dtf

FIRST-CLASS

ph/eton bodies

5.00
б. 00
from head of

cents.
Tickets can be had at Abbott’s Store, at Allen’s
corner;inKnight’s Store, at the Point; and Day’s
Portland.
JB. I*,. Agent.
•tore,
jnl*-lm wl

11

NO T ICE.
GAMMON AT HIS OLD BUSINESS

p. j*i.

SUNDAY.
19.15 P. Itt.
4.30
Passengers waiting, can be accommodated with
1 eats at James A.
103
Middle
Day’s,
Street; at 8amlel1 Bell’s Shoe Store, Congress
Street, Cahoon Block;
i ind at F. Bennett’s, 145 Congress St.f near head of
Washington Street.
Saturday Evenings, Omnibus will leave Allen’s Cor> ner at 6.30, and Bell’s store,
Portland, at 9.30.
Sundays the Omnibus will start from Bell’s store.
Fare from Allen’s Comer, 10 tickets for $1.00, and
'• for 50 cents. Single fare, 15 cents.
Fare from Back Cove, 16 tiekets for $1.00, 8 for 50

Straps.

only Shawl Strap made with metallic top.
ilver plated, with cross and end straps. Acknowldged by all who have seen them to be the neatest
hawl strap ever invented. Just the thing for holiay presents. We also manufacture Shawl Straps of

Wood’s Household Magazine.

THE

19.00
а. ao

Street.

HAVE YOU SEEN

maundering

next Animal Course of Lectures at this
Institution will commence February nth 1x79
and continue sixteen weeks.
Circulars containing full particulars may be bad on
application to the Secretary'.

Middle st., opp Plum
MIA. M.
9.00
11.00

SUNDAY.

....

Department

103

JAMESAAD DAY’S,

10.30

9*30 A. 1?M«
1*45 I*. UK*

thinking

Every intelligent and
iierson must know
lat remedies handed out for general use should have
leir
established by well-tested experience in
le hands of a regularly-eduoated
phvsician, whose
studies fit 1dm for all the duties he must
ilfll; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
lid cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
liich are not only useless, but always injurious
lie unfortunate should he particurar
ip selecting
is physiciau, as it is a lamentable
yet iuooptrovertile fact, that many
patteuts are made misrahle with
ooustitutfous by maltreatment
out ipexpenepced physicians In
general practice;
'r it is a point
conceded by the best syphilaud managemeut of these
graphen, that the
laints should engross the whole time of those who
ould be competent and successful in their treatment

selling our new sttand White Wire Clothes
Lines? They last forever; sample free. Send

The

FOR

RTEAnEUD

SAILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

from Portland, make close connections to New
grains
xork by one or other of the routes

GOOD WATER ROWER

POST-OFFICE

«.00 A. M.

i>mousnens,

,^e^eIlveld ?om

lower bed.
Blessed be

Medical

CORNER

Dinner

in a

“The hov!

ALLEN’S

N* B-

Caution to the Public.

GREAT CHANCE FOR AGENTS
Do you want an agency, local or traveling,
with an opportunity to mj*ke S5_to &2Q a d^y

ARRANGEMENT.

STEAMERS.

LINi:

mu,

(Express.

generally
study

STARTS FROM

.Liver Complaint, Drop*
isy, Tetter, Tumors and
Salt Rheum, Worms,
Gout, Neuralgia, as a

ered organ into action, and
they impart health and
one to 1 he whole
being. They cure not only the evry day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
LangerouB diseases. Most'eminent clergymen, most
Kllful physicians, and our best citizeus send eertiflates of cures performed and of
great benefits they
the8e Pille- They are til. safest
Physic for children, because mild as well as
nectual. Being sugar
coated, they are easy to

by

East Peering Omnibus Line

C«stivencss, J aundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles, Rheum a
tism,Eruptions and Skin

Pill, and Purifying the Blood,
xe the most congenial
vet
purgative
perfected. Their
fleets abundantly show how mneu they excel all othr Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
owerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors
f the blood; they stimulate the
sluggish ordisor-

six cents

TIME TABLE

Family Physic,

-LMDUitecB,

of postage to any

jan25t4w

CURING

proud of him.

I think

a

receipt of

on

free

J. B. FORD St CO.,
Publishers,
** P“rk P,Bce>1Vew Vork’

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

such a faithful tender.
Coming up socially, often does much, for a
man morally.
Cases multiplied, and I seemed
to grow with my trust. The
boy and I had
smart lodgings up town. He rose in school.
I’ve heard how women love their children
with close, peculiar devotion. I think I must
have loved him with a mother’s love. There’s
no other way of
expressing how near the bovJ
is to me.
^ ken he came from school and met me
on
the streets, he was often
carrying the satchel
of a smooth-haired,
dark-eyed girl, to whom
he would exclaim, as he
loyally touched his
That’s my father!” with such a
cap:
proud
accent that the blood leaped in
my veins.
Oh, my good fellow, it’s a glorious day for
you when your child is proud of you.
We all live together
now; Billy, his darkhaired Nora, the little rowdies and
I, in a
home with no end of verandas and vines
The respectable handle of judge is set to
my
name, but Billy’s children, who give the echo
to his former street training, stand in no
more awe of it than they do of the venerable Roman handle to
my countenance. We
tumble like wild colts in the
grass. But
they have no idea that their ancestor ever lay

Union will be mailed
address

“Here, father,” pleaded Billy, charging me
with a second jerk, “come out of this—come
out of this, we’re
going to make men of ourselves, father.”
‘■Yes, men, Billy,” I subscribed. So I
didn’t run into that side track, because I had
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hands and going to church on a Sunday.
Some of my old friends began to notice me.
Oh, I tell you, it makes a man’s heart swell
like a green bulb to have an honest hand
come seeking his.
Finally, I got into practice. Sometimes
thirst came on me and I stormed up and
down in my office, and twisted out little locks
of hair, as if the curse hung to the roots of
that. Once I locked the door and threw oue
the key and was a prisoner till
my associatt

so
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a ter sunset.
She was gone where she couldn’t be cursed
•e loosely held by the fair little hand; no shadows,
thing.)
broken-hearted
any more; poor little
ren of dream land, disturb the sweet brow’s perfect
As Billy photographed himself in my eyes,
She is fast asleep.
jace.
his bright hair blowing, his lusty fingers
In other words, two chromos hang upon the wall,
the conthe
centre
for
a
marble,
gouging pit
t
switching child-heads, in which every mother secs
trast between what he and I were born to be,
* •mething of her own dear ones, never grown old, and
(] ©voted to Morals, Reform, Home and Foreign News
and what we were, struck me like a bullet.
ever lost to her, however time or death may have
ev-both of UUurph,matt?fs *nd the worl(1 at lar8e>
I had tried to reform. Oh, yes. And
d ealt with them.
chain. 1 was
j .iterature, Science, Art, Music, Agriculture, Trade,
ery failure was a link in my
and tne fuNothing pleases more at first sight or gives pleasure j 'inance, etc., etc., with contributions from eminent
utterly given over to the snakes
1 mger than poetical pictures of children. “The little
ries.
^ irltprs cf jail denominations—in all parts of the
Now here was Bill, walking in my vagrant < liild” whom Jesus sets in the midst of every family ( ouutry.
steps; a vicious Arab, under a beautiful Cau- j a Joy that grows not old and fades not.
IT
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FOR
SOMETHING
111* Every Member of the Houseiioli>—lather,
casian guise.
“Age cannot wither, custom cannot stale
and
“Say, Bill,” begged one of the tribe, castaother, boys
Its infinite variety.’’
girls, young men aud women, all
ing a covetous eye on his industrious jaws,
1 Lpd something of interest. Admirable contributed
For this reason a happy picture of a child brings an
“let me chaw yuorwax awhile.”
'
•
.nd
editorial
articles discussing all the great topics of
Bill, with graceful generosity and contempt •njoyment more lasting than any other, because it is
he day; fresh information on unhackneyed subjects,
of gain, tossed it over, saying:
subject of which no one ever tires.
nuch matter of a high and pure religious tone ;a DomesBut these pictures, besides their constant charm for
“There; you cau take it and keep it; I
1 ic Department, choice Poems, Household Stories,
and
don’t want it no more.”
frown folks, are such as children can understand
md Chat for the little ones; one of its chief attracWhile I stood in drunken dolor against the
Our little “Wide Awake” and “Fast Asleep”
ove.
ions being Mrs. H. B. Stowe’s fascinating Tales.
a
into
of
the
hour
whirled
a
companionable
.vould
fence,
group
up suddenly
give many pleasant
akin
maelstrom. The centre to which they were
little
to
the
intercourse
and
people
unusement
£fl, IT APMfTS NO MEDICAL OR
x 111#other possibly objectionable advertisements
all sucked, was a steadfast rock with churning
Lo them in age. The pictures that children’s eyes rest
nor anything to offend the purest or most fastidious,
fists and yellow top.
du aH they are dropping off to sleep, or as they awake
and is therefore a favorite family paper.
“Bill!” I shouted in fury, “come here, you
in the morning, seem to them like living friends. All
young scoundrel!”
sorts of childish dreams and fancies make of the pictKfli If* Form, Twenty-Four Pages,
Hearing my voice over the broil, he dash- ured face a real companion. Not only in the parlor V I'll*barge Quarto, pasted at the back and trimed through the boys and came, crying, bloody
med at the edges,is so convenient for regdjpg,binding,
or the sitting room would they be an attractive and
and ruffled.
and perservation as to be a great special merit in its
fitting embellishment, but they are a charming pair
“What are you fighting about?” I asked,
favor, apart from its superior literary attraction.
for the adornment of a nursery.
him.
in
over
tremulous
standing
judgment
A SIIPKBB WORK OF ART is
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Undoubtedly these two i»ictures are portraits
“I can’t tell you, father,” h6 answered
1#111«GIVEN AWAY TO EVERY SUBSCRIBER AND
There is a realistic faithfulness and truth about them
Draveiy.
the Subscription Price is
What! Even the boy despised and dared that forbids the idea of their being fancy heads.
me! I lifted my hand and felt that I could They will remind miny parents of little ones either
Onlv ThrAA T! nil ore Par Van**.
here or in heaven. Dickens says somewhere of his
kill him.
“Take that, then—and that, you little
portraiture of little Nell that he has had letters from
wretch; I’ll show you how to be a bully, and the farthest regions of the earth shaking of children
turn against your own father.'’
who resemble her—so dear, and so early taken! He
My muscular hand brought a frightful who paints one child well, paints thousands, and
SPECIAL
blood gush out of his bruised face. I thought
speaks to the tendcrest feelings of innumerable hearts.
he should feel that his father was a solid man
axi
ui
Ui course mere is a picasuie
uiigiputwciHuug
in one respect, if the rest of my body was a
nal paintiug; but when the question lies between an
mass of moist wretchedness.
which
original at five hundred dollars and a chromo
The boy, the boy! I groan, when I rememcan scarcely be distinguished from it, at ten dollars—
ber it.
particularly when one has not five hundred to spare—
!
don’t
he
“Oh,
father,”
begged, wringing the choice is not very difficult. As to these two exhis dirty little hands. “Oh, father, please
TWO
a
examination
can
disCHARMING
critical
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quisite chromos, only
don’t strike me, and I’ll tell you all about it.
OF ART.
tinguish between the copies and the originals, which
The boys said you was a drunken old bloat.
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more
sold
for
certainly
many hun^eds—which
And I’ll fight anybody that calls you that, fa•‘Wide Awake and Fast Asleep.”
than can be said of the best copies of most pictures
ther; I will if you kill me for it.”
TWO EXQUISITE FRENCH OIL CHROMOS,
hand.
I sat prone down upon the ground. That
painted by
was the hardest blow I ever had.
Blessings upon chromo-lithography, by which the
THE SUBJECTS OF WHICH ARE LIFE“Get up, father,” said Billy, casting a succesful painting of a master can be reproduced indewith
its
edthousands
of
homes
and
can
enter
SIZE, AND CANNOT FAIL TO PLEASE
bloody and warlike glance behind him, “and finitely,
I’ll help you along.”
ucating, quickening, reforming influences!
ALL WHO LOVE ART OR CHILI took hold of him, but a weakness not
It is not alone into the dwellings of the great and
born of rum, kept me at his cracked,
that
we
follow
this
with
anticipapretty pair
DREN,
stubby -wealthy
little feet. There was no one in the world
tions of delight. We see them in the cottages of the
Arc GIVEN AWAY to every subscriber for 1872,
who cared whether I rose or went on down
the
in
cabin
ofthe
poor,
log
backwoodsman,brightening whether It be a New
Subscription or a Renewal l
b\it him. He cared. I put my arms around
These Chromos are no cheap colored prints, but are
the boy and cried against him. No more
the
almost
receiving
adoring wonder of children who
drunken glazing repentance for me. Every ! have never seen
splendid copies of Oil Paintings, by an eminent Enpictures before.
tear was hard as a pearl with resolution.
glish artist, fully equal for their size (10jxl2j) to any
God bless the darlings—send the little comforters
The good Christ appeared that instant in his
chromo evet
published. The subjects are life
fast and far!
love and long suffering,
size. The pair, by a fortunate arrangement which
through the boy as
as
he
to
one
of the partners of this house was able to make in
plainly
appeard
dying Sir Launfal
through the leper. When on earth, He was
Paris during the late seige, with the proprietors of
always going about picking up the abominathe
pictures, are furnished at a rate entirely excepTlie
of cliroms,,“Wide Awake” and
ble, and since He has left the earth, He sends “Fast charmingofpair
Asleep” whose real beauty and atttractive- tional, So that, although thousands of them have
for them by messengers
they canot help ness Mrs. Stowe’s graceful sketch can give but an been sold in America and ■ t BIO, still are and will
knowing.
imperfect idea—so pleasing are they to all who love be sold at that price by the picture trade generally,
Men should respect in me that spark which
the boy respected. I would show him what a art or children—have always sold in the picture stores they can be given to subscribers.
grand and over-mastering thing is that soul for #10, and the original publisher has never been
able to supply the great demand for them even at
which the God of glory values.
A MOSAIC.
“Don’t cry, father,” requested Billy, while that price. And yet, although thousands of them
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have been sold in America at that high
lie ceased not to paint bloody sunrise on" his
rate, they are
now within the reach of all, for they are
Two very good chromos ara “Wide Awake” and
face. Better than a sunrise was that little
“Fast Asleep,” [1] which have few rivals in the marlace to me. His eyes looked bluer and more
ket
for attractiveness
heaven-like than the sky.
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to
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like
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have
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rarely seen anything prettier than the two
“Yes. sir, I’ll lick any body that calls you sectarian, literary, religious, and domestic weeklv pictures, which, [5] both in color and sentiment are
names,” the bright, tender lineaments, in his newspaper, edited by Henry Ward Beecher.
really beautiful [6]—worthy of a place in costly homes
face gushing with another shower.
The pair by a fortunate arrangement which one of
[7] Unlike nine pictures out of ten that cost a good
A horizontal hail of mud and pebbles hit us
deal more, one can look at them day after day and
the partners of this house was able to make in Paris
while he was speaking. Billy reared
up like
during the last siege, with the proprietors of the pic- not tire of them [5]. W'e have often stopped amid
a charger
snuffling the battle afar off. But I tures, are furnished to Mr. Beecher’s publishers at
the bustle of Broadway to look at
a
them, and never
made him retreat from the enemy’s lines.
without feeling happier and better
rate entirely exceptional. The subjects are Life-Size.
[7]. They cannot
When the boy and I were laid at night in a
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to
all
who
please
love art or children fsi.
As to the Christian Union, the great success of
low tavern which was our only home, I
asked, that paper has been a marvel in the history of jounalwith my face turned from him:
“Billy, will ism, and the scholarly, and critical New
York Nation
you help your father to try once more?” Upcall it
not only the ablest and best, but also the
on which he bounded up
pumped my arm most
popular of American religious periodicals.”
with all the vigor and
familiarity that the
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u .After the Brat of
over, I flogged my weak brain to work, and
year 1872, Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe will
January the paper will be printed on a still larger sheet, folded in
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write exclsicely for the Christian Union.
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When I look back at that wretch in soiled
It has something for every member of the household
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in
advantage convenience for read—father,mother, boys, and girls, young men and sides,—a
tery eyes, my legs tremble under me, though young women, all find something of interest. Ad- ing possessed by no other religious woekly published.
they have gone stoutly these many years. It mirable contributed and editorial articles
discussing
was such a very straight path
up from that
all the great topics of the day; fresh information on
place, and I came so near falling, time after
Mrs. HARRIET BEECHER STOW
unhackneyed subjects; much matter of a high and
•
time.
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pure religious tone; a Domestic Department, choice
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the exception of one short story all
From the gutter I could not go
ready engaged for
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After I had delved awhile, Billy had a new
suit, a set of books, and school privileges.
Then a situation as copyist was
opened to me.
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